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FOREWORD

The research covered in this report was performed by The Boeing Com-
pany, Renton, Washington, for ti, hir Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
Research and Technology Division, Air Force Systems Commaand, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, under AF Contract No. AF 33(615)-2378, project
No. 1362, Task No. 136203. The Air Force program monitor wns Mr.
Marvin C. Whitney, office symbol FDFR, Recovery and Crew Station Branch.
"Ahe research was conducted from February 1965 to August 1966.

This research is part of an effort to determine the crew escape design
requircmcnts for VTOL and low-al~ttudo dauh vehicloo; investigate various
crew escape conoopts such as ejection boLuts, encapsulated seats, nose and
pod-type escape copaules; study the associated escape problems such as sta-
bility, critical timing, automatic Initiation, high dynamic forces, high perform-
ance escape rockcts, eto; and determine the theoretical feasibility of the
techniques and concepts that will meet the vehicle requirements.

This report covers a part of the investigation which consisted of acquiring
and compiling available data for existing and advanced escape systems and
subsystems. All work toward this effort by The Boeing Company Airplane
Division Product Development Technology Section was coordinated by John QBull, escape systems research. engineer. Acknowledgement is made by the
authors to Mr. Larry J. Nolan, Mr. Jakob Schor, and Mr. Charles W. Bird of
rosing for their aid in preparing the Information required for this report.
Acknowledgement Is also made of the assistance provided by the following facil-
Ities who oontclbutod Lnformaktloa and data necessary for the accomplishment of
Phase U: Acro-Space Crew Equipment Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa,; Bendix
Radio Divisioa, Baltimore, Maryland; Bureau of Naval Weapons, Washington,
D.C.; David Clark Co., Inc., Worcester, Masu.; Douglas Aircraft Co.. Inc.
Long Beach, Calif. ; E. L du Pont do Nenmcrs and Co. , Wilmington, Del.; Air
Force Flight Lynamics Lab., Renearob and Technology Div. AFSC, WPAFB,
Ohio; Franklord Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.; General Dynamics Corp., 0
Convair Div., San Diego, Calif., and Ft. Worth Div., Ft. Worth, Texax
B. F. Goodrich Aeroaspce and Defonse Products Diut, Akron, Ohio; Goodyear
Aerospace Corp., Akron, Ohio; Lockh.eed California Co., Burbank, Calif.; LTV,
Aeronautics Di,. Dallas, Texas; Martin-Baker Aircraft Co., Ltd., Denham,
Uxbridge, Middlepox, Englan; McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louin, Missouri;
Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Elkton, Maryland; North American Aviation, Inc.,
Columbus Itie., Columbus, Ohio; North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 0
Div., Los Angeles, Calif.; Pacific Scientific Co., Los Angeles, Calif.; Rocket
Power, Inc., Mesa, Ariz.; Stanley Aviation Corp., Denver, Colo.; Stencel Aero
Engineering Corp.,Ashevllle, X. C.; T, ley Indurtries, Mesa, Ariz.;U. S. Army
Transpnrtation Research Command, Ft. Eustia, Va.; U. S. Naval Weapons Labor-
atory, L thlgren, Vt,.; Walter Kidde Ltd., Northolt, Middlesex, England; and
Weber Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.
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Information in this report to embargoed under the Department of State
Internattonal Trffict In Arms Regulationa. The report may be released to
foreign governments by departments or agencies of the U. S. Government
subject to approval of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, or higher
authority within the Department of the Air Force. Private individuals or
firms require a Department of State export license,

The manuscript was released by the authors in August 1966 for publication •
as a technical report.

Publication of tbli report does not constitute Air Force approval of t? e
report's findings or conclusious. It is published only for the exchange and
stimulation of ideas.

.- ' SOLOMON R. METRES., Acting Cblef
Recovery and Crew Station Branch
Vehicle Equipment Division
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive group of appropriate open ejection scata, encapsulated
ejection meats, cockpit pod capsulese separable nose capsules, and subsystems
are described. The deocriptions provide informatlun on items such an initiation,
crew poeltioning and restraint, emergency preasurization and oxygen, scat-
man separation, rapsule sep4-ration, rocket motors, rocket catapults, asabilli-
gallon, deceleration, recovery parachute, landing impact attenuation, flotation,
location aide, and survival equipment or provisions. Information Is also pro-
vided on escape system performance, tests, accelerations experienced, stabil-
Ity charactertstlcs, trajectories, escape tUne stquence, envelope dimensions,
weights, production or development status, and projected system improvementa.
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I SECTION I
I

INTRODUCTION

SThe objectlves of this study are to define crew escape requirements for
VTOL and supersonic low-altitude dash vehicles, gather data on current and
projected escape systems and subsystems, evaluate the various escape con-
cepts, and provide ftrade data and design criteria that will be useful In the
selection, design and evaluation of escape systems for future advanced
aircraft.

The results of the study are presented in two sparate reports. This
report covers that portion involving the compilation of data on crew emergency
escape systems, and presenta doscriptons of current and projectcd eacape
systems, subaystems, and components. 0

II
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SECTION a U

4 ESCAPE MYTEIM A~ND SUrSYBTZIU INVIS77GATI0ON

This Investigation ounaliated of acquiring and compiling data to describe stp-I propriate open ejection seats, encapsulated ejeciion seats, cockpit pod capsules,
separable nose capsules, miscellaneous escape devices, and subsystems. A
general description of each escape system concept and subsystem Is included In

4 this report. The descriptions Includen threhical data, graphs, drawings, photo-graphs, and other information necessary to describe each systt mn.

1. OPEN EJECTIOR SEATM

P. CONVAIR "B3" BEAT

se4 The Convair IS" seat Is arocket-powered, open-type, upward ejection

in the supersonic F-106A and W3airplanes to conform to the prlginal. roquiremuit
for escape capability within the airplane mission profile. Being the first USAF
ejection seat designed specifically for supersonic escape, particular emphasis
was placed on high-epeed fin-tip clearance, wlndblast protection, packaging of
the seat occupant and! retention of equipment, seat stabilization, and safe deoel-
eration rates. Low-level ejection was also an Important, but secondary asp*ct

* of the design. In 1965, the results of an Air Force review of high-speed and
low-speed ejection statistics indicated a need to favor low-speed escape cap&-
bility, so the Convair "B" seat was replaced in the F-106 with a Weber modified
subsonic upward ejection seat having zero-speed, zero-al~titde capability. The
changs provided improved reliability and low-speed, low-altitude escape caps-

4 bility. *
Wlgure 1 shows the general arrangement of the 1"11" seat, and Fig. 2

shows the installation apace requirements. Figure?2 Is a general scheatic of
the system.

The ejectable seat consisats of a D-ring ejection h-ande; InteWvlad bar-
4 nesn; combination shoulder strip Inertia aod power takte-up retl; upward rotat-

Ing foot pans, seat pan, and leg guards; gas-operated realm for ~cot cable re-
traction; two gas-operated telescoping booms for stabilization; drag chute
ejector with aneroid feature; drag and pertionnal recovery parachutes; chaff
dispenser; oxygen bottle. two survival kits. end emergency harness release
handle. The clectable seat La attached to the nouejectabic structure by four
breakaway bolts. The nonejectable hardware consists of a vertical a4lustment
seat electrical actuatur; guide 'rails; gas-operated, hydraulically-dam~ed seat
vertical thruster; two gas-operated, hydraulically-damped seat rotaticeal
thrusters; and an electrical circuit incorporating an airspeed sw4tch.

Figure 4 shows the major phases of the ejection sequence. neoUOU
Is initiated by pulling the D-rlng. This jettisons the canopy, trips the iuito-
matic flight control system disconnect switch, retract. and locks the shoulder

*harness, retracts the seat occupant's feet, &nd ralises the foot panw, seait pan.
and leg guards. Feet retraction and canopy jettscn safety locks release,
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1. EJECTION CONTROL (D RING) a. LANYARD CUTTE'i (0.8 SEC DELAY)
2. MECHANICALLY FIRED INITIATOR 30. HEADRFST LATCH

3. LATCH "hRUSTER 31. HEADREST

4. CANOPY LATCHES 32, MECHANICALLY FIRED INITIATOR

5. GAS - FIRED INITIATOR 33. CABLE DISCONNFCT

6. GAS - FIRED INITIATOR 34. LAP-BELT DISCONNECT

7. CANOPY REM•OVER 35. SHOULDER tTRAP DISCONNECT

8. WIRE CUTTER ý6. PERSONAL LEADS OISCONN!CT

9. HOSE DISCONNECT (SEAT*TO.ANAtJ)

10, CANOPY 37. DROGUE GUN TRIGGER
MECHANISM

11. MECHANICALLY FIRED INITIATOR X. HESITATION RISERS

12. GAS-ACTUATED EXACTOR 39. RISER CUTTER (0.5 SEC DELAY)

13. HOSE DISCONNECT 40. RISER CUTTER (1.5 SEC DELAY)

14. SEAT ADJUSTMENT ACTUATOR 41. DEPLOYMENT LINE

15, VERTICAL SEAT THRUSTER 42. PERSON-HEL PARACHUTE

16, ANTIROTATlON LOCKS 43. SURVIVAL PACK LANYARD

17, MECHANICALLY FIRED INITIATOR 44, SURVIVAL PACKS 0

18. ROTATIONAl. THRUSTER 45. LIFE RAFT

19, OR.AKAWAY BOLTS (LOWER) 40. INERTIA REEL

20. BREAKAWAY BOLTS (UPPER) 47. AFCS DISCONNECT SWITCH

21. MECHANICALLY.FIRED INITIATOR 4. FOOT AND SEAT PAN ACTUATOR

22. STABILIZING BOOMS 49. OCCUPANT'S FEET

23. MECHANICALLY FIRED INITIATOR 50. FOOT PANS

24. SEAT ROCKET MOTOR 51. SEAT PAN AND LEG GUARDS

25. ARMING CAM 52. EXTERNAL CANOPY JETTISON

26, DRAG CHUTE EJECTOR CONTRO L HANDLE
(DROGUE GUN)

27. HEADREST LID 53. MECHANICALLY FIRED INITIATOR

28. DRAG PARACHUTE 54. GAS-FIRED IMITIATOR

1~B
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a0owing further pufl on the D-ring. Further pull on the D-rlng disconnects tVi I4
seat actuator and fires the seat vertical thruster, thus moving the seat up the
rails. At the befJnnIng of vertical thruster stroke, the hose disconncet and
personal-leads -dinconnect is separated, and at the end of vertical thrustor
stroke the two rotational thrubters are fired, causing the seat to assume a hor-
izontal position on top of the airplane. During rotation to the horizonud lawunch
position, the gas-operated stabilization booms are extended, the four breakaway
attuchment bolts are fired, and the rocket Is ignited, propelling the seat away
from the airplane. (On F-106B airplanes the forward and rear seats are Inter-
connected In such a manner that the rear seat is always ejected first.)

Separation of the seat from the airplane arms the aneroid controlled
drag parachute ejector, which fircs a 2-second time delay initiator if ejection Is
Initiated below 13,000 feet. If ejection Is above 15,000 feet, firing of the 2-sce- 4
end delay Initiator is prevented until the Beat has descended to 15,000 feet, At
the end of the 2-second delay a slug is fired from the ejector, causing headrest
lid removal, deployment of the drag parachute, and firing of the Initiator to re-
lease the seat occupant's harness (except feet cables).

At speeds exceeding 280 KIAS, drag parachute pull separates the head-
rest from the seat, which triggers the 1.5-second delay riser cutters. Contin- 4
ued drag parachute pull extracts the seat occupant with personnel parachute
from the seat by the hesitation risers. As the occupant is pulled from the seat
his feet become separated from the feet retention cables, and the man deceler-
ates until the 1.5-second delay riser cutters sever the hesitation risers. Drag
parachute force then pulls the main personnel chute from its pack, which fires
an 0.8-second delayed-action line cutter to separat(. the drag parachute and
headrest from the inaln parachute. The main p.raehute then fills and the * • l
crewmember descends to earth.

At airspeeds of 280 KIAS or less, an airspeed switch closes and, when
the D-ring is pulled, the antlhesltation cutter !n the headrest cats the hesitation
riser. This causes the drag chute to immediately deploy the main parachute at
low airspeeds, eliminating the 1.5-second delay that ocers at airspeeds above
280 KIAS. The remainder of the ejection sequence is the same as described 0 4
for high-speed ejection.

The performance envelope of the 02 pnvair "B" seat is shown In Fig, 5
and has been demonstrathJ by at least 15 sl teets and 11 flight tests. During
sled tests utilizing dummies of 5 to 95 perceUtilcii, satisfactory dummy re-
coveries were accomplished from 154 KEAS 755 KEAS, as ahown in Fig. 6.
At low speeds the relationship between rocket hrust Line and ejected mass 0
center of gravity significantly aff-.ets trajector• height, as evidenced by a 173
KEAS, 95 percentile dummy trajectory peak of 1 feet, compared with a 168
KEAS, 5 percentile dummy trajectory peak of 215 feet. Accelerations imposed
on the dummy during a 155 KEAS sled test are shown In Fig. 7.

Flight tests were conducted at altitudes of 10,000 to 50,000 feet and at
airspeeds of 176 to 733 KIAS. One flight test was conducted by ejecting a human
subject at 22,580 feet and 337 KIAS (Mach 0.77). Also, an 84,150 foot altitude
drop test using a dummy was accomplished to study free-fall characteristics.

10
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NOTE: GROUND LEVEL CAPABILITY DEMONSTRATED Kt()
FOR 154 TO 75,R KEAS
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From those test. typical escape event time values are shown in Fig. 8. In addl-
tion, all components have been environmentally tested per MIL-E-5272; each
cartridge Item has beea fired more thsa 100 times at temperatures from -657F
to 200'F; and numerous subsystem tests have been accomplished on the oxygen -k
system, parachute system, inertia reel, seat actuator, ballistic items, and
basic scat.

The Convair "B" seat rodcet, stabilizing booms, vertical thruster,
rotational thruster, foot pan actuator, and breakaway bolts are discussed in
Section U. 6 of this report.

Table I gives the seat weight breakdown.

Table I. C•,,,•i, "a" Sgat Weight Breakdown

Itan Weight (Pounds)

Seat 128.0
Seat adjustment actuator 4.5
Foot and seat pan actuator 15.8
oxygen system 11.4
Parachute system 37.2
Survival pack assembly 37.4
Breakaway bolts (4) 5.2
Carriage 39.9
Rocket 31.5
InItialr 1 3.2
Vertied thruster 11.1
Rotational thruster (2) 13.6 0
Booms (2) 33.1
Rails 33.3
Triggering mechanism 2.4

Total (Less blan and Personal Equipment) 417..2

NOTE: Ejectable v',elght of seat and 95 percentile man equipped with
flight cover'.Us, HGU-2/P helmet, high-top shoes, and
Integrated harness Is 515 pounds.

b. DOUGLAS ESCAPAC IC SEAT

The Douglas Escapac IC Is a modified version of the Navy qualified
Lscapac I rocket-catapult ejection seat which is Installed in the A4 (A4D) Sky-

V hawk. Modification consisted of replacing the RAPEC I with a higher Impulse
rocket-catapult (RPI 2174-16) and adding a zero delay parachute lanyard to in-
crease escape capability. The higher energy rocket-catapult provides added
traje tory height and the zero delay lanyard assures early deployment of the
parauhute to provide the zero-zero capaf ity. Due to the minor nature of these

modifications, the high-speed performance of the seat Is not affected signmfi-
cantly, and Its service-proven reliabilty is maintained. Therefore, thG system,
as modified, will provide safe escape for a crewman when ejection is Initiated
at ground level, at any altitude, and at speeds from zero to 600 knots.

p jI14
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The Esaapc IC ejection seat systean Is installed In the Ing-Temco-
Vought XC-142 and A-7A, Canadair CL-84 V/STOL, Douglas TA-4F, Lockheed 5
XV-4A, North American OV-10A, and General DyItusine Charger airplanes.
A photograph of the seat is ahown in Fig. 9, and the overall Installation dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 10.

Operation of either the face curtain or the seat D-ring ejection control
initiates a sequence to achieve automatic recovery of the pilot. The system is
also operable manually as shown by the ejection saquence achematIc in Fig. 11. S
After initiation, the canopy is jettisoned and the rocket catapult fires ejecting
the seat. Due to the canopy interlo'-k mechanism, the canopy mist be jettisoned
automatically, or manually, prior to catapult firing. As the seat Is propolled
up the guide rails, the parachute 2.0-eecond delay eartridge it actuated by a
lanyard, the 1.0-socond delay harness release actuator is armed by a striker
plate, Wd thW emergency oxygen is turned on.

After ths 1.0-second delay, the harness release actuator separates the
pilot's harness at three points, releases both ejection controls from the seat,
and opens the nitrogen bottle to inflate the s'at-m=a separation bladders. One
bladder is locatxd under the seat pan assembly, and the other behind the para-
chute kit. As the bladders inflate, the seat is forcefuUy separated from the
pilot. After one additional second and when below 10,000 feet, the XB-9 (28-
foot fiat circular canopy) parachute Is deployed. If the parachute 2.0-second
delay cartridge vas not actuated as the seat ejected, It is actuated as the pilot
separates from the seat. This Increases the parachute pack opening time delay
from 2. 0 to 3.0 seconds. At high altitudes an aneroid contained In the para-
chute actuator will delay opening until a pro-set altitude Is reached. A p*.araft
kit, with supplies, is provided for survival at sea or on land util the pilot is
rescued. Several Escapac IC configurations utilize a rigid seat survival kit
(RSS-8).

An outstanding subsystem used in the Eacapac IC system i& the DART
Stabilization system described as follows:

o Trajectory and eut rotational control are achieved by incorporation of the
directional automatic realignment of trajectory (DART) stabilization system.
if CO/thrust alignment induces rotation of the ejected mass, automatic
correction is supplied by DART to limit the system rotation at rocket burn-
out to a preprogrammed value.

Table 11 is the ejection seat weight breakdown.

A serie. of five tests was conducted on the Douglas Escapac IC ejection
seat to demonstrate the system for the zero-speed, zero-altitude condition.
These tests were conducted by the Douglas Aircraft Company, Aircraft Division,
using the Long Beach MWflcipal Airpork as the test aito. In all tests, successful
recovery of the dummy was achieved, demonstrating that the performanep of the
Escapac 1 seat could be extended to include the r ero-zero condition.

Typical test trajectories and event-time aequence are shown in Figs. 12
and 13 for the 5th and 95th percentile crewman. The zero delay parachute lan-
yard was not uAed in Tests 1 through 3 and, although full parachute Inflation was
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a (A)
roT.&I II. Douglas Emce/pc IC $*at Weight Brekgkdown S

Weight (Lb) Weight (Lb)
Installed Eiectable

Basic seat structure 50.75 50.75
Rocket launch tube 6,00
Rocket motor and grain 21.50 21.50
Parachite assembly 25.00 25.00
Seat pan assembly 8.00 8.00

*PK-2 pararaft kit 25.00 25.00
Seat adjustment actuator 4.50 ---
Guide rails 8.70 ---

Total Weight *149,45 *130.25

*With RSSK-8 add 6 lb. to total weight.

delayed, dummy recovery was accomplished at a comfortably safe height as
shown in Fig. 13 (Test 2). Recovery of the dummy in Tests 1 and 3 was com-
plete at 50 and 74 feet above the ground, respectively. Temporary entangle-
ment of the parachute and dummy delayed full Inflation. The entanglement
was believed partially induced by seat/dummy pitching gyrations due to eces-
sive CO/thrust eccentricity and partially by the low air velocity at time of
deployment.

Accelerations and rates of onset were measured in three mutually
perpendicular planes in the dnumyOs chest during Tests 4 and E. The acceler- . * *
ations and rates of onset were lower than the equivalent readings In the Eacapac
I tests that were subsequently proven to be tolerable in operational use. It
was conluded, therefore, that ejection acceleration loads imposed on the
Eacapac IC seat occupant were well below the human tolerance limits.

a. DOUGLAS ESCAPAC II SEAT

The Escapac II system was developed by Douglas as the basic version
of the next generation of the Escapac system. The major differences between
Escapac [I and the Escapac IC system are the ballistically deployed parachute
system, stabilization drogue parachute, backrest assembly, ballistic takeup
inertia reel, a lower impulse rocket catapult, and a gyro-controlled stabiliza-
tion system. A high degree of commonality with existing fleet equipment Is
maintained, thereby assuring high performance, rellabllity, comfort, and low 6
development and maintenance cost. The system was designed to provide safe
escape from ground level up, at speeds from zero knots through Mach 1.

Initiation of the system is accomplished by operation of either the face
curtain or the seat D-ring. After initiation, a completely automatic sequence
jettisons the canopy, actuates the ballistic inertia reel, and then ejects the seat.
As the seat moves up the gulderails, emergency oxygen Is supplied, IFF is
turned on, personnel services (airplane oxygen and communication) are
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TEST NO, 5
(5TH PERCENTILE)

PEAK TRAJECTORY 4.07
* 4

FULL PARACHUTE INFLATION 6.28

PARACHUTE PACK OPEN 2.31 4

200
* .

HARNESS RELEASE 1.01

100

ROCKET BURNOUT 0.66 SECONDS

0 * 4

00 100 200

FORWARD DISTANCE (FEET) I

Figure 12, Douglas E,copoc IC Seat Trajectories for Zero-Zero Condition

With 5th Percentile Crewman

* 4
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TEST NO. 2

(95TH PERCENTILE)

P300R

PEAK TRAJECTORY 3.72
PARACHUTE PACK OPEN 3.52

200] *

0 FULL CHUTE INFLATION 7.80

)O-HARNESS RELEASE 0.98 * 4

ROCKET BURNOUT 0,69 SECONDS

01010 200 30040

FORWARD DISTANCE (FEET)

Figure 13. Douglas Escapac IC Soot Tralectory for Zero-Zero Condition
With 95th Percentile Crewman
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disconnected, the seat stabilization parachute release mechanism is armed,
the personnel parachute drogue gun is actuated, the pitch stabilization system
rate 0yro is brought up to speed, and the pitch system vernier rocket motor Is
Ignited. An the seat clears the top of the guide rails, the rocket motor ignites,
the seat stahilizatiou chute is deployed, and the vernier rocket motor Is rotated
by Its rate gyro to provide a stabilizing moment, as required. After a pro-
determined time delay, an aneroid controlled initiator releases the pilot's
restraint harness and fires the parachute deployment gun if, or when, below
10,000 feet, The mortar reaction force Is transmitted directly to the seat
structure, providing positive man-seat separation. Because of the man-hout
weight ratio and the direction of the mortar reactlun load and rtbilizntion
chute drag, the seat Is deflected away from the man, eliminating seat-man-
parachute collision or entanglement. At full-line stretch, a deployment bag
strips away from the 28-foot diameter flat circular canopy parachute, allowing
aerodynamic Inflation. A typicai ejection event-time sequence is as follows:

Event Time (Seconds)

Firing control actuated, ballistic inertia 0.0
reel actuates, catapult fires (0.04 second 0.40
delay)

* Seat clears top of guide rails (0.14 second), 0.54
rocket motor ignites, stabilization'0hute
drogue gun fires.

* Rocket motor burns out, drogue chute 1.08
becomes effective.

* Harness release actuator fires (if below 2.40
10,000 feet), personnel parachute drogue
gun fires.

* Parachute Is fully Inflated (for high-speed 5.60
ejections below 10,000 feet the time for
full parachute Inflation would be reduced
to approximately 4.0 seconds).

The overall installation dimensions of the Escapac U seat are the
same as Escapac IC, however, the weight of the system Is slightly increased
as shown in Table M.

The major improvements incorporated Into the Escapac II system arc
as follows:

The back-headrest assembly is contoured for comfort and optimum
support of the crewman during airplane catapulting, aerial maneuvers, ejection
loads, and parachute landing. The assembly also provides stoN age for the
face curtain firing control and retention of the personnel parachute. DurhLmg

22
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T1ekh III. Deuules EuceOPc II S"t WUghet I.kd wn .

Installed Fjectsble
weight t1be~ Weight (Lb.)

Seat assembly 50.5 50.5
(including drogue)

Stabilization system (STAPAC) 6.5 6.5
Backrest assembly 13.0 13.0
Power inertia reels 2.9 2.9

and controls
Parachute assembly 10.0 19.0
Survival kit 39.0 39.0

(including emergency oxygen)
Rocket catapult assembly 18.3 12.7
Eleotromechanieal seat 5.0 0

actuator

Accessories 12.0 0

Total 166.2 143.6

normal flight conditions, the back-headrest assembly is firmly attached to the
seat structure, allowing the pilot to lean forward with only the weight of the
shoulder straps offering any reqistanco to movement. During ejection or man-
ual egress from the cockpit, the back-headrest assembly Is released auto-
matically from the seat structure and is secured to the pilot's back by the
power takeup reel.

The mortar deployed parachute assembly consists of a standard flat S *
circular 28-foot canopy, pilot chute, deployment bag, and a mortar. The mor-
tar utilizes a cartridge incorporating duel firing plin and primers. It has an
inner and outer tube; the inner tube Is attached to the sen. structure behind the
back-headrest, and the outer tube Is secured In a vertical position In tho
center of the packed parachute. The parachute asseraly is Installed in a
supporting pouch on the aft side of the baok-h.adrest, and the entl.ýe assembly
is slid down over the inner tube and secured to the seat structure. During S
the escape sequence, if the harness release ,eechan~sm fails, the pernoaul
parachute will deploy and recover the pilot and seat as a unit.

The ballistic takeup inertia reel operateg to properly position and
restrain the pilot in the seat prior to ejection. By positively positioning the
pilot, rocket-thu-st-center of gravity eccentricity can be controlled, re-
suiting in increased seat-man stability and trajectory height.
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Stabilization of the seat-man is accomplished by the DART (Direc- 4

tiomal AutomAtic Roalignment of Trajectory) and drogue chute systems. A
slipline, attached to the airplane, le routed tLrough a bridle arrangement
and brake assembly installed on the seat. If the CG-thrust alignment induces
rotation of the ejecte4 mass, automatic correction is supplied by DART
limiting the system rotation at rocket burnout to a preprogrammed value.
The 42-Inch diameter ribless gulde surface drogue chute, installed on the
seat back, is utilized to ensure proper seat attitude for ballistic parachute 0
operation, and to provide stability and velocity decay for high-speed ejec-
tion. A four-point bridle geometry Is utilized with two attachments located
near the bottom seat rollers and two on the upper roller shafts. initiated
by a striker plate arrangement, the drogue gun fires just before the scat
leaves the rails, propelling the slug upward and aft at an initial angle of
30 degrees relative to the seat back structured. Thc lower risers are en-
eased in a neoprene rubber extrusion to prevent burn damage from the 4
rocket catapult. Additional protection from burn damage is afforded by a
specIal pounch-like container that prevents the risers from prematurely
dropping down into the rocket wake.

Provisions for over-the-side bailout Is retained in Eseapac II.
The harness release handle, located on the right-hand side of the seat buck-
et, Is used for this purpose. It is also used in ditching escape situations 4

and In normal servicing and parachute repacking procedure, Actuation of
the handle releases the lap belt and back-headrest, and disengages the
parachute mortar from the seat structure. As the pilot stands up In the
cockpit, he is entirely free of the seat. AD-ring on the left-hand risor
Is pulled after bailout to deploy the parachute. For normal egress the
parachute and survival kit are removed by releasing the four GFAE dis- 4 *
connect fittings located on the riser and lap belt. If It is desired to re--
tain the survival kit, only the two top fittings on the parachute risers are
released.

The Douglas Company Is continuing an in-hou'::e Escapac II de-
velopment program to Improve system capability during high sink rates
and adverse airplane attitudes. Dynamio testing Is also being accom- 2
pisL.id to Improve and advance the stabilization and recovery systems to
enhance low-level escape capa:lllty.

d. LOCKHEED C-2 SEAT

The Lockheed C-2 upward emergency ejection seat system was
developed for use in the F-104 airplanes. The system desribed here 4
applies to the F-104B and F-104D airplanes, and is similar to all F-104
escape systems currently In service.
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The system is completely automtic after being intiated by puWng (N
the D-ring located on the forward ed.le of the seat bucket. Upon initiation, 4
the canopy is jettisoned during the tme the crewman is restrained In the
meat prior to catapult firing. If the canopy fails to jettisoe•, the seat is
safely ejected through it. The forward and aft seats are similar but not
in|terchangeable. Seat differences, however. are of a m~ndr nature andhave no effect on the overall seat system or its operation. The differences

are the canopy breakers, anti-g aaid vent suit disconnect coupllin, and arm
net fitting assembly located at &he outer end of the leg giuards. The dif- 4
ferent configurations of the canopy breakers are a result of the variations
of seat-to-canopy clearance of the two cockpits. The differences in the
anti-g and vent suit disconnect coupling and arni net fitting assemblien
are the result of the aft cockpit being narrower than the foryard cockpit.

The C-2 seat incorporates the following design features:

0 Single D-ring control which operates all seat primary and secondary
systems with one motion.

a Positive automatic foot retraction and retention system,

* Automatic erecting leg guards. * 4
* Automatically deployed arm support webbing.

• Automatic lap belt release and foot retention separation.

* Auxiliary manual control for pilot foot retentlon separation. (The
primary purpose of the auxiliary manual control on the C-2 seat is *
for use by ground rescue personnel In separating or releasing the
pilot's feet in an emergency situation.)

* Positive automatic pilot-seat separation device.

o Survival kit and positive pilot-kit separation system.

* Dual oxygen system; diluter demand for under 42,000 feet flight altitude 9
and high pressure for over 42,000 feet flight altitude.

Installation diniensions and basic components of the ejection seat
system are shown in Fig. 14 (Ref. 1). The ejection sequence, including the
ballistic Items currently used in the system, are shown In Fig. 15. When the
D-ring is pulled, the first M27 (T25) initiator operates the canopy primary
jettison system by firing the M13 (XM13) canopy latch release thruster. The
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SEAT FRONT VIEW SEAT LEF:T 31DE VIEW I

1 CANOPY BREAKER 16 LAP BELT HOSE ASSEMBLY

2 HEADREST 17 MA-6 LAP BELT

3 INERTIA REEL STRAP 18 MHULDE:R HARNESS

4 ARM NIET OR RETENTION WEBBING 19 DILUTER DEM, AND OXYGEN HOSE STORAGE ASSEMBLY

S ROTARY ACTUATOR STRAP (PILOT-SEAT SEPARATION) 20 AUXILIARY CABLE CUTTER HANDLE

6 LEG GUARD MTP 2 PLACES) 21 SPACER OR RUB BLOCK (TYP EACH SIDE)

7 SEAT BUCKET 22 SE.AT DISCONNECT

I SEPARATION HARNESS STRAP PIN (TYP 2 PLACES) 23 WIRE HARNESS (SWITCH TO SEAT DISCONNECT)

9 STIRRUP 24 SEA ý" ROLLERS MTP 6 PLACES)

10 FOOT RAMP 25 FOOT RETRACTION REEL PULLEY (RATCHET)

11 FOOT RETAINER BALL ASSEMBLY 26 CABLE CUTTER (TYP EACH SIDE)

12 D-R1NG SAFETY PIN STREAMER 27 CABLE (L.EG GUARD TO INERTIA REEL MANUAL
13 D-RING CABLE GUARD LOCKING HANDLE)

14 D-RING SAFETY PIN 28 INERTIA REE.L LOCK H~ANDLE

!.5 O-RING

Figure 14. C-2 Ejection $eat System, Forward Cockpit
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second M27 (T25) initiator fires the MI5 (T17E4) thruster, which deploys the
leg guards and arm webbing, locks the inertia reel, and retracts the pilot's
feet. As the leg guard torque tube rotateh to the deployed pos!tion, mechanical
linkage is actuated, firing the third M27 (T25) initiator, which fires thtw XMIOEI
(MIO) rocket-catapult. As the seat move3 up the rails, a trip lever fires an
M32 (T35) one-second delay initiator, which operates one side of the foot re-
traction c:-ble cutters and fires an M28 (T26) initiator. The M28 (T2(6) initiator
operates the lap belt and fires the gas generator that operates the rotary
actuator separating the pilot from the seat. Just prior to the end of the travel
of the D-ring an M32 (T35) one-second delay initiator and an M30 (T33) two-
second delay initiator are fired. The M32 (T33) initiator is a backup for the
rocket-catapult initiator, and the M30 (T33) initiator operates ther secondary
side of the foot retention cable cutters. The same M30 (T33) initiator may be
fired by pulling the manual cable cutter handle located to the right of the head- S
rest. It should be noted that the secondary system provides complete backup
for the primary system and results in. increased system functioning reliability.

The parachut, and survival systems are actuated as the seat moves up
the fixed rails. Lanyard action releases "he survival kit disconnect, causing
the airplane oxygen supply to be cut off, the emergency oxygen system to be
turned on, the lMfe raft C02 bottle arming device to be activated, and the sur- S
vival kit armed (locked to the parachute attachment). For very low altitude
ejections, the parachute will open almost instartly (zero lanyard); however, if
ejection occurs at high altitude, the parachute will be activated by an aneroid
control at approximately 15, 000 feet altitude. During descent, the survival kit
handle can be raised to release the right and left parachute attachments, unlock
the front compartment cover (container can now separate and fall free), re-
lease the kit-to-man oxygen quick disconnect, and actuate the CO2 bottle to
inflate the life raft.

Table IV gives the C-2 seat weight breakdown.

Toble IV. Lockheed C-2 Election Seat WI•ight Breakdown

Weight (Lb) Weight (Lb) S
Installed Ejectable

Seat assembly 102.13 102.13
Rocket-catapult NM 10 26.00 15.00
Pyrotechnics inst - suat 14.17 14.17
Actuator, seat adjustment 8.70 ---
Seat rails, support structure, and

bracketw 41.60 ---
Clothing, shoes, helmet, and

personal equipment 45.00 45.00
BA-15 parachute pack with timer 28.75 28.75

Total Weight 266.35 205.05
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II 4
oTble IV. Lockheed C.2 Ejectlon Seat Weighe t kdow, (Cent) 0

5th Percentile dummy 132.5 po•nds
50th Percvntile dummy 161.9 pounds
95th Percentile dummy 200.8 pounds

An extensive test program was conducted on thn C-2 escape system at
the Hurricane Supersonic Research Site in Utah from July 1959 through March •
1960. The seat was ejected at various sled speeds, and although zero speed-
zero altitude capability was not a requirement, four static ejections were per-
formed. Two of these were through the canopy to evaluate ths emergency
condition.

Results of we static ejection testa are as follows:

Test Ejected Top of Type of Pilot Quarter
NPmber Date Wt (LJ Trajectorr IFt Actuation Chute Bar

S-12 8 July 1959 365 230 Zero sw Yea
Lanyard 36"
(I and O)

S-13 8 July 1959 391 215 Zero Std Yes
Lanyard 36"
(1 and 0)

S-18 18 March 1960 31.44 182 (1 and 1) 19e Yes
444"

S-19 18 March 1960 401 175 (1 and 1) Igo No
44"

Test Notes

e All the tests were conducted using the standard U.S. Air Force BA-15
(P/N 50C7024-16) parachute pack with the C-9 (28-foot flat circular)
canopy.

a 8-18 and S-19 - These ejections were successfully accomplished through
the cockpit canopy. ,

* S- 12 - The parachute D-ring hung up in its pocket; however, it was
finally pulled below the Mesa level and the chute deployed and fully inflated
prior to ground contact.

e 5-13 - The seat-dummy did not separate due to a faulty hose in the
ballistic system.

4
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S8- 18 o- The parachute risers were not tied down in the pack, and the

parachute was fully inflated 55 feet above the ground.

* S.-19- The parachute risers were not tied down in the pack, and the
parackute was fully deployed at 7 feet above the ground but not inflated.

Due to the successful recovery during test S-18, it was apparent that
an operational zero-zero escape system was possible. Therefore, industry
effort was accelerated to Improve the luw-speed, low-altitude capab)ility of all
existing 0c"ep systems.

Test trajectories are shown in Fig. 16 for various speeds thrcughout
the operating range of the F-104 airplane. The system capability has been
established by sled and flight tests and has also been proved during In-service
emergency escapes. Figure 17 shows the standard C-2 escape system capa-
bility envelope, using the XM 10EI rocket-catapult.

The continued design improvement effort by Lockheed to advance the
capability of the C-2 ejection seat resulted in the development of a zero-zero
escape system (Ref. 2). Recovery capability at zero-speed and zero-altitude
with the current production version of the C-2 seat was made possible by the
development of a new rocket catapult (RPI 2174-14). This rocket motor de-
velops approximately 60 percent more total energy than the original motor,
fits in the same space envelope, and does not materially increase the g-forces
duriLng operation.

Other system improvements were: 1) providing for positive detach-
ment of the pilot's personal (oxygen and communication) leads by a cable I 0
attached to aircraft structure during seat ejection and by substitution of a more
effective rotary actuator; 2) automatic arming of the F-IB parachute opening
timer was made more positive, accomplished by shortening the timer arming
lanyard from 20 to 10 inches and by reversing the lap belt so the lanyard (attached
to the right belt) would be pulled by the initial movement of Lhe pilot separating
from the seat; 3) requirement for the zero-delay lanyard was eliminated; and 4)
deployment a.d Inflation of the PAB4 parachute system, that had been uncertain
and irregular under low-speed conditions, were rendered positive and consist-
ent by modification in the area of the quarter bag. The quarter bag was modi-
fied 1L: removing some stitching and thereby enlarging the or..ning through which
the skirt of the main canopy is released. Closure was effected by installing
another set of locking loops, to be locked by a bight in the shroud lines.

This improved system was successfully demonstrated by a static
ejection test on June 5, 1363. A comparison of the improved and original C-2
escape system trajectories is shown in Fig. 18. The improved system peak
trajectory was in excess of 400 feet, and full canopy inflation occurred 290 feet
above the ground. The trajectory height represents a 100 percent increase
over the maximum height attained with the original C-2 seat rocket catapult
(XM lOEI). 0
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DUMMY TRAJECTORIES AT VARIOUS SLED SPEEDS
F.104 8/0 UPWARD AFT SEAT - HURRICANE MESA 0

200

USING XM 10 ROCKET-CATAPULT

U -- •1 36 KNOTS

UJ

100 8 SOT39 NOTS

50

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS)

Figure 16. C.2 Ejection Seat Mailmum Height Test Trtoritdes
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20

O 0.4 0,11 1.2 1.6 2.0

MACH NUMBER

Figure 17. C-2 Election Soot System Cepeabilit

START OF MAIN CANOPY INFLATION
S•+ 4.50 SEC

"MAX ALTITUDE 443 FT
,,,•,,•5.12 SEC

40 -/ ... .• RPI 2174.14

QUARTER BAG ROCKET CATAPULT

PILOT CHUTE APPEARS .,-INITIAL FULL CANOPY
6 0- 2.SEC _ ' . 8.92.C

SEPARATION ADEQUATE TO FINAL FULL CANOPY
ARM FIB TIMER 1.27 SEC 110.O SEC

SEPARATION BEGINS .02 SEC 290 FT ALT

ROAYACUTR FIRES 0.922 SEC

" BURNOUT 0.586 SEC XMt0EI
ROCKET CATAPULT

FIRST SMOKED SEC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS)

Figure 18. C.2 Election Soot Static Ejection Test - Rocket.Catapult Comparison
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e. MARTIN-EAKER SEAT

The Martin- Baker MlK-GRU-5 ejection seat system installed in theNavy (Grumman-Intruder) Model A-6A provides safe escape at ground level

(with a minimum speed of 100 Ikots) and throughout the entire speed and
altitude range ot the aircraft.

The system's major subsystems and components are: 1) ejection gun
with a primary and two secondary catapult charges, 2) ballistically deployed
duplex drogue parachute system (controller and stabilization chutes), 3) leg
and body harness restraint system. 4) automatic g-oontroller in the person-
nel parachute systew, and 5) survival kit and equipment. The seat is also pro-
vided with screw type electromechanical actuators for vertical and tilt adjust-
ments. The maximum vertical travel range is approximately five Inches, and
the seat can be tilted to any a.ngle through a maximum travel range of ten de- P
grees. The seat and components are shown in Figs. 19 and 20.

The Martin-Baker escape system hias been used in nearly 20 types of
U.S. aircraft and Is in service with aircraft in 35 nations th.'oughout the
world. Approximately 400 successful ejections have been recorded over speed
ranges up to Mach 1. 7 at 40, 000 foet and at altitudes from ground level to
56, 000 feet. The Eystern is currently used in the following U. S. aircraft: P
TF9J, AF9J, F-1IA, AO-I, A-6A, AF-IE, F-6A, F-3C, F-4B, F-8A, RF-8A,
F-8B, and T-1A.

Emergency escape from the A-6A airplane is normally accomplished
by ejecting through the canopy glass; however, If time permits and the air-
speed is below 200 KEAS, the canopy can be jettisoned. There Is no interlock
mechanism in thin aircraft between the ejection seat and the canopy jettison U

system. Jettisoning of the canopy must be accomplished as a separate function
prior to catapult initiation. Ejection sequence for low and high-altitude escape
conditions are shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively.

Once the escape system is initiated, the sequence of operation is com-
pletely automatic; however, provisions are made allowing the seat occupant to
manually override the events necessary for safe recovery. The sequence of
operation is as follows:

(1) Initiation is accomplished by pulling the face curtain (primary
firing control) or the seat D-ring (secondary firing control) which fires the
primary ejection gun cartridge.

(2) Initial vertical g-loads .imposed during start of ejection looks the
harness restraint mechanism.

(3) Seat movement up the rails causes the following events:

(a) Pulls in and retains the occupant's legs against the forward
face of the seat bucket, through the action of the leg restraint mechanism.

(b) Drogue giun and time release mechanisms are armed.
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1. FACE CURTAIN SAFETY PIN
L. FACE CURTAIN LOCK
3. HEAD REST
4. TOP LATCH MECHANISM
5,' UPPER RESTRAINT HARNESS ROLLER YOKES (2)

6. DROGUE GUN
7. DROGUE GUN SAFETY PIN 1
8. PERSONNEL PARACHUTE 0-RING
9. DROGUE GUN TRIP ROD

10. VENTILATED BACK PAD
1. ANTI,: HOSE

VENT AIR HOSE 25
13. PFRSONNEL SERVICES DISCONNECT 5(ANTI-(G AND VENT AIR)••'

14, LOWER RESTRAINT HARNESS (LAP BFLT)
ADJUSTOR (2) 24- 6

15. HARNESS INERTIA LOCKING MECHANISM
CONTROL HANDLE 7

16. LEG LINE SNUBBER AND PERSONNEL SERVICES
DISCONNECT RELEASE LEVER

11. THIGH SUPPORT 2
18. LEG RESTRAINT CORDS
19. SECONDARY FIRING CONTROL GUARD

SAFETY PIN
2D, SECONOARY FIRING CONTROL LOCK GUARD I D 4
21. SECONDARY FIRING HANDLE
22. LAP BELT (LOWER RESTRAINT HARNESS)23. OXYGEN (COMMUNICATION) HOSE

20 13

144
l • 16

Firuo 19. Matln.Baker MK-GRU-5 Election Seat
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24. GROUND SAFETY LOCK FLAG (RED RIBBON)
25. FACE CURTAIN IANDLE (PRIMARY FIRING CONTROL)
26. UPPER RESTRAINT HARNESS ROCKET JET FITTING (2)

40 21. VENTILATED SEAT PAD
28. SECONDARY FIRING CABLE HOUSING

39 25 29. SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SW:TCH
30. SEAT TILT ADJUSTMENT SWITCH
31. MANUAL OVF.RRIr E LEVER

8 32. OXYGEN REGULATOR
24 33. OXYGEN REGULATOR CONTROL VALVE

34. EMERGENCY OXYGEN MANUAL CONTROL
35. PERSONNEL SERVICES DISCONNECT (OXYGEN AND

COMMUNICATIONS)
- 3 36. EM-RGENCY OXYGEN, BOTTLE

31. TIME RELEASE MECHANISM TRIP ROD
38. TIME RELEASF. MECHANISM

5' 39. SHACKLE RELEASE PLUNGER ASSEMBLY
26 40. CANOPY BREAKER POINT (2)
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3 CONTROLLER DROGUE DEPL.OYS AND

WITHDRAW$ STABILIZER DlO3UE 4 STABILIZER DROGUE DEPLOYS
STABILIZING AND D(CELERAT(NG

I 0OOOUt GUN FIRE$ AfPPOXIMATELY
ONE SRCON4D AFTIER UJECTIONIy
0*00111 PISTON WITHDRAWS CON. -_

TROLLER DROGUE PARLACHLITE.

5 MACOSTAT SECURES TIME RELEASE
ESCAPEMENT MECHANISM UNTIL
COMPLETION OF DESCENT TO LOWER
ALTITUDE . DIOGUE PARACHUTE~II. RETENTION SHACKLE RLMAINS
LOCKED TO SEAT BY RESTRAINT

SCISSOR. SEAT AND OCCUPANT

~~ TUDES ON DkOGUE PABACHUJTES ONLY.

~ dl,,) OCCUPANT RECEIVES OXYGEN FROM
EME RG(NC',' OXYGEN BOTTLE ON ILAT,

I INIVIAI .E1E1141 EMERGENCY
*OXYGEN 00U.ASED, 1FF SWITCH

ACTUATED, SHOULDER HARNESS
LOCKED, LEG RESTRAINT WITH-

*DRAWN AND LOCKED AND TIME 6 BETWEEN 15,000 AND 10,000 FEET,
RELEASE AND DROGUE GUN SAROSTAT FRIES TIME RELEASE

* MECH4ANISMS ARE TRIPPED AS ESCAPEMENT MECHANISM. TIMEI

SEAT LIFTS OUT OF COCKPIT, RELEASE MECHANISM SUBISLOUENTI.Y W
.......... RELEASES DROCUE SHACKLE RSRII~...**1~0

SC.ISSOR OCCUPANT'S UPPER AND........

...... ~~LOWFIR I
4
ARNESS RESTRAINT, LEGO.....

........... .............. RESTRAINT AND UPPER BLOCKS OF
PERSONNEL. SERVICES DISCONNECTS.
RELEASE Of SlIACKLS FROM RESTRAINT
SCISSOR PERJtAIIS CONTINUED PULL 00 ... O.. ...

DROGUE PARACHUTES ON LINK LINES TOYYYY.-
.............. RELEASE FACE CURTAIN RESTRAINT

PERSONNEL PARACHUTE SLIDE I(ONT
STATIC LINE CABLE ANCHORAGE AND
WITHDRAW PERSONN'EL MAI ..ARACHUTE00

.........OCCUPANT REMAINS ATTACHED TO SEAT BY 1,0
STICKER CLIP RETENTION OF LOWER RESTRAINT
HARNESS ON SEAT BUCKET.

HIGH ALTITUDE
FJL(.YION SEOUENCE

7OPENING SHOCK OF MAIN4 PARACHUTE
FUJLLS OCCUPANT, SURVIVAL KIT AND
LOWER RESTRAINT HARNESS FREE O~F
STII:LER CLI'S. SATtAirLS FREE.
OCCtUPAtll DISCARDS rACE CURTIAN AND
CONTINI S NORMAL PARACHUTE DI SCENT

Figur. 22. Martln.Backu Eloction Soquence (Abov* 1 5,000 F..t)
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(o) Emergency oxygen supply is activated.

(d) Personnel services (anti-g, vent air, oxygen, and communi-
cation) disconnects are pulled free.

(e) The emergency channel of the IFF system is activated.ID
(4) Approximately 1 second after ejection the drogue gun fires, de-

ploying the 22-inch controller chute which positions in the slipstream and with-
draws the 5-foot stabilizer parachute. The stabilizer drogue, attached to thet seat by the locked restraint scissor mechanism, decelerates and stabilizes the

seat.

(5) After vertical (spinal) deceleration has been reduced to between S
3 to 4. 6 g at an altitude below 15, 000 feet, the time release mechanism
begins a 1.65 to 1.85 second delay prior to operating and performing the fol-
lowing actions:

(a) Actuates shackle release plunger, allowing the drogue
parachute restraint scissors to open -nd free the drogue parachute shackle
from the seat. The pull of the drogue parachutes releases the face curtain I
restraining straps, the personnel paradhute slide disconnect static line cable
anchorage, ard withdraws the personnel parachute from its container.

(b) Actuates the harness release mechanism lever releasing the
upper LAd lower restraint harness anchorage, the personnel parachutc. re-
straint straps, and ejects the upper block of both oeat-mounted personnel serv- * O
ices disconnects and both leg restraint cords.

(6) The fully inflated personnel .).rachute pulls the occupant and sur-
vival kit free of the sticker clip retention, mnsoring clean separation of the
occupant and seat.

Sufficient system testing has been Lucomplished by NACEL to ensure p
Sisafe escape throughout the A-6A performance- envelope. However, results of

the testing aecomplisheo on this system are not available for inclusion in this
document.

The sLicker clips and ejection gun used in the system are unique and
function as follows: The sticker clips are mounted on the inboard side of each
veat bucket sideplate to retain a lug attached to the occupant's lower restraint •
harness. As a result of the sticker clip spring action on the harness sticker
strap lug, the occupant will be retained in the seat until the opening shock of
the personnel parachute pulls the occupant's harness free of the sticker clips.
"This ensures clean separation and elfminates the possibility of collision be-
tween the occupant and the seat.

The eject ton gmn consists of three telescoping tubes, a primary ex- •
plosive cartridge, two identical auxiliary q•xplosive cartridges, and a firing
mechanlsm. Operation of the firing mechanism causes a firing pin to detonate
tha primary cartridge and raise the seat away 'rom the cockpit floor. The
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lower and upper auxiliary cartridges are fired after 14 and 17 inches of seat
travel, respectively, and assist in ejecting the seat and occupant from the
aircraft. The ejection gun has two guide rails (channels), one on either side.
These rails function as tracks for six slippers (three on each side) attachcd to
the inside of the seat main beam assembly. The slippers and guide rails guide
and align the seat during ejection and also during normal removal and Installa-
tion. The ejection gun cartridges will operate satisfactorily at a temperature
range between -65"F and +160'F.

The Aerospace Crew Equipment Labor-tory has conducted a test
program to compare the performance of the Martin-Baker Mark 5 ejection
seat utilizing the Martin-lBaker seat pan rocket systemn and the Rocket Power,
Inc. seat back rocket system. The RPI system consists of two rocket catapults,
and the M-1 system consists of a catapult and a separate rocket system utilizing 4
18 propellant tubes that fire into a manifold with six thrust nozzles. Photo-
graphs'of the seat and rocket systems are shown in Figs. 23, 24, and 25. Also,
evaluated In the teats was the Northrop Duplex Drogue and Stysail p:rachuts
system.

Seven sled ejection tests were run on each system at approximnately 0,
50, 400, and 600 knots I.AS using 5 and 95 percentile dummies at each speed

(except the 600-knot test which was run with only a 5 percentile dummy). All
tests were considered successful except the 600-knot tests, during which the
following faiures were encountered: 1) the kysail parachute did not fully in-
flate due to inaufflclcnt trajectory height for zero-altitude recovery, and 2) the
g-loads measured were beyond the accepted human tolerance limits, Text tra-
jectory data shown in Figs. 26 through 20 are the time-sequence of events versus
altitude for the 0- and 400-knot tests. Testing indicated the RPI rocket catapult * 4
system perfornance to be slightly superior to the M-B system; however, both eye-
tens were considered adequate for use with the Martin-Baker Mark 5 ejection seat.

The Northrop-designed duplex drogue (22-inch drogue and 5-foot
deceleration parachute) and 29.7-foot Skysail parachute system performed
satisfaAtorily throughout the test program. This parachute system can be
opened safely at higher speeds, eliminating the need for the g-llmiter device.

f. NORTH AMERICAN X-15 EJECTION SEAT

The X-15 research airplane Is designed to explore the space flight
regime and to investigate the high load factors Imposed by the accompaw"ing
exit and re-entry phases. Paramount consideration wp.s given to pilot protec-
ti)n frcm, the adverse pressure and thermal environment and to pilot motor 4
abilities while subjected to highly transient force systems. An extensive survey
of esoýape-aystem types indicated that an open ejection seat in conjunction with
a full-pressure protective garment best satisfied the emergency escape re-
quiromeniA.

7'he X-15 ejection seat is capable of providing safe escape at bpeeda
up to approximately 700 KEAS at pressure altitudes from sea level to 60,000 4
feet, and up to Mach 4.0 at altitudes from 60,000 to 120,000 feet. Ground-levcl
escape is provided for level flight conditions at speeds between 90 and 200 KEAS.
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ALTITUDE VERSUS TIME 4

IJLZMJ ElJE CrABL EWT 369 LB JTNO. 6 EJECTABLE WT 369 LB
-b PERCENTILE ZERO KNOTS-LEVEL- 7-PM~ENTILF ZERO KNrYTS-LEVEL-

4400 SEAT BACK ROCKET (RPIJ-MARTIN MARTIN BAKER H7F-.q SEAT
BAKER SEAT/H5 PAN ROCKE:TS

300

4
COE

t 200 A. ROCKET IGNITION
-JB. ROCKET BURNOUJT

C. DROGUE FIRING
0. OPENED CHUTE.

100 CVERTICAL DESCENT

AS

TIME 'SECONDS)
4 Figure 26. Martin.Boket MK.GRU.5 $led Ejecoian Tests

ALTITUDE VERSUJS TIME

TEST 3 CODE:
250 A. ROCKET IGNiTIOM

B. ROCKET BURNOUT
C. DROGUE FIR!.NO
0. OPENED CHUTE VERTICAL

4TEST 4 DESCENT 81

aTEU Np, EJECTABLE WT 439.3 LB
C 95 PERCENTILE- ZERO KNOTS

UJ -LEV EL.-MARTIN.BAKER/H5-
w SEAT BACK ROCKETS (RPI)

S150
LUJS' NO, 4Q~. EJECTABLE WIT 434.5 LB

95 PERCENTILE-ZERO KNOTS
B ~-LEVEL-MARTIN.BAKER/I1ff-1

too DEST) SEAT BACK ROCKETS (RPII

B
01E ST)

0 2 4 6 8 10
TIME (SECONDOS)

4 Figure 2/. Nortin.Bakor MK.GRU.5 :led Ejection Tests
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Figure 29. Mawtin.Boker MK-GRIJ-5 Sled Ejection Tests
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The pressure suit provides pilot protection from aerodynamic heating,
reduced pressure levels, and winchblast. A study of accident potential for the
X-15 maximum effort mission indicated, aj shown on Fig. 30, that the escape
nystemn capability includes 98 percent of the airplane accident potential. It was 0 4
concluded that the 2 percent of aecicidnt potential not included cal best 1)e
countered by occupying the airplane until the severe flight conditions have been
relieved.

The X-15 escape system is composed of an open ejection seat, oxyuen
system, A/P 225-2 pressure suit, pilot restraint system. rocket catapult, fin
and boom 'stabilization system, and personnel parachute recovery system. The 0 4
general arrangement of the escape system is shown in Fig. 31,

Emergency escape from the airplane is accomplished in the following
manner and is shown in the block diagram Fig. 32. After electing to abandon
the air vehicle, the pilot manually converts to the emergency oxygen supply bI
pulling a lanyard attached to the back-pack valving and manifold assembly. The
procedure is a precautionary measure, since the conversion is included as an 0 4
automatic feature during seat and pilot separation. After conversion of the
oxygen supply, the pilot kicks aft on the manacle restraint assemblies on each
footrest, thereby securing the feet and lower limbs. At the same time, both
ejection control release levers are squeezed and the handgrips rotated upward
and inboard. Movement of either handle will initiate the ejection sequence,
although both should be operated since they also function as hand restraints
and are responsible for displacing the alnirests inboard for elbow confinement. •
The motion of the handgrips, through mechanical linkages and an initiator, fires
the canopy remover which forcibly separates the canopy fro'm the cockpit. Dis-
placement of the canopy fires another initiator which in turn actuates the ballis-
tic- rocket catapult, resulting in separation of the seat and pilot from the air
vehicle. The rocket r~otor exhaust nozzle is canted at an angle of 34 degrees
to direct the centerline of thrust through, or very close to, the center of
gravity of the ejected mass. The burning rate of the two charges is designed
to limit the magnitude and rate of onset of ejection forces to 20 and 250g per
second, respectively.

Firing of the catapult by the canopy motion is dependent on prior
raising of the ejection handles. This is required in order to retain provisions
for emergency jettison of the canopy without ejecting the seat. Emergency
jettison of the canopy is effected by a console-mounted control, or by an exter-
iial ground rescue handle.

During seat displacement along the ejection guide rails, an interference
tripper on the airframe engages a seat-attached bellcrank to arm the ai•erold
timer control for parachute deployment. Also actuated during this phase of
ejection are the stabilizing devices which become effective simultaneously with
seat-rail separation. During the final phase of guided travel, the rocket motor
is ignited to add altitude and ensure clearance over the empennage under any
flight condition.
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Following ejection, the pilot occupies the seat during free fall to
15, 000 feet, If ejection occurs above that altitude, or for 3 seconds if below.
The automatic control contains a bellows and powder-train time delay, with the
bellows being dominant. The aneroid timer is responsibhl for release of the
pilot restraint system and initiation of parachute (teployment by jettisoning the
h.adrest.

Two zero-speed, zero-altitude tests were accomplished to evahlate
rocket catapult performance, the effect of rocket thrust mnisalignment, and to
determine the system capability prior to sled testing. l)uring br/.h tests the
trajectory zenith was 2,10 feet, and the rocket catapult perforenwncc was con-
sidered satisfactory, although zoro-airspeed, zero-altitude caUability was not
Indicated due to parachute/seat entanglement.

Seven sled ejection tests were conducted at Edwards Air Force Base.
Successful parachute deployment was accomplished from ground level at speeds
ranging from 180 to 690 knots, The lift characteriotics of the seat are such
that the recovery parachute was only partially inflated prior to ground contact
on the 690 knot test. However, the tests demonstrated the effectiveness of the
system to provide escape capability within the design criteria. Figure 33
shows the acceleration histories of the three-a'ds resultant obtained from
ejection tests. Figure 34 is a seat and occupant trajectory for a 186-knot
ejection.

g. NORTH AMERICAN HS-1 SEAT 0 4

The HS-1 seat was developed and manufactured by North American
Aviation, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, for installation In the A-5 (A3J) airplane.
This program commenced in 1956, covered the preliminary design, wind tunnel
model testing, static firings, drop tests, rocket sled ejections, ejections from
production aircraft, and component testing as presented in Ref. 3.

The HS-1 seat has an escape capability of up to 750 knots at sea level
and up to Mach 2.2 at 35, 000 to 70, 000 feet altitude. The scat has a ground
level capability down to approximately 70 knots. The seat performance enve-
lope is shown in Fig. 35. The seat space envelope is Snown in Fig. 36. A
three quarter front view of "n occupied seat Is shown in Fig. 37.

Escape is initiated by actuation of the face curtain or either squeeze

grip. The arms, legs, and torso are positioned and restrained. Both front
and rear seat rocket catapults, Rocket Power, Inc. P/N 1289-4A, have a 0.40
second time delay to allow complete crew packaging and canopy removal prior
to seat movement. When the crewman in the rear cockpit initiates ejection,
the rear canopy is jettisoned, the man is packaged, and the seat is ejected.
Initiation of the rear seat in no way affects the front seat or canopy. When the *

crewman in the front cockpit initiates ejection, both canopies are jettisoned
simultaneously, both crewmen are packaged, the rear catapult is initiated, and
0.75 second later the front catapult is initiated. The rmar crewnian Is always
ejected prior to the front crewman. As the seat moves up the rails, the
harness release system sequence is initiated and the 52-inch drogue ohute is
fired. Immediately after separation of the seat from the rails, the drogue

4
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chute beŽcomes fully intflatvd. The rocket further propels the seat upward. The
torso harness is released from the seat and the two qcparation bladders are in-
flated. Sim-iltaneous with this action, the leg restraint hooks arc blown off
and the knee bar und lower drogue chute risers are released. The arm reten-
tion system in releasedi by upward movement of the. survival kit as the bladders
inflate. After the lower drogue risers are released from thc lower part of the
seat, the seat ro'.utes hý:ad-aft until the upper risers become free of thle top
hooks. As the drugue separates from the seat, a lanyard from the upper left
drogue riser attached to the parachute static line provides deployment of the
28-foot diamecter N13-7E p~ersonnel parachute. A ballistic cutter severs the
static line after 1k r.;onnei p~arachute' deplo 'mnent to suparate thle drogilc. A
schematic of the front crewman's escape system Is shown In Fig, 38. The
rear crewman's system is similar except as noted. Timing of the escape se-
quences Is shown in Tab~le V.

Table V. Nt,,th American HS-1 Sect - Escape Sequencee Tim/ng

Time (Sec) Action

0. 0 Front crewman initiates.*
Front and rear canopies Jettisoned.
Torso and extremities positioned and restrained and seats
bottomed (front and rear crewmen).

0. 2 Both crewmen completely packaged
0. 3 Front canopy clears aft cockpit at 101 knots
0. 4 Rear seat catapult fired
0. 5 Rear scat separation manifold !aitiated
0.52 Rear scat drogue chute ballistically deployed
0.57 Rear set-t clears aircraft
0.58 Rear seat drogue chute reaches full line stretch following

ejection at 750 KEAS
1. 15 Front seat catapult fired
1. 25 Front seat separation manifold Initiated
1. 27 Front seat drogue cl'ate ballistically deployed
1.32 Front seat clears airt~raft
1.3~3 Front seal. drogue chute reaches full line stretch following

ejection at 730 KEAS
2. 26 Rear seat seat-man separation
3. 01 Front seat seat-man separation

SThe rear crewman can eject by himself at any time. Timing would be
exactly as shown above for the rear seat. The front canopy would not
be jettifioned.

A backup system for personnel parachutc deployment is provided.
As the nman separates from the seat, a static line fires an 0. 75 second delay in
the automatic opener in the personnel parachute pack. Should the drogue chute
be Inoperative or' fail to release fromn the seat, the auitomiatic openeir will de-
ploy the p~erson~nel parachute after the time delay.

When ejection occurs below 13, 000 feet, drogue releasa, harness
release, and seat-man svparation occur 1. 76 seconds after the separation
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manifold is initiated through a 1.46 second ballistic delay plus inherent time
delays. When ejection occurs above 13, 000 feet, initiation of the ballistic
delay is blocked out until seat-man descend to this altitude. Should the pri-
mary personnel chute deployment system malfunction above 10, 000 feet, the
secondary system performs, except that the automatic opener will not open
the p~rachute pack until 0. 75 second after reaching 10, 000 feet.

Manual overrides to the retention and separation systems are pro-
vided. The personnel parachute provides a ripcorO for manual operation, and
provisions arn made for manually releasing the arms and legs following auto-
matic positioning and restraint.

Should the normal pneumatic canopy jettison system malfunction, the
canopy is removed by the seat moving up the rails.

The survival kit is located in the seat bucket and serves as a support
for the seated crewman. It contains a standard PK-2 kit, a 70 cubic inch
oxygen bottle, and the presaure suit regulator.

Table VI gives the escape system weight breakdown.

Tabl* Vt. North American HS-Y Escape System Weight Brachdown

Seat assembly (includes drogue chute,
harness thruster, drogue thruster, inertia *
reel, adjustment mechanism, seat struc-
ture, inner portion of catapult rocket, lift
plate, miscellaneous ballistic hardware), 220 lb

Useful Load 60

NB-7E parachute 25 lb
Survival container with equipment 35 lb

NoneJectable Items (Includes outer
portion of rocket catapult, arm retention
reel, ballistic devices on seat bulkhead
and miscellaneous hardware) 23

Note Ejection rail weight not
included. Weight of ejection
rail will depend upon mount-
Ing bulkhead rigidity. On
A-5 airplane rails weigh
approximately 50 lbs. If
bulkhead had increased
rigidity with resulting less
deflection this weight
could be reduced.

Total Installed Weight (Less Seat Rails) 303 lb

I5
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A 5 percentile man will experience a pe-ik transverse acceleration of ,)
about 53. 5 g with a mean rate of onset of about 21S g/sec. and a maximum
rate of onset of about 562 g/sec. following an ejection from an A-5 alrplane
at 750 KEAS at sea level. Similar figures for a 95 percentile man are 47.0 g
at rates of onset of 192 g/sec, and 495 g/sec, , respectively, Typical ac-
celeration-time histories are shown in Figs, 39, 40, and 41 for 5 and 95 per-
centile crewmen at low, intermediate, and high speeds. Trajectories at !ow,
intermediate. :nd high speeds are shown in Fig. 42.

h. NORTH AMERICAN L--1 SEAT

The LS- I ejection seat was developed and manufactured by North
American Aviation, lao., Columbus, Ohio, for installation In the T-2A (TUJ-I)
airplane. This program commenced in 1956 and covered des;gn, Uanalysis, and
testing. The system is U. S. Navy qualified and has been operational in the
T2J-1 since January 1968. !t has undergone 40 dynamic tests from rocket
sleds and aircraft at velocities from 50 to 500 KEAS and at altitudes from
ground level to 43, 000 feet. The oLS-1 escape system will recover a crewman
ejecting "on the deck" at all airspeeds from 50 to 5215 knots indicated and at
all speeds less than 525 knots indicated at altitudes, with a Mach limitation of
between 2.5 and 3. 0. The performance envelope is shown in Fig. 41. An
additional capability of zero altitude-zero speed recovery) was obtainceI by in-
corporating two seat modifications. The rocket impulse was increased from
940 lb sec to 1,0360 lb sec. and the hesitator loops for the personnel para-
chute shroud lines were changed to the configurntion previously developed and
qualified on the IAV-2 escape system, A zero-zero static firing was success- I *
fully demonstrated on a modified LS-1 seat system with a 95 percentile anthro-
pometric dummy. A minor structural change to the seat and drogIe chute
risers extends seat structural integrity from the demonstrated 525 KEAS to
600 KEAS. The seat space envelope is shown in Fig, 44. The general arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 45. The integrated harness release system is shown in
Fig. 46.

Figure 47 shows a schcmtic of the LS-I seat system used on the T-2A
airplane prior to the incorporation of a command ejection system. In the system
shown in Fig. 47, the forward seat ejects through the canopy if the canopy has
not been jettisoned by the aft seat occupant, or by the forward or aft cockpit
canopy jettison handle. Later models of the T-2A airplane are equipped with a
command selector system which prevents the forward seat from ejecting until
after the aft sent has ejected. The entire escape sequence is initiated by pulling
either the face curtain or D-ring. Actuation of either fires two mechanical
initiators which In turn generate pressure to fire the inertia reel initiator,
canopy remover initiators, and the rocket-catapuilt. The rocket-catapult incor-
porates an 0. 4 second delay to allow positioning of the crewman and removal of
the canopy. As the seat moves up the rails, a drogue gun is fired to deploy the
stabilization drogue chute. At the same time the aneroid fires the 0. 5 second
harness release time delay. If below 13, 000 feet, the aneroid fires the 0. 5
second harness release time delay. If above 13, 000 feet. the stabilized
seatman will descend to 13,000 feet before the harness release time delay is
fired. After this time delay, a thzuAster is fired to release the two lap belt and
shoulder harness attachment points. Gas from this thruster also fires two
ir 1tiators which provide pressure to fire the face curtain cable cutters and
tnfLtte the seat-man separation bladders. A static line fires the 0.75 second 4
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delay in the automatic parachute upener at the time of seat-man separation.
il'he opiner then deploys the NB-7 personnel parachute after the time delay.

The survival kit container is located in the seat bucket, It containa
the required survival equipment, the PK-2 pararaft, and the emergency oxygen
system.

A time history of ccape accelerations for a 485 KEAS ejection is
given in Fig. 403.

rrajectorics at low, intermediate, and high speeds for the 5 percentile
man and the 95 percentile man are showt, in Fig. 49. Table VII gives the seat
escape system weight breakdown.

I. NORTH AMERICAN LW-1 AND LW-1A SEATS

The North American LW-1 seat is a rocket-catapult, open-type. upward
ejection seat designed in 1960 to meet the emergency escape needs of VTOL-
Sl'IO, and flying platform type U, S. Army vehicles. It was produced in limited p
quantities for U, S. Army test vehicles, The LW-1 has a zero-altitude, zero-
airspeed capability and a maximum speed capability of approximately 300 KEAS,
and was not designed for ejections above 10, 000 feet altitude. The LW-1A seat
is basically an LW-I seat strengthened to increase the maximum speed capa-
bility to .100 KEAS and modified to incorporate features such as ballistic inertia
reel, oxygen bottle, vertical adjustment, aneroid device for parachute deploy-
ment, and speed sensor. The LW-1A seat was not procured because the LW-2 I}
seat fulfilled the same operational requirements.

80
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Figure 43. North American LS.I Seat - Perormance Envelope
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JETTISON HANDLE• I !I.,,••J"JTTISONHANLE -------• I. HARNESS RELEASE ACTUATOR

.. '.-, I ' I L•"J .•,,•.P/N 149,.2 080°

EXTERNAL --- _

CANOPY SEAT CATA PULT'- CANOPY REMOVER
JETTISON ROCKET POWER, INC. (3000 PSI AIR
INITIATOR T30 P'N 1192 CHARGE)

CANOPY"'- J..
W,ý-AFT COCKPIT CANOPY JETTISON HANDLE

CANOPY JETTISON INITIATOR T.30

D-RING "DROGUE PARACHUTE'

CATAPULT INITIATORS T 30 DROGUE PARACHUTE
GUN CARTRIDGE', ,,]'__ I • PiN OAoA5

"-COPILOTS SHOULDER STRAPS

CANOPY REMOVER INERTIA REEL

BOOSTER INITIATOR T31- INERTIA REEL
GAS GENERATOR*

I TYPICAL BOTH SEATS

II

Fi.Wre 47. N'orth Aviecan LS.I Seat- S•demaic of Esce/p Systemn
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Figure 48. North Amerlcan LS-I Seat - Acceleration Time hlstory - 485 KEAS

The LW-i escape system consists of a structural chassis incorporating
guide rails: and an ejection seat incorporating an integrated harness. D-ring
ejection handle, parallel ballistic system, rocket-catapult, seat separation
system, parachute system, AN/PRC-49 transceiver, canopy breaker, emer-
gency release handle, and space for survival equipment. Figure 50 shows an
early model LW- I seat without some of these features. The rocket-catapult
is a modified type XM9 with XM1O nozzle.

The seat separation system was designed so that the seat bottom and
rails separate from the seat back, which is secured to the man's back through-
out the descenL Figure 51 shows the seat after separation. To accomplish the
separation, the seat back is secured to the rails by a toggle-typ ý disconnect
and tongue and groove joint located at the headrest, and by a breakaway fitting
located at the hip line. The parachute system consists of a ballistic drogue
gun, a 36-inch diameter P-A7 pilot chute, and a 28-foot diameter flat canopy
main recovery chute located in a long, cylindrical bag fastened vertically to
the left side of the seat back. The canopy breaker is a wedge-shaped flat plate
on top of the headrest. The emergency release handle for releasing the man
and attached sent back from the seat is located on the right-hand side of the
headrest, An inertia reel is not on the seat, but may be incorporated. The
seat was designed to withstand crash loads of ?0 g forward, 12 g dovw'n and
aft, 5 g upward, and ejection loads of 20 g upward. Figure 52 shows the
seat envelope, and the ejection sequence is shown in Fig. 53.
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Table V11. North Amo, kan LS-1 Seat Escape System Weight Breakdown"•

ItmWeight (Lb) Weight (U~)
Item Percentile 95 Percentile

Eject.ed portion of seat 103 103
NoneJected seat provisions 38 38

Elect seat adjust 16
Lower half rocket-catapult 10
Track& and supports 12

Total Beat Ccmnponents 14-1T T4'" T

Survival equipmeav• 47 47
Connentx 12. •
Container with
ball-out oxygen 10.4

NB-7 parachute 24.0

Man 133 201
SFlying apparel 20 20

I ~~~~Total Seat Installation 3.-"4--

STotal Ejectable Weight 303 371

S~Ejection to accomplished by pulling on the D-ring handle, which fires
',two T30EI initiators plumbed In parallel'(for added reliability). Firing either

initiator ignites the rocket catapult, w~hich propels the seat up the fixed rails
and continues thrust force for a short duration during seat-man free flight. As
the seat travels up the fixed rails a lanyard actuates the transceiver location
aid, and a mechanical trip device fires the drob'ue gun. The projectile from
the gun in attached to the pilot chute, causing the pilot chute to be deployed.
Projectile momentum and pilot chute drag force immedft~tely deploys the mala
recovery chute. As the rnaln recovery chute is deploy'!ed, a lanyard attached
to a riser trips an over-l-eenter latch un the seat, and the seat bottom and rails
fall free from the seat back. This leaves the survival kit andseat- back strapped
to the man throughout his descent.

Ii The rapid deployment of the main chute is advantageous for zero-speed
zero-altitude., sink rate (Fig. 64), and angle of dive capabilities (Fig. 55).
although it compromiues high ispeed ejections. The structural limitations of the
main chute and deceleration loads imposed on the man preclude electionsq
greater than approximately 300 KEAS. The predicted trajectories are shown
in Fig. 56, and the LW-1 seat desigrn performance envelope in shown in Fig.
57. Since the s•eat does not Incorporate an oxygen bo ttle or aijeroid device for

• ~parachute deployment, it is Pot suitable f'or high-altitude ejections.

The LW-1A seat is bascevlly a strengthened LW-i -cat designed to
add a seat vertical adjustment actuator. ballistic inertia v'eel, speed sensu~r.
aneroid device for parachute deployment, and oxygeni bottle. All of these itenis
are included in the LW-1A weight breakdown(Table VIII.) Strengthening the
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Table VIMI North, American LW-l Seat Escape System Weight 8,echdown

Weight (Lb) Weight (Lb)
l1W-I 1lV-IA

Fifty percentile man 167.0 167.0
Clothing 10.0 10.0
Parachute and hrnness 22,.6 '22. 6
Emergency equipment 4. 5 37. 1

Total man and equipment 204, 1 230. 7
Seat 4). 7 61.2

Total Weight (Ejectable) 253. 8 297.9
Nonejectable mechanism 17. 3 28. 4

271.1 326.3
Total Wilght (Supported by parachute
after separation) 192. 1 2'11. 0 (approx.)

seat results in a capability of sustaining 40 g crash loads. The seat vertical
adjustment provision consists of rail-mounted screw jacks and a worm gear 4

driven by either a hand crank or a flexible shaft from a 3, 000 ft/lb electric
actuator. A modiiied B-4 integrated harness is used with the seat. The
balli-itic inertia reel, which has a manual look handle, is actuated by one of the
two. T31ElI initiators. The speed sensor (Pacific Scientific Co. , P/N 1201103-0) is
mounted on the nonejectable structure and hao air lines connected to it from the
airplane pitot static and dynamic pressure system. At speeds below 300 KEAS
the speed sensor pin is extended in such a manner that the aneroid device
arming, pin Is mechanically extracted as the seat moves up the rails; at speeds
above 300 KEAS the speed sensor pin is retracted, At any airspeed, as the
seat moves up the rails the one-second delay MK IV Mod 0 cartridge In actuated
by a mechanical trip, and when the cartridge fires it causes extraction of the
anerroid device arming pir%.

The anaeroid device Is a qualified Speidel (rorporation P/N 63-104-A
Type II unit thzt tires the parachute drogue gun. When the aneroid arming pin
is extract.'d, the P'neroid iminediateiy fires the drogue gun at ejection pressure
altitudes l..ss than 10, 000 feet. At ejection pressure altitudes greater than
10, OOG feet, the an.,.roid mnechanism prevents drogue gun firing until descent
to 10, 000 feet pressure altitude. The oxygen bottle is a Firewel Compainy
P/N F15130,) having 22cubic inches volum~e and pressurized to 1, t!00 psi,
which pruvid.ob adequatt oxygen for descent from 47, 500 feet altitude with the
parachute fully inflated,

j.NORTH AMERlICAN LW-~4, 1.,W-2A, AND LW-2D SEATS

The North American LVW-2Z , W-2A. and LV;-2D seats are easentially
the same rocket -catapul t, op~n-tý,:'r, upward vjeetUon scat. The LW-'! seat
was designed for high-performancc VTOL and STOL U. S. Army aircraft and
was devOloped under contract for use 'a& the XV-5.A Gi.E. -Ryuta fan-in-wi ng
and Lockheed )CV-4A Hummingbird aiveraft.. It is ct~rrently used in, or pro-
grammned for, the XV-1A, XV-5A, Curl5 .ss-Wrlg~ht X-19, and North American
YAT -28F. The LW-2 seat haA escape capjab~iLi .; t zero Vc 501, KEAS fromn
ground level to 50, 000 feet altitude, with a lirailtati_ý' of Mach 2. 0 within this
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envelope, The LW-2A sent is an LW-2 seat,' modified to accommodate the
USAF type personnel harness and USAF survival equipment. Tho LW-21) seat
is an LW-2 seat with a modified event timing sequence to permit ejections at
500 to 650 KEAS at altitudes as low as 50 feet above ground level, in addition
to the LW-2 scat capability. Also, the I,W-2D seat has an energy absorption
system to prevent vertical crash loads greater than 20 g.

The LW-2 seat has a survival kit located in the seat bucket, an
emergency harness release handle located on the right-hand side of the head-
rest, a D-ring ejection handle located on the front of the seat bucket, a
ballistic inertia reel located on the seat back, a rocket-catapult located be-
tween the rails, a canopy citter located on top of the headrest, a sp8e1d insor
located on the nonejectable structure, an anerold device luocted n-ar the
h(.adrest, a drogue gun and 52-inch diarneter ril)less guide surface stabiliza-
tion parachute located near the headrest, a harness release actuator, and a
28-foot standard flat canopy main recovery parachute with a PA-7 pilot chute
packed in a long, cyindrical hag located on the left-hand side of the seat back.
The AV-2 seat, less the canopy cutter, is shown in Fig. 58, and Fig, 59.
These figures show the seat envelope and the ballistic system schematic.

Ejection is initiated by pulling the D-ring ejection handle, which fires
two T-30E2 initiators, Pressure from one Initiator fires the ballistic inertia
reel and one catapult time delay, and pressure from the other initiator fires a
redundant time delay in the catapult. The inertia reel positions and restrains
the seat occupant during the catapult time delay, After the 0. 3 second cata-
pult time delay the catupult propels the seat up the election rails, the canopy
cutter cuts through the canopy, and the rocket is ignited just prior to catapult
tube separation. The LW-2 seat two-mode selector system is shown in Fig. 60.

At speeds less than 200 knots and at altitudes below 10, 000 feet, the
personnel parachute is deployed following a 0. 2 second delay, initiated during
seat movement up the rails. This is accomplished by a low-speed striker
hitting the extended speed sensor pin and firing the ballistically propelled
thruster slug attached to the personnel parachute, thereby provid!ng positive
deploymert of the parachute approximately 0. 1 second after the seat leaves
the airplane. The man is positively separated from the seat by the personnel
parachute after the 0. 5 second harness release time delay (initiated by the
striker actuation described above) has expired.

At speeds greater than 200 knots and altitudes below 10, 000 feet, the
thruster slug deploys the drogue parachute as the seat moves out of the cock- S
pit, thus providing Immediate seat stability as It enters the windstroam. The
drogue chute is attached to the seat by three risers; two attach to the bottom of
thc seat, one attaches to the top of the seat, and all meet at a confluence point.
After expiration of the 0, 5-second harness release delay, the lower riserr are
released from the scat, and the seat is rotated head aft. This allows the top
riser to be released from the seat, and the drogue chute then deploys the per-
sonnel chute. Inflation of the personnel chute pulls the man from the seat.
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At altitudes abovv 10, 000 feet the drogue chute is always deployecd for
seat stability, Initiation of the 0. 5-second harness release time delay Is
blocked by the aneroid unit until descent to 10, 000 feet. Alter cxpiration of
"the 0. ;-second delay, drogue release, harness release, and deploynent of
the personnel parachute is accor~plished as described for high-speed ejections,
In all cases, seat-mira separation is effected by personnel parachute drag.

eI
Performance of the LW-2 seat has been demonstrated by static tests,

sled tests, laworatory tests, and operational experience. ThLese tests were
conducted with 5 and 95 percentile anthropometric dummies to demonstrate)
successful performance when the ejected seat-mran mass, center of gravity,
and moment of inertia Is varied. Catapult forces areý less than 12 g with
rates of onset less than 250 g/second. As a result of these teat., the 0. 2-
second delay in perp'onnel chute deployment was incorporated to preclude
rock:et blast ;using the chute. Personnel chute shroud line stowage was changed
from hesitater loops requiring 15 to 90 pounds pull force to p!voting sleeves
that require a miimum pull force of only 10 pounds, Figure 61 is a com-
posite photograph of a static ground test ejection. Sink rate recovery capability
is shown in Fig, 62, dive angle recovery capability is slihvwn in Fig. 63, typical
ejection trajectories are shown in Fig. 64. and the |perfdrmanee envelope is-

4 shom.vn in Fig. 65.

. The LW-2D seat has undergone sled tests and static firings that
demonstrate its ability to be ejected througi. the XV-5A, X-19, and YAT-28E
canopies.

The LW-2D seat 3ealpe event time history is shown in Table DC. *
Tab!* IX. North American LW-.2 Time History of Events

Above 200 Knots Below 200 Knots
Time T ime
ISee) Event .•e2L Event

0.00 Escape system initiation, 0.00 Escape system initiation,
canopy jettisoning system, canopy jettisoning system.
and ballistic inertia reel and ballistic inertia reel
actuation actuation

0.3 Crewman positioned 0.3 Crewman positioned
0.4 Catapult ignition 0. 4 Catapult ignition
0.49 Drogue gun firing, drogue 0.49 Drogue gun delay ignition

chute deployment
0. 55 Rocket ignition 0.55 Rocket Ignition
0. 56 Seat-alrcraft separation 0.56 Seat-aircraft separation
0.83 Rocket burnout 0.70 Drogue gun firing, personnel

chute deployment
1.39 Harness release actuation, 0.83 Rocket burnout

drogue chute release actu- S
ation 1.39 Harness release actuation

2.5 Full personnel chute infla- 1.8 Full personnel chute infla-
tion, based on 600 KEAS tion, based on 200 KEAS
ejection ejection
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The basic difference in the LV-2 and LW-2D timing sequence 1:, in
the sat harness release actuotor, which has a 0. 5-second delay on the iW-2 ,tj
seat and an 0. 75-second delay on the LW\-2D seat. The system weight break-
down is shown in Table X.

Table X. North American LW-2 Seat Escape System Weight Breakdown p
Weight (Pounds)

Basic seat 8). ()

Surviv:i equipment 49. 0

'1:-ochute 22. (0
Mla mess 3. 4
Survival kit with oxygen 21.9
Lip belt 1.7

Ejectahle ballistic items 13. 3

Rocket 12. 4

Miscellaneous cartridges 0.9

Ninety-Five percentile nan and clothing 208.0

Total ejectahle weight 359.3

Aircraft Installation 19.3

Bu:l:head fittings 9.0
Speed sensor 0. 7
Catapult 9.6i

Total Weight (Installed) 378.6

The ejected seat-man moments of inertia for axes shown on Fig. 59 are:

Percentile Man Maximum Minimum Pitch

95 Percentile 75, 150 Ilb-in 2  26, 260 lb-In 2  81,685 lb-in 2

5 Percentile 64, 8i lb)-in 2  25, 750 lb-in2 63,492 lb-in2

k. NORTH AMERdCAN LWV-3B SEAT

The L\V-3B3 seat v.as being qualified as of February 19(65 for the U. S.
Navy for use In the OV-10A airplane, A demonstration of the system at speeds
from 0 to 461 KEAS nt ground level was scheduled to be completed in July 19G5.
This system is an outgrowth of the North American LW-1 and LWV-2 escape
systemns. The IAV-I meets the escape requirements of flying platforms and d

low-speed V/STOL aircraft. The LW-313 seat complies with the escape re-
(luiret'ments of medium speed V/STOL aircraft. It will recover a crewman
ejecting at zero altitude at all speeds from 0 to 500 KEAS. In addition, it
provides recovery when ejecting at or near zero altitude from an airplane
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having :a hicji -flni rate or nosedown attitude at time of ejection. The seat re-
covLry einvol)vc is shown In Fig. 6G. The ,seat space envelope is shown In
Fig. 67. The gneral arrangement of the soeat is shown In Fig. 68. Ai, ex-
ploded view ol tlhe sel! is show\n il Fig. GO. •

Pul)lia• Ihli D-ring Initiates an aitonintic esc:•pe sequenev. The
canolo Is iettl•,sned, the 0, -second delnm in the catapult Is fired, and the
ballistic inlelil; ,'0eel is actuated. 'rhe e',Ilal)ult delay allows canopy removal
and crewmf lh.pisitioning md restraint belore the catapult fires. If the canopy
fails to Jettison, the crewman will he ejected through the canopy without a delay
ir the escape sequence. A schematic uf the 1.V-311 sequencing system is
showi in Fig. 70. Mhen using this .-',\teni, the copilot is automatically ejected
by the pilot when the pilot Initiates ejection. However, the copilot can eject
himself at any time without ejecting the lilot.

The IAV-3B is a two-mode system. The mode is selected at the time
of ejection by a speed sense,', U. S. Navy P/N 12011,12. At altitudes below
10,000) feet anti at speeds lesa than 200 knots, the recovery parachute is baulls- 4
tically de-ployod inimediately after tile seot leaves the aircraft. At speeds
greatee than 200 knots and/or at altiturdes above 10, 000 feet, a delay in the
parachute thruster allows the -eat to decelerate to a velocity safe for recovery
parachute deployment. In both the low and high-speed mode, seat-man separaLa-
tion is effectet Iiy inflation of the recovery parachute. The U.S. Navy NB-7
recovery par:tchlte utilizes a standared, 24-foot flat, circular canopy, and a
-.onventional, spring-loaded pilot chute. The time history of events for the •
two-mode system Is givcn in Table XI.

Table Xl. North American LW-38 Time History of Events

LA)M SIM.'cd High Speed 4
(See) Event (se) Event

0.00 Escape system initiation, 0.00 Escape system Initiation,
canopy jettisoning sys- canopy jettisoning sys-
tem, and ballistic tem, and ballistic
inertia reel actuation inertia reel actuation •

0.30 Crewman positioned 0.30 Crevman positioned
0.4o Catapult ignition 0. 40 Catapult ignition
0. 51 Prachute thruster 0. 53 Parachute thruster

deloy ignition delay ignition
0.55 Rocket ignition 0. 55 Rocket ignition
0. 56 ,a'l-aircraft separatlon 0, 56 Seat-aircraft separation
0. 64 "rhirii-,ier firing, para- 0. 83 Rocket burnout

chute deployment 2.53 Thruster firing, para-
0. 83 Rocket burnout chute deimloy-ment
1. 1() Seat-man separation. 3.34 Seat-man separation.
1.50 Nui parachute inflation, 3.70 Full parachute inflation.

(Based on 200 KEAS (Based on 500 KEAS
ejection. ) ejection.) •
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Additional recovero capablirty it altitude can II achieved by the addi-
lion of a se:it :inroid. Tile recovery envelope with n seat aneroid rddad is
shown in Fi,,. 71. In this systenm, the long time delay In the lpmruchute thruster
is not fired, but iinstea~d the aner'oid is a rnied. The lc roih immediately fivrcs
tile lopig iime df10:1% if helow 10, 000 fee(t, 11 above 10, 000 feet, the aneroid will
not fire the Iolng tilme delay untli the seat descends to )0, 000 f,,et.

The 1,%V-:IB seat is desilkrnd to accommonlate a U. S. Navy ILSSK-6A
survival kit or equivalent.

Peak ctLapult forces range from 12-15 tj with the rates of onset of
icccle.-ation from 1i50-180 g/second.

Representative recovery trajectories are shown in Fig. 72. Table

XLI gives the seat escape system estimated weight breakdown.

Tabl, X11. North AmetijCn LW-38 Seot Escapt Syeom Eistimpo..Wilght grleodown

Weight (L Weight (Lb)
Item 6 Percentile 95 Percentile

l*:Jechd portion of seat 61.75 61.75
(Includes basic seat structure,
rocket motor, initiators, hose
assembly, thruster gun, mechani-
cal inertia reel)

Nonelected seat provisions 18.50 18.50
(Includes catapult rocket
launch tuhb, clectriedi
seat actuator, attachment
bulkhead seat guide fittings)

Total seat components 80.25 80. 25

Survival equipment 52.90 52.90

Parachute 21.90
Survival container
and equipment 31.00

Man 133.00 201.00

Flying apparel 20.00 20. 00

Total (Scat installation) 286. 15 354. 15

Total Weight (Fiectable) 267.65 335.65
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I

I. WEBER F-106 SEAT

The ejection seat escape system described in this section is.an im-
proved version of the original interim upward ejection seat used in F- 106 air-
craft prior to the availability of the Convair "B" s•at supersonic escape sys-
tem. The modified F-10(0 upward ejection seats were developed and manufac-
tured by the %Veber Aircralt Corporation in 1964 and 1965 for installation in
F-106A/B aircraft as a replacement for the "B" seat supersonic escape sys-
tem. The reason for the chaunge was to improve the reliability and low altitude
escape capability of the F-106 escape system.

t a e modified F-10j ujeward ejection seat escape system consists of
the canopy jettison system, ejection initiation and eject sequence installation,
rocket catapult, lap belt and shoulde,- harness, inertia reel (powered inertia
reel on aft seats), arm guards, vertical seat adjustment, rotary actuator and
strap type scot-man separator, 1800 cu in. global survival kit, and modified
B-18 parachute with Weber cartridge actuated deployment gua and aneroid
block. Figure 73 shows a typical F..106 A/B modified upward ejection seat,

41 Figure 74 is an outline drawing giving overall dimensions of the seat, and
Table XIII is a weight statement with a breakdown of the major components.

TabII XIII. F-106 Ejection Seat Neight Breokdown
Ejectable Wit (I)

Seat structure 78.68
Inertia reel with shoulder straps 2. 1
MA.5 lap belt 3.0
Seat-man separator 3.75
Modified BA-18 parachute pack with C-9 canopy and

drogue gun 27. 0
RPI 2174-518 rocket-catapult - without shell 22.5
USAF survival kit 36.5

173.53

Nonejectable

Track assembly 25. 5
Ballistic hose disconnects 1. 75
Seat adjustment actuator 6. 1
Rocket catapult shell 2174 5. 5

38.85

Total Weight 212. 38

Ejection sequence schematic diagrams for the F-106A and F-106IB
aircraft modified ejection seat escape systems are shown on Figs. 75 and 76.
A single mode eject sequenco is provided ior the single place F-106A aircraft.
For the twy-place tandem seating arrangement of the F-106B a two mode
eject sequence is required to ensure that the aft sent always ejects prior to
forvard seat ejection to prevent rocket-catapult blast injury to the aft seat
occupant. Thus, if escape is initiated from the forward seat poiition, the aft
seat occupant is automatically positioned by a pxowered shouldered harness
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inertia reel and is ejected from the aircraft. The forward seat then automati-
cally ejects one second after ejection of the aft seat. The aft seat may be
independently ejected at any time without affecting the forward seat.

Following is the sequence of events that ocnurs during emergency
escape for the F-106A modified upward ejection seat escape system: 4

Squeezing the handgrip release trigger and raising either of the two

ejection control handles on the seat cause.i the following events;

0 Locks shoulder harness inertia reel

* Causes spring-loaded arm guards to rota ised position •

* Releases M3A1 catapult initiator safety lock

* Fires canopy unlatch M-3A1 initiator

* Firing of the canopy unlatch initiator results in the jettisoning of the
canopy. *

* As the canopy separates from the aircraft, a lanyard attached to the
canopy fires an M3A1 initiator. This actuates an MIA1 exactor, re-
leasing a spring load which fires the M3A1 catapult initiator,

* The catapult initiator fires the rocket catapult causing the seat to be
ejected from the aircraft. * *

* As the seat travels up the fixed ejection rails it fires the M-32 one
second delay lap belt initiator,

a After the one second delay, gas pressure from the M-32 initiator
causes the lap belt and shoulder harness to release, fires the se.,t-
man separator ballistic rotary actuator, and actuates the two recond 4
delay, Weber power-actuated-gun deployed parachute system.

The rotary actuator mounted on the top rear of the seat retretn
straps which are initially routed behind the pilots parachute pack,
under the survival kit, and attached to the front of the seat bucket.
This forcibly separates the crewman from the seat.

Two seconds after seat-man separation, a modified fA-18 personnel
parachute is deployed by a Weber aneroid controlled deployment gun.
A detailed deacription of the Weber power-actuated-gun deployed
parachute system is presented in the subsystems section of this re-
port.

The F-106A/B modified upward ejection seats were designed to pro- S
vide escape at 71ro -speed and zero-altitude, and at all speeds up to 600 knots
LAS at ground lcvel. Developmental and demonstration static and sled tests
have been accomplished to prove the system capability throughout this speed
range. Some typical ejection seat trajectories taken from sled test data are

*
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,hiown In Fig. 77. No speckia stab~ilizaftion devices tire providied for the
I"-106A/fl ejection seats. Trajectory height andI low-level r'eco>very cdapability
of the ejection seat systini is dependent uix~n the seat pitch attitude during
rocket b~urn time. Therefore, to uttain adequate attitudie control, close controul
of the seat-man center of gravity relative to rocket thruist line Is requi red.
in the F-106 seut, the line (if rocket thrust Is adjusted to cause the scat to.

pitch aft, thercby attaining a. greater vertical thrust comiixrnent and greater
trajectory height. Tests have demionstrated that soitt-inan center of gravity
variations between the use of 5 to 95 percentile crewmen o're within the tolor-
'anec limits L'equire(I for successful recovery.

n). WEBER EJECTION SE.'ATI (T-371i

The T-37 l ightweight ejection seat was developed andl manufactured by
the Weber Aircraft Corporation for the Cessna Aircraft Company. Thel T-37
lightwecight ejectinn seat systemi provides safe escape for a crewman ait ground
level to 40, 000-feet altitude and ait speedls fromn 120 to .400 knots l[AS. The geil-
oral arrang-ement of the seat is shown in Fig. 78 aid the miajor installation
dilalensions are shown in Fig. 79.

The I)1'-ejci~tiofl functions aire initiated by raising the arnilng handles
(leg hraces), located onl each side of the seat, to the full upl positionn where they
are lockod. This iction positions the cataplJ)1t firing trigger, locks the shoulder1
harness and catiscs the cunopy to be Jettisoned. Squeezi.ng the ejection trigger
fires the catapult. As, the sent leaves thc aircraft, the M 12 one-second dlelay
initiator is firedl to open the lap belt and release the shoiulder ha mncss cna Iding *
the occupant to separatet front the seat. (Note: This sent, has been miodified to
include scat-Man septiration eapahility'N. ) Automatic opening of the 13A-15 para-
chute with C-9 canopy is control led bY an F-I 13 type Jxi machtel~ tinier and aineriod
b~lock which Is activatedI by the oCCUp~ant'4 separation from the scat. When aicti-
vated above the preset altitude, the p~arachute pack remains closed until the pre-
tiet altitude is reached, then a fter a one-second timler (delay, the parachute pack
is openedl. Figrure 80 is a schematic diagram of the escape systeml.

A one-second lap belt declay and a zero-second parachute delay sy s t um
is provided for imiproved low-nltitude escape capability. This system mlakes
use of a detachable zero-delay lanyardl attached to the parachate armling knob.
At low aititude the zero-delay lany:arid Iss hooked to the pa rachute rip~cord handle
to actuate the parmachute lmmnedliatel 'y after its scparation fromi the seait. At other
altitudes or at hi1gh airspeed the lanyaird is disconnected in allot% the parachute
tinier or aneroi(l dlevicu to actuate the parachute. The ninliimum es,_apc all' u~uds
for landing and take-off condlitions are shown in Fig, 81.
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F-106 MODIFIED UPWARD EJECTION SEAT
WITH DROGUE GUN DEPLOYED PARACHUTE
EVENTS CODE:
A. ROCKET THRUST BURNOUT
B. LAP BELT RELEASE SEAT.MAN SEPARATION
C. PILOT CHUTE OPEN
0. MAIN CANOPY DEPLOYMENT
E, FULL LINE STRETCH
F. CHUTE FULL BLOSSOM

TEST NUMBER 1 -II Il1

PERCENTILE 5 95 95

EJECT VEL 315 KN 89 KN 0-0

BURN TIME 0.404 SEC 0,4QO SEC 0.555 SEC

TEST III , 4. E 1E F
34.5

0 3.0 F 5.0

9.0 10.0 .
6 . 20 . .0 3.0 4.0 5. 0 ET S ECI

• TIME ZEO1,5CSEC

B 13.0 25.

2.03

1 1.5 SEC P 3.0 4 . E

0 ,1. .

ZE O200 400 600 800 11100 1200 1400 1600

-,ee ~mEEROSECNDSDOWN RANGE (FEETI

Figure 77. F-106 Modified Upward Ejection Sect with Vroque Gun Deploy'ed Parachute
Ejection and Recovery Trajectories
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Table XIV gives the lightweight sent escape system weight breakdown.

Table XIV. T.37 Lightweight .•ent Escape System Weight Breokdown

Item Weight (Lb)

Seat 62.25
Basic structure 53.00
Inertia reel and control 2.50
Initiators 2.00
Pilot service disconnect 1.25
Ballistic disconnect .50
Lap belt harness 3.00

Seat cushion 2.5n
Pnrachu'j assembly 25.00
Ballistic catapult (Mb) 17.00
Fixed guide rail assembly 14.00
PilDt (50 percentile) 176..00
Personal gear 10.00

Total Weight 306.75

TRIGGER ON RIGHT BRACE ONLY

T!
7 3

VERT L. - OPEN SEAT AOJ LEVER

HANDLE.C.NTROL POSITION IN "MANUAL LOCK1
LOCKED POSITION PSTO

.~6.2 "AIJTO LOCK",.
LEG BRACE I POSiTION

.7 ~~~LEG BRACE 979.5

ýi

SEA RA.
FLOOR LINE - .~ EAT BACK

11.1l-4i* 8.0-1-m6 T2.ý NEUTRAL POSITION 17.514

Figure 79. Weber Lightweight Election Seat for T-37 ajar Installation Dimensions
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I ~EXACTOR MIAI "

THRUSTER M3AI I

INTERNAL CANOPY RIGHT SEAT-WEBER P N 8029D0
JETTISON HANDLE

' --EJECTION4

TRIGGER
ARMING

LEFT SEAT 
INITIATOR M3

IDENTICAL

TO RIGHT
SEAT INITIATOR M3

I ~CATAPUL.T M5
LAP BELT INITIATOR MI2
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I

Figure 80. Schematic of Escape Systern m T-37 Airplane
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n. W\BEID GEMINI SF\T

The Gemini escape and survival sy!'tem consists of an opeii ejection
scat, ejection initiation system, escape hatch actuator system, rocket-catapil.,
egress kit, interated harness release svstc.m. seat-man senarator. ballute

The system is designed to provide safe escape from the ground to 70, 000 feet
altitude, while the capsule is positioned on the launch pad during boost, and dur-

,t .itude, while the capsule is positionco un the launch pad during boost, and dur-
,1apsule re-entry conditions. While ejection capability is available through-

out the mission, actual usage is determined by the altitude, type of emergency,
system condition, mission phase, and the astronaut's evaluation of the problem.
All subsystems and components were designed to function through an ambient
temperature of -65" to 2000F. Figure 82 is a photograph of the seat and the
overall installation dimensions are shown in Fig. 83.

Two ejection seats are arranged side-by-side facing the small end of
the Gemini spacecraft crew compartment. The seats are identical with respect
to mode of operation. Both systems are initiated by either the pilot or copilot
pulling the ejection D-ring located on the front of an egress kit which he sits
upon. After initiation, the systems are completely automatic. However, pro-
visions are made for manual actuation of all subsystems that effect safe recovery
of the astronaut,

Pulling either seat ejection D-ring results in mechanical and ballistic
actuation of mechanism to automatically p)erform the following functioals: open

escape hatches: eject astronauts. seatb. survival equipment: separate astronaut
with survival equipment from seat: prnvide bail-out oxygen; stabilize astronaut
in free fall: dphloy recovery parachute, disconnect egress kit and backboard:
and deploy survival kit. Below 5,700 : GOO feet the time from initiation of the
escape system to parachute deployment is approximately four seconds.

Pulling the D-ring fires an initiator, Igniting the MDF (Mild Detona-
ting Fuse) train, which ignites the propellant in the hatch actuators. Latch
tripping plungers relca:.e the hatch locks, and as the plungers approach the end
of their stroke, the gas is vented through a port to power the hatch actuator
piston. The first few inches of the piston extension opens the hatches and locks
them in the open position. Further extension of the piston allows the gas to be
vent,,d through a port to the RPI No. 2194-15 rocket-catapult. The initial cata-
pult thrust propels the seat up the fixed rails, and after approximately 38 inches
of travel, the rocket motor igmites and sustains thrust for about 0.28 seconds.
The rocket-catapult thrust is sufficient to propel the ejected mass along the re-
quired trajectory and free of the capsule prior to astronaut-seat separation ana
parachute deployment.

Movement of the seat up the fixed rails exerts a pulling force on four
hanyvardls which are attached to the capsule structure and components of the
ejection seat. Thi lanyards ca-use the acromed, audio, and oxygen leads to be
sepir:atecd from the capsule. the 15-minute (I,800 psi) emergency oxygen to be
turned on. supplies a '3.5 psi:a pressure in the suit: and initiates the harness re-
lv:.•se :iatuattor nssemhly.
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Figure 83, Weber Gemini Soot Installation Dimensions
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The harness rvl(aso actuator assembly has a one-secoud time .'eh"y
cartridge allowing Ulc azaronaut-seat to attain tho reouired distance ,Aonj the
trajcet;ry bIcore firing the thruster. As the WAC thruster piston exteiuds, It
pulls the weat-man separater strap nssembly taut and forcibly separates the S
astronaut with the attached egress kit and backboard assembly from the beat,
During separation, a pullinh force is exerted on four lanyards; two of the ianyards
initiate the aneroid mechanism of the ballaue deploy and release assembly, an-
other lanyard initiates the aneroid mechardsm of the recovery parachute drogue
mortar, and the fourth lanyard Initiates the automatic Eignal of the radio beacon
in the survival kit.

The aneroid mechanism in the ballute deploy and release assembly pre-
vents deployment of the ballute if the emergency occurs below 7,500 A 700 feet
Above that altitude the aneroid mechanism fires a five-second delay cartridge
which generates high-pressure gas to operate a guillotine to cut the ballute pad
retaining cord and allow spring action to dt.ploy the Goodyear four-foot diameter
ballute. Dynamic pressure inflates Lhe co rihinatlon ballutt and parachute which
stabilizes the astronaut and prevents hira from tumbling and/or going into a flat •
spin at high altitude. When the astronaut 'alls to 7,500 Ac 700 ,eet, the aneroid
mechanism fires another cartridge ope.ating a guillotine to cut the ballute risers
and release it from the backboard assembly, permitting the astronaut to free
fall.

The aneroid mechanism in the i.,ogue mortar permits firing only at • •
rItitudes below 5,700 + 600 feet, The La.roid mechanism triggers a firing
mechanism which ignites a 2. 3 sLýmnd delay cartridge supplying high-pressure
gas to propel the drogue slug out of the mortar with sufficient. velocity to forcibly
open the parachute pack, deploy the attach,•d 40-inch diameter pilot chute, and
extract port of the C-9 canopy. Dynamic presaure inflates the p.iot chute and
the resultant drag fully extracts the main canopy. Inflation and drag of the main
canopy provides a safe descent rate and recovery of the r strenaut. Gas from the p
drogue mortar cartridge activates a five-second MDF tinic delay cartridge. The
time delay allows adequate time for parachute deployment and astronaut-egress
kit-backboard stabilization. The cartridge flires the MDF line running to the
MDF manifold assembly where a cap is detonated that fires three high-explosive
caps in the manifold. The caps initiate three MDF lines: one to the inertia reel
strap rutter, one to the lap belt disconnect, und the other to the Jetelox release
pin. Action of the release mechanisms causes the backboard and egress kit to S
(all from the astronaut. When the backboard falls, it trails a 20-foot line which
is attached to the astronaut's parachute harness. The life raft and rucksacks
containing .urvival equipment are pulled from the two survival kit containers.
Momentum of 'he two rucksacks triggers a CO 2 velve in the life raft, and the
astronaut, then descends with the survival eauipment and the irflated life raft
attached to him.

,fter a water landing is made, there are three modes of flotation
survival c'.isting in the system as follows:

* Water ;vings attached to the harness which the pilot can inflate.
* Life raft in the survival kit (primary).

0S
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0 Space siult :I1 , v hv usv'd to floiut thie astrnailotut niftr It Is sviljed from %%1iIcr
1vaktdiit' ty ai rubhlr coll-ll. I lch is stordcr ill ii pocket oil h it- •ti l Sult.

An extensive test proglr'Ill WalS tCcolliplislied on the G(Urn1i l escape l

system. Thoe compIcte sv-•ytll W:as I ired rll(itk' 0i1c eCoiditio lls 'IShown Ill
Tiable XV. There were it total of 25 ejection tests consisting of 7 sled ejections
lit virious speeds, 15 sinill•itI oiff-dic-pad ejecth•olJ, lind 3 (ejectiOlns from the
1'-100 ant various alirspeeds and altitudes.. "1hle test Ir ingram was devisctl to test
the complete svstel undle r val,1ohou. Sitlhoralttr tqll 'nT' rgenv co(ndI(ittns thlrouIrhoult
tlhe dLsikmlrld l'fOml'alie cvlvrlopt. lMl~pic'il pc fdll'i:rre tixr'lictorics with Ure
e\'ent-timle se, plellue ac sl'C•howni in Figs. 44, andl( •.%. l'ht, .SuAi plc ftIn il~lntcecap':)-

Ibllty during the Imost and re-entry phase is s 1oii 'm Fig. 8.

Table XV. Weber Gefnni Seat - Clection TwotI

TEST DATE SINGIE QUAL1, SPEED (,PS) ALTITUDE (P'_

SOPE 1 7-2-02 X 0 150

SO) 2 7-17-62 X 0 150

SOP" 3 7-25-62 X 0 150

80PE 4 7-20-62 X 0 150

SOPE 5 8-3-62 X 0 150

SOPE fl 9-12-62 x 0 150 *

SOPE 7 9-26-62 X 0 150

SOPE 8 2-7-0:3 X 0 150

SOPE E' 5-17-63 X ,0 150

SOPE MIA 5-25-03 X 0 150

SET 2 6-19-63 X 893 GROUND LEVEL

SOPE 10 7-2-63 X 0 150

SOPE II 7-16-63 X 0 1[i0

SET MIA 8.-9-63 X 848 GROUND LEVEL

811,T 4 1-16-6,1 X 367 GROUND LEVE L

SET 5 2-7-64 X 910 GROUND LEVEL

SET 7 7-1-64 X 400 GROUND LEVEL

IIAEET 1 10-15-641 X 0 GROUND LEVEL

SET8 11-5-64 X 943 GROUND LEVEL

SET 9 12-11-(;-1 X 872 GROUND LEVEL

SOPE 12 1-16-65 X 0 150

IIAE'T 2 1-28-65 Ix 693 15,700
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Table XV. Weber Gemini Soat - Ejectirn Test, (Co-ti

'ES r DATE SINGLE DUAL SPEED ( '," ý AL'rlTýI.w_(16

SOPE 13 2-12-65 X 0 150

iIAET 3 2-12-65 X 1.72 M 40,000

SOPE 14 3-6-65 X 0 150

SOPE = SIMULATED OFF PAD EJECTION (NOTS TOWER) .

SET : SLED EJECTION TEST (SNORT - NOTS)
HAET= HIGH ALTITUDE EJECTION TEST (EL CENTRO F-l06)

The accelerations imposed on the dummy occupants during the tests
were measured to be approximately 12 g average, with a peak of 20 g during the
catapult stroke. The accelerations measured during rocket burning were, in all •
tests, of a lower magmitudc. Porformanbe of the escape system during the test
program was successful, and it was accepted as operational Gemini equipment.

Table XVI gives the seat weight breakdown.

Table XVI. Weber Gemini Seat Weig,• Breakdown

Weight (Lb)

Electable
Seat stritceturc 54.90
Integratcd harness release system 7.10
Scat/Man separator 3.40
Backboard and survival gear 18.80
Egress kit assembly (including oxygen) 20.25
Egress kit cushion, back cushion, and

pelvic block 5.53
Lap belt and strap assembly 4.23
Parachute assembly 17.55
Ballute assembly 8.00
Survival system 22.05
RPI 2194 rocket-catapult 23.00

184.81

Nonejectable
Track assemhly 30.5
Rocket-catapult shell 2194 5.5

36.0

Total Weight 220.81
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SYSTEM TOTAL WEIGHT:
15 PERCENTILE DUMMY 370 LB

4w 75 PERCLN TILE DUMMY 410 LB
iSPERCENTILE DUMMY

75 PERCENTILE DUMMY

-J '015 PERCENTILE

600
- 500MAIN CANOPY INFLATED*

Lu

~?400 DROGUE

75 PERCENTILE DUMMY * 4
3 00
0 J'TXA

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .13 14 15

TIME (SECONDS)

Figute 84. Weber Gem ini Escopo System Test Trajec~ornes SimulafeS Off Pad Ejection
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15 PERCENTILE DUMMY TOTAL SY STEM WEIGHT 370 LB

SLED VELOCITY 520 KEAS

75 PERCENTILE DUMMY TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT 408 LB
SLED VELOCITY 210 KEAS

,L'2.000

1,500 ERCENTILE DIIMMY

S1,000

75 PERCENTILE DUMMY

S0 L

S/ ' , ,I , , I I

HARNESS RELEASE ACTUATOR LANYARD PULLED
20CHUTE FULLY INFLATED

: 75 PERCENTILE DUMMY
IG DROGUIE

6AJ GUN FIRED PERCENTILE DUMMY
•- 50 SEAT-MAN

SEPARATION

0 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 10 11
TIME (SECONDS)

CATAPULT INITIATION T

Figure 85. Weber Cemini Escape System Test Trajectories - Vari,,us Sled Velocities
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_ _ - EJECTION CEILI NG
FOR BOOST PHASE

8;.-- - --0 -- (SECONDARY ESCAPE)--
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Figuro 86. Weber Gemini Escape System Seat Performance rapabilily
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o, WEBER DYNA-SOAll SEAl

The Dyra-Soar escape system consists of an open ejection seat, seat
adjustment mechanisms. rocket-catapult, powered inertia reel, body restraint S
system, leg and arm supports, seat-man separator. parachute system and sur-
vival kit. A photogr:'.ph of the systLrm is haown in Fig, 87 and the overall
intallation dimensions are shown in Fig. 88.

Ejection sequence is initiated by actuating a two-hauldcd ejection ccy-
trol located on the front edge of the seat bucket and extending upward between
the pilot's legs. A schematic of the ejection and timing sequence is showl in I
Fig. 89, When the ejection control is pulled toward the pilot the scat recline *1
snubber is unlocked and the inertia reel initiator is fired. The hatch is jetti-
soned, removing the safety pin and allowing the catipult initiator to be mechan-
icatly fired. Gas firom the inertia reel cartridge operates the reel and forcibly
puils the pilot bar.k into the confines of the movable seat back and the seat back
to the full aft position. Acceleration of the seat back is controlled by the seat
back snubber as it is moved to the ejection position, After the pilot and seat
are properly positioned, the rocket-catapult fires and p-tvpels the seat up the
fixed rails. As the seat moves up the rails the ann guards are rotateid inward,
the chaff dispenser is opened, and the 0. 75-second delay integrated h~arness
release initiator is fired. When the harness release is oponed, the seat-man
separator initiator !a fired and, as the man separates from the seat, the auto-
matic parachute timer is actuated. The recovery parachutc is deployed at or
below 14, 000 feet altitude after a one-second delay. •

Table XVII gives the seat weight breakdown.

Table XVUI. Weber Dyna-Soor Seat Weight Breakdown

Weight (Lb)

Ejectable

Seat structure 685.5
Parachute pack (B-5 with C-9 canopy., 22.3
Survivql kit and equtipment 40.0 7
Pivoted seat back 11.7
Frbnkford arsenal XM1OEI rocket-catapult 21. '
Pressure suit fittings and emergency oxygen 31,0

191.6

NoneJLectable

Fixel c'all asscmbly 19.8
Rocket-catapult ,hell and bracket 4.7

24.5

Total Weight 216. 1
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SEAT BACK 3M4
PIVOT 15 DEGREES

/ '

1 46 561 *

-22.06 31.50

Figure 88. Weber Dyna.Soar Sec't - Installation Dimnprns;ons
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I'e rformaLncv analysis of the' sy,i~tem was condiuctedI util izin-', thQ~ WVehc I
A irccraft A\na log C inputel r FaC'. ty, ThLu calculations I ndivated the sysctm

W~ould( proi'ndt. si ic escape frmmit' 0 r-speed to 515 . knotsq (900 pst) at sea level
and at Mach 0I, 8 at -i0, 000) "vet alitudec Trhe analys4is al-so indicated the accei~r-
atlon loads Imposed on the pilot were well w01Ithin huan tole rance limits wvhol
V5L'i1I)V waS Initiatcd dur~ng sirnuiatod conditionls within the iDyflaVSoaL perhnorn-
anteL- envelope.

p.WEBERI LU.'NARi LANDING HE* *,A1WI1 VEHIIC LE SE'AT

'rhe 1,.im It scapev system is comp riiseni of ý,.n om-in ejection seat, plilot
restraint system (without Inertitla revl). rocket-catapullt, scat-mlan sejui clfo r,
and dii )gqw gun de.ployed pa rachute sys tem. The seat is shownl in Fig. 90 and
thle overalnl Installation dIimnens ions a ik shownl In Fig. 91.

Escape system Iit tiation Is accomplished by p~ulllniv upwar id on ; I D-
ring handle mounted on the front of thle seat bucket to mcchanically fli m tile
LLLutiUlt initiaito r. Initial mlovemenit of the seat uip the fixed ral is fireo.s a otne-
second delay inlitiat~o z to reclease the p~ilot three-point restraint system and fire
the seat-man Sepa.'atOr. The rocket motor is ignited as the seat leaves the
fixed naiils and~ continues to supp~ly thrust for approximately 0. 25 suconds,

As the r'estriniift system releases are opened ai one-second dt-lay drogue
grun initiator in the personnel pai-ichute pack is fired. The (iroglie grun fires at * 4
acpproximaltely peak trajectory Lind deploys the 23-foo)t flat circular parachute.

Emlergency ground egress or "over thle side bailout" Is accomplishedi
bV pulling urwva d on the ditching handle iocato'c on the right side of the seat
bucket. Movement (of' the ditching hiLn(Ile releases Lap bolt and shoulde r re-
stra~ints and disconnects the parachute lanyard to permit exit of the pilot with
parnrachute from the 4eat. The p~arachnute must niow be deploye-d in the normal 4
manner 1)y tie manual rip cord which overrides the automatic drogue p)owered
system.

Survival equipment, emergency oxygen, flotatiton system. and 4tabili.
zatlon devices are not providedi in thle escape system. Stabilization of thle 4eac-
man was attempted by keeping the reclevt thnist line nea r the center of gravity.

The seat has been tested in various attitudes of roli, yaw and pitt'll
from the static position. These tests were conducted by thle Weber Aircraft
Tes4t i~aixratory and the system performances were satisfactory, mleeting
the rt~iuircmeicts of the NASA sp)ecification, Durilng the three. tests conducted,
the static eccentricity of' the rocket thrust line varied froin 1. 70 to 1. H
inches helow tilt CC. while the rocket thrlist line wao 49 degrees 35 mInute's
forward of the rocket centerline. Thec test sequeince, timing of (W,,ntaq are'
given in.Tab~les WVill, XLX and XX for' Various Seat attitudcs froml tile Static
position11. Tabcle XXI gives thle seat weight br'cak-down,
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T416e XYM. Weber (LLRV) Escape System Th•tng

Seat in Normal Upright Position, Zero-Zero Condition
Total Ejectable Weight 29 . 8 ib, Dummy's Weight 182 )b: S

'rime Elev.
JScc) (Ft) Fvcflt

0.0 0 Firing switch is pulled and rocket-catapult launch
launch stage fires

0.563 34 Rocket burnout •
1.069 80 Start of seat/man separation cycle
1.337 106 Seat/man separation
2. 120 152 Drogne gun firns personnel chute
3.037 181 Peak trajectory
6.100 96 Dummy's parachute fully inflated

Table XIX. Weber (LLRVI Escape System Tim/nmv

Seat Rolled 30" to the Right from Vertical Attitude Zero-Zero Condition • 0
Total Ejectable Weight 278, 6 lb, Dummy's Weight 172.5 lb

Time Elev
(see) .tL Event

0.0 0 Firing switch is pulled and rocket-c.uapult launch
stage firee

0.667 36 Rocket burnout
0.858 60 Start of seat/man separation cycle
1. 072 84 Seat/man separation
1.992 148 Drogue gun fires personnel chute
3.372 187 Peak trajectory
6.012 106 Dummy~s parachute fully inflated

S

S
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Table XX. Weber (LLRV) Escopt Systv" Timing

Seat Pitched 30" Forward from Vertical Vero-Zero Condition
Total Ejectable Weight 268 11, Dumnny's Weight, 178 lb

Time Elev.
• ~ §0 -(FtL .•t

0.0 0 Firing switch Is pulled and rocket -

catapult launch stage fires
0.835 35 Rookeh burnout
1. 102 47 Start of seat/man separation cycle
1. 500 60 Seat/man separation
2.220 71 Drogue gun fires personnel chute
2.300 72 Peak trajectory

* 17 Dummy's parachute fully inflated

*No data recorded.

Table XXI. Weber (LLRY) Slot W.eiht Breakdown

Installed Ejectable Nonejectable
K! U.eiht _Ll Wight (Mb. Weight (U))

Seat assembly 35.0 35.0
Delay initiator 1.06 1.06 P
Seat-man separator 3.25 3.2.
Lap belts 2.00 2.00
Cushion 2.2b 2.25
Fixed rail 10.72 10.72
Catapult initiator 0.35 0.35
Rocket-catapult 18. 251
P~arachute assembly 24.75 24.775
Catapult housing 3.25
Pilot assembly

j75 percentile) 176. 00
Clothes and harness 10.00
Rocket (1/2 burned) 9.50

Total Weight 97.63 263.81 14.32

Note, These are actual wc~ghts
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q. B-52 UPWARD EJECIOu N SEAr

The B-52 airplane upward ejection scat escape system has undergone
various improvements by prcduction chngres and retrofits. Some of these Im- U
provementa were incorporated as a result of the airplane mission being rede-
fined to include lnw-h,v,,l flight. This description of the 11-52 airplane upward
ejection seat escape sYsitem is based on the latest system configuration.

A Wt ber-kiill, conventional ballistic catapult-powered, open-type
upward ejection SCOL, and an automatically jettisoned overhead escape hatch iS
provided for each of the four crew members on the upper deck (pilot, copilot,
EW officer, and gunner). There are, no system Interconnections between sta-
tions. The pilot nnd copilot ride and eject facing forward, and the EW officer
and gunner ride and eject facing aft. Figure 92 shows the scat, Fig. 93
Identifies tho components, Fig. 94 shows the system schematic, Fig. 95.
shows the seat envelope, and Table XXII shows the weight breakdown.

Table XXII. B-52 Upward Election Seat Weight Breakdown

Weight
(Pounds)

NoneJectabie 33
Fixed rails 28
Ballistic items 2
Miscellaneous 3

hardware

Ejectahle 119 5
,er.t lKicket with
inertial reel 90

Catapult 25
Ballistic items 2
HIarness 2

Man and Equipment 251
Fifty percentile man 167
Clothing 10
Survival kit .17
Parachute 27

Total Weight (I.:.lcted) 370

Total Weight 403

1
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I JETTISONADLE RAILS
2 FIXED RAILS4
3 POSITIONING ACTUATOR*4 HEADREST
5 UPPER HARNESS ATTACHMENT FITTING
6 SEAT BUCKET
I PARACHUTECATAPULT SAFETY 8 CATAPULT SAFETY PIN-PULL CYLINDERPIN-PULL INITIATOR 9 ARMHIEJT

- ~-~ TUBE DISCONNECT 10 CATAPULT TRIGGER4
11 UNLOCKING LEVER
12 ARMING LEVER
13 SAFEIlY BELT
14 INERTIA REEL MANUAL CONTROL
15 SURVIVAL KIT
16 LEG SUPPORT
I? SEAT POSITIONING SWITCHES
18 ARMREST RELEASE TAB
19 SURVIVAL KIT RELEASE HANDLE
20 HARNESS ATTACHMENT FITTING

-~21 INERTIA REEL (HIDDEN)I ~ ~ 2 /\~ ) 2 CHAFF DISPENSER
INTEGRATED HARNLSS'~
RELEASE INITIATOR

INITIATOR I
FIRING LEVE A

FLEXIBLE iSRAE ODRIVE
CABLE ' ISAFET PIN AND

SAFETY PIN/SRAENOI
;TREAMER

9)

STOWAGE POUCH A

URVIVAL KIT BUCKLE

NOTE

Let siwpott shown ini extende psition for
c aImty.
Pilot sell shown'. copilol, EW olticei, andgCneU SSeals 3imilaU except as noted.C N

Figure 93. 8.52 Upward Election seat
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Each seat consists of a seat bucket, three electrical seat bucket posi-
tioning actuators, jettisonable rails, fLxd railts, nvd chaff dispenser. The scat
bucket is equipped with a spring-powered inertia reel, stowable arm rests,
headrest, ejection controls, leg support plate, and lap halt, and cont.:ins a glo-
bal survival kit and personnel parachute. The jeti:isonnble rails arc roller-
mounted to the fixed rails, %v'ch are Instlled 1.3 dcg-ces from vertlea, ")r
aft-facing seats and 17 degrees from vertical for forward-facing seats. The
seat bucket is anchored to the jettisonable rails t irough three positioning actua-
tors. The horizontal positioning actuator providchs a maximun of 2. 80 inches
travel, the vertical positioning actuator provides a mnLLxImuni of 5. 60 inches
travel, anti the tilt actuator provides a manximum of plus or minus 4.75 degrees
adjustment from rail angle. nie actuators are Independently operable, but one
set of jackscrews on the tilt actuator is cabli.-drlvei, from the horizontal posi.-
tioning actuator to eliminate scat bucket tilt during horizontal adjustment.

The crewriember sits on the global survival kit located in the seat
bucket and is strapped to the survival kit and to his parachute. He is secured
to the seat by his parachute harness and a nonautomatic lap belt, Th5 para-
chute harness shoulder straps attach to the inertia reel through a release fitting
on the harness tabs. The belt Is attached to Lhe seat by releasable hooks. The
seat armreots may be stowLrd for crew comfort or for facilitating crew move-
ment. The parachute has two lanyardE for controlling deploynment. One lanyard
runs from the aneroid timer in the parachute pack to the lanyard attachment
point on the left hand side of the seat bucket as shown on Fig. 94, and remains * •
connected throughout the flight. T1his lanyard actuates a one-second delay from
seat-man separation before parachute deployment at altitudes below 14, 000
feet (the aneroid feature prevents parachute deployment at higher altitudes).
The second lanyard branches from the first and has a snap hook for attnchment
to the pai'tlhute manual deployment haindle as shomi in Fig. 93. This low-
level lanyard, when connected, pulls the parachute rip cord during scat-man
separation.

Ejection is accomplished by lifting both armrests to the unstowned posi-
tion (if they aren't already up), rotating either or loth arming levero up, and
squeezing the trigger in either arming lever. Rotation of either arming lever
locks the inertia reel, extends the leg guard plate, stows the control column
(on pilot and copilot seats), and jettisons the hatch. Hatch jettison fires an Ini-
tiator that provides the gas pressure for automatic catapult safety pin retraction.
(The catapult safety pin has a handle for manual pin retraction Wolo.) Squeezing
the trigger fires the catapult, and as the seat moves up the rails the one-second
delay, integrated harness release Initiator is fired. This Initiator provides the
energy to release the restraining harness frcm the seat, and permits the seat
and occupant to separate. MIan-seat separation actuates the parachute pack
deploynwnt system, The parachute is deployed by a spring-loaded pilot chute
that pulls the rucover' parachute from the pack. After the parachute is Inflated,
the crewmemlWr may pull a handle on his survival kit to cause it to fall xislow
him, where it is suspended from his parachute harneds; the life raft then is in-
flated,

1
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Performance of the 1-421 upward ,jection sents has been demonstrated
by sled tests conducled tit .-peui,' from I'll to 4,14 KEAS. Digital computer ox-
traioulaton of test data resultcd in prud~iting full recovery during ground level
ejections at airspeds from 12(0 io ..1on KIAS with the low-level parachute de-
ployTnent lanyard connected. N'.thout the low-level parachute deployment
h]riyard conncuted, nt least I75 feet :i0i tudi, above ground is required for full
recovery. Figure 96 sho.•s th, flittht condition& ior which low-level lanyard
is, and is not, 'eeommcnIVdt.l i . (' L:uvs 97 and 98 show computer predicted
t rajrctcrie.j.

The sled tests vvealt d that I he l-5G/ upward ejection seats tumble in
flight, primarily becaus, the' L; taptllt stroke length exceeds the guided rrJl
length, thui imparting a rotational velocity to the seat. The tumbling facilitates
seat-man separation, Also, the sled tests showed that spinal acceleration
during catapult stroke was less than 20 g. Seat pitch rates and dummy spinal
ancelerations recorded dulring 193 and 4,37 knntq equivalent airs!oed tests are
shown in Fig. 99.

2. ENCAPSULATE!) SEATS

a; GOODYEAR ENCAPSULATED SEAT

The (•oodyeav encapsulated scat resulted from a research and develop-
mnt program conductvi, under an A.I r ,irce -ontract for the investigation of
escape capsule systems for a hypothilcal multiplace aircraft. This program rr
covered the preliminary design and dynamic model and wind tunnel model test-
ing of an individual escape capsule, A report of the program is presented in
Ref. 4.

The Goodyear wncapsulat.d seat escape system is designed to provide
safe escape over an aircraft pcrtorimince envelope having a maximum equivalent
airspeed of 800 knots th rough al altituit ruxnge from sea level to 55,000 feet, and S
at Mach 4.0 from 5C, 000 to 100,000 feet with a flight duration of 3U hours. The
capsule will provide saf.) escape at a 150 knot speed under landing or takeoff.
The system denign performance capability is shown in Fig. 100. The general
arrangement of the capsule is shown hi Fig. 101.

A schematic of the pre-ejectioi, and ejection sequence is shown in Fig.
102. If an inflight emergency develops, liffing either handgrip initiates crew
restrafrnt, closing of cupsule doors, and pressurization of capsule. Abandon-
ment of the aircraft is accomplished by squeezing either or both of the ejection
triggers. Three ballistic subsystems make up the complete automatic sequence
with two manually operated ballistic sulsystems supple neating the automatic
system. These subsystems tre the lw,-eJection system, emergency ejection
systeM, ballistie rvoovcry' system. manuaily operated water andi ground landing P
fuvctions, and manually operated door opening system.

A solid propellant rocket engino (Franikford A,'scnal No. XM7) is
utilized to eject the calpaue from the aircraft, The rocket is 23 inches kong by
6 luches diamneter and prov'ides a thrust of 9000 pounds in 0. 075 second, lasting
for an additional 0.625 second for a total impulse of 6000 pound-sceonds. The
rati of onset of acceleration imparted U) the capsule is approx:imately 200 p
g/second.

a . a &, a' 0
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The ground impact device consists of a buffer bag attached to the •
bottom of the capsule. The bag is constructed of nylon-woven Airmat fabric
which is coated with neoprene gum. Preset pop-off valves allow metering of
the air from the bag during the compres:sion cycle.

The flotation system consists of two float bags, a CO2 cylinder, two
chemical cyvlind.wrs, a mixing valve, and associated plumbing. Each bag is
inflated by polyurethane foam to 6 inches diaimcter by 24 inches long. In 5
addition to the flotation bags, a set of curtains is provided to Incruese the
capsule freeboard when the doors are open. lig. 103 shows the capsule with
flotation bags Inflated during flotation and habitability tests.

Preliminary investigations involving wind tunnel tests and static and
dynamic analyses were accomplished to evaluate three favorable stabilization
configurations. These consisted of: I) trailing drag body, 2) inflatable spheres •
located at the ends of a pair of telescoping booms, and 3) a fin stability system.
Each system provides static and dynamic stability in pitch, and, with modifica-
tion of the initial concepts, provides static yaw stability. Therefore, the
selection of the stabilization system was based on weight, volume, and com-
plexity considerations. As a result, the trailing drag body concept was
selected. Of two trailing drag body concepts considered, a parachute system *
offers Lghtweight and well-proven deployment techniques, but floes not possess
predictable drag and inflation characteristics above. Mach 1.5. An inflatable
drag body corrects these deficiencies and was therefore selected for the final
analysis, although some penalty In weight and stowage volume results. Figure
104 shows the inflatable drag cone and attachment geometry. The drag cone
consists of a fabric membrane attached to Inflatable tori and may be deployed
in a reeied condition. 5

The stabilization and recovery system consists uf three basic stages:
1) the stabilization drag body, 2) a second-stage conical ribbon parachute, and
3) a 32-foot diameter extended skirt main recovery parachute which is initially
d4ployed in the reefed condition, The deployment sequence and timing of the
various stages Is dependent on altitude and airspeed at the time of cicape
initiation. Figure 105 shows the drag areas for the various stages and indicates S
the deployment and aisreeflng sequences for the various escape conditions.

The calculated pitch stability characteristics, capsule trajectories
relative to aircraft fin, capsule trajectorier, relative to the ground, and trans-
verse and longitudinal accelerations on the capsule occupant foe ejections at
Match 1.2 and 301 knots at sea level are skown in Fig. 106 through 109. These
conditions represent the maximum design dynamic pressure condition and the
lowuvst sea level velocity where all three itages are acting.

Table XXIII gives the system weight breakdown.
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Table XXIll. Goodyeap Encapsuloted Seat Escop. System Weight Breacdown

Shell 46..1
Side plates 17.4
S&,at assembly (including recomprossion, air and

emergency oxygen systemns, survival drinking water) 43.0
Up!wr door ?r, 6
Middle door 34. 7
Lower door 38.9
Brake system 1:3, 0
Seal Installation (1.5
Survival equipment 70.0
Foot retracting mechanism 3.0
F"irst-mtage drag Ibody 10. 5
Second-stage pari'chute 6, 7

'"an recovery p)araIchul' M0 0
S',quencing hardwiare 18.7
Stabfli'zation frame nssiembly 57.6
Buffer bag 10.0
Flota Lion system 7.7
Rocket 60.0
Man with clothing 200.0

Total 689.4

600 nDISREEFED 'IRTSTTGE '(LARGECONEIDEPLOYED ,

.j SECOND STAGE PARACHUTE DEPLOYED -.-VMNAIN PARACHUT-. 0: LOY'-:D { {} {

400 -

. ,300 I

0F...: 0 . E - " I~T .. .. . 4..
008

0

, • 0 •0 1,0 1,0 2,0 2.0 2.800 3.200 3.60
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b. NORTH AMERICAN B-70 ENCAPSULATED SEAT

There are two crew stations, side-by-side, in the XB-70A a!rplane.
Each e'ewman is provided with an encapsulated seat (Fig. 116) fo:x' emerngency
escape. Upon entering the seat, the crewmnan connects the one-point oxygen
and communication lead and the torso-hip restraint harness at two fittings.
Other than these devices, there Is '.o tie to the occupant.

The major subsystems incorporated in the escape capsuile m~e the
rocket catapult, torso rcstraint, stabilizatlon booms and parachutes, pressuri-
zation system, and recovery system. The seat is 20 inches wide at the hips
and 21.25 inches wide at the elbows and shoulders. Figure !II shows the over-
all Itstallation dimensions and Table =XV shows the weight breakdown of the
capsule. To reduce fatigue during flight, arm, rests are provided and the seat
may be reclined, electrically raised and lowered, and the under-thIgh surface
may be varied.

The seat occupant in normal flight (Fig. 112) sits well forward o! the
capsule shell and is able to perform flight dutACs unrestr-cted. Actuation of
either of two control levers ballistically retracts the seat ind crewman into the
shell, closes the clamshell doors from top and bottom, and pressurizes the
capsule. From this position the pilot can monitor the instrumentsparel and
control the airplane, or he may eject by squeezing one of two triggers at his
side. The retracting-enclosing sequence may be performed alternately by
hand and may be reversed to restore the crewman to hi' usual position. *

Operation of eitherhandgrip trigger jettisons the individual overhead
hatch and, in sequence, ejects the capsule by firing the rocket-catapult, which
produces an impulse of 4500 pound-seconds, Within one-tenth second after
ejection, a pair of cylindrical booms rotate and extend to a length of nine feet
from the capsule back. imparting medium- and high-speed aerodynamic
stability to the capsule. A photograph of the capsule in flight during rocket
burning is shown in Fig. 113. For increased stobility during low-speed elec-
tions and for free-fall, a parachute deploys from each boom tip 1. 5 seconds
after extension. The main recovery parachute is deployed 1. 9 seconds after
ejection below 15, 500 feet; if above 15, 000 feet, t.0e parachute withholds
deployment until the capsule descends to this altitude. A radio homing beacon
is actuated upon parachute deployment. To reduce opening loads and to e'asu-,.e
uniform inflation, the 34. 5-foot solid canopy with 10 percent extended skirt
parachute is reefed for two seconds. A cautionary light illuminates within the
capsule at 15, 500 feet to inform the occupant that parachute opening altitude
has been reached and deployment may be initiated manually, if necessary.

During descent the capsule Is in an upright attitude, as shown in Fig.
114, and conticts the ground or water in this position. One second after main
parachute deployment, a biadder inflates from the bottom of the capsule to
atteniate landing loads and, in conjunction with the stabilization booms, to
bring the capsule to a rest position affording rapid exit. The occupant may
collapse the parachute to avoid dragging the capsule during high winds. Egress
can be accomplished by raising the upper door or by explosively separating
both doors.
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Figure 110, Norfh Ametican B.-7 Escape Capsule
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Table XXIV. NorAh Amaricon 3-70 Eneopeuluted Swa! Vo*lght Breakdown
Weight (Lb) Weight (L,)

-:ectbhle Nonejectabhk

Capsule str-acture 20M
Seat 67
Catapult inner Nuix and oropcllant 38
Stahl! Izntlon hoorrs 102
Recovery parachuto .nbtiallItion 38

(parachute . 31 Ix)unds))
Oxygen inatallation 3r
Impact attenuator instaltatio•n 17 ,

Car( ,Idge devices, hoses and fittings 2,1
Miscellaneous (capsule) 33
Clothes and personnel cquipmeat 12
Survival gear 27

Catapult outer t-.be 13

Ejection tails 3d
Mlace)laneous (airplanv) 14

Ejectable Wei.;ht 601
None, ectable Weight 63 p *
TIltn Installed Weight 664

Crewmember We.L LLLb).

5 Peroentile 1k4
50 Percentile 162 *

95 Percentile 200

I
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POSITION i

Figure 112, B-70 Seat Operation
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All survival equipment is readily available to the seated occupant
within the enclosed capsule. The equipment is stowed in two containers beside ,4)
the crewman's head and in an underseat compartment. After wvater londings
the capsule floats stably in the supine position, allowing the crewman to s411
the horizon and sky through the three capsule windows while awaiting rescue,

S
A complete (levelioipmental and qualification test program was accom-

plished on the capsule aaod the capsule subsystems. The complete system was
demonstrated in 32 ejection tests which simulated escape conditions covering
the complete XB-70A ;light envelope. Nineteen ejections were ace-miplished in
flight, eleven from sleds, und two from a static ground position. Typical tent
trajectories demonstrating the system's capability are shown In Fig. I 5. The
event-timc-sequence history recorded during n 93 KEAS ti.-st wnau as follows: 5

Event Seconds

Ejection initiation 0.0
Cupbuic friot nmotfinn 0,022
Tripper actuation (). 1.45
Stabilization booms unlock (. 173 5
Uppr:r roller tipoff 0. 177
Catapult tube separation (0.195
Center roller tipoff ). 1961
Lower roller tipoff 0. 214
Stabilization booms fully rotated 0.227
Stabilization booms fully extended 0. 264
Rocket catapult burnout O.Y73 I 0
Stabilization boom parachute caps fired 1.83
Recovery parachute lid fired 2.27
Impact attenuator door jettisoned S. 56
Recovery parachute line stretch 3. 70
Recovery parachute reefed open 5.47
Impact attenuator fully inflated 5. 96
Recovery parachute disreefed (3.8,5
Recovery parachute fully open 7.98
Capsule touchdown 11, 03

Capsule accelerations are moderated by aerodynamic characteristics,
recovery parachute reefing, and by the gas-filled bag landing imipact attenua'tor,
The most severe conii itions result in niaxitmum force applieatlons of 21 g scat-
to-head and 15 g chest-to-back during ejection of a 5 percentile occupant at
maximum indicated airspeed. Accelerations experienced during and immediatoly
following capsule ejections during a low- and high-speed sled test are shown in
Figs. 116 and 117. Since the ejected capsule trims aerodynamically at an angle
close to the zero lift attitude, the variations in vertical accelerations arc small
with changes in airspeed. Durnbg deployment and inflation of the recov.ry par-
achute a maximum of approximately 11 g (at reefed open time) was recorded
with force applications from seat-to-head predominating. Touchdown Lippled
forces, recorded by instrumentation near the mass center-of-gravity during
water entry, peak to 7 g seat-to-head and 4 g chest-to-back and laterally,
while accelerations Up)On drifting contact onto decomposed gi aite ,uld vcrtical
approach onto concrete reach maximums of 12 g scat-to-`iead aid chest-to-back

ri
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Figure 116. Ejection Exit Histories - 8.70 Escape Capsule Ejection Acceierations
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with 6 1 l I mvp. npsitioun of I nIf-knot w1id drift onto cofleei'e ralies
niaxntimum to 19 g sevt-to-hiid and !) g chest-to-back and laterally.

'l'he eneapniullaItLi StlL will provide sale eseape throughout a speed
riige front 9)0) K E.A. to so(je'Isolflc 1d1)( nflrom ground lcvel to altitudes eceerling
100,000 lect,. 'tTw .sltwii system's capabillty envelope is shown In FI". 118.
1), addition of an altL61'iLive manual cointrl'r and/or a slted-altitudle sensolr the
XB-70A enaolrsultated seat c:n lit e, liv mdilied to : shafe V e:f. escape, at zero-
speed, ero.-altitude

e. STANLEY 1-i58 I:NCAf•PT1IATEII) SEAT

The 11-d, viucap)ulated seat was developed and inanufactured by the
Stanley Aviation C('orlpora tion under., Air lotre contracts for the Convair
Division of Generual Dlynamnics Corporaitlon. I)velopnIlent of the nclapsulated
seat escape system beimn in evptelnl)r 195,8i rind consisted of the following
system tests:

* 5 static fiyings; oe, from oii 13-5s niIreran't, alnd the vemainder fromn test rigs,
* 2 drop t(ests f'omn o biOlloon kOloln at 8,i000 feet,
• 33 single ejections mld 15 dmill ejections front a rocket propelled sled. The

sled test velocities iranllgd fronm 97 knots to appi'oiniately 690 knots.
* 13 or nmu 'e eJeelions from it prolduction 13-9)8 aoicvraft at condlltions from

100 knots tialx.inlg on the runway o Muich 1. 6 at 15,000 feet.
* 1.1 drolp tests from 11 13-17 airci-aft at n maximum altitude of ilpt'oxilately

47,000 feet.
S16ii slow-speed rellahllity drop tests front a T-28 ai.crft. • •

The B-58 encapsulated seat escape system provides safe escape for a
crewman at speeds up to fill knots at sea level and up to Mach 2.2 at altitudes
up to 80,0000 fc.t. Ground level escape is provided at speeds between 100 and
285 knots. The cscnlpe capability ls.showu In Fig. 119, A proposal for zerq-
zero capability Is l)resented In fef. 5. 1 he encapsulated sea' dimnlsnst,,s are
shown in Fig. 120, The arrangement ol the encapsulated seat is shown in
Fig. 121. S

The B-58 capsule functions much like an open ejection sent luring
normal flight, except that a pressure suit Is not worn by the occupant, If pres-
surization is lost, the crewmember pulls a handle, along either Id(le of the seat,
to initiate eneapsulatlon and pressurization. The airplane may be flown, from
within the encapsulated seat, down to lower altitudes where pressurization Is
not required, using basic controls contained within the capsule. Encapsulation
way be reversed and repeated. Escape is Initiated by pulling either trigger
under the pre-ejection handles. This results In jettlsoning of the canopy. The
capsule Is boosted by a rocket-catapult, and stabilized by a drogue parachute
and fins attached to a frame to provide adequate momcnt arm, An Inhtlally
reefed recovery parachute Is deployed after a suitable time delay for speed
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decay or to Ialiow the capsulI to desce'Ind to bulow 15, 000-foot ,it ittude, i.nnding
impact is absorbed by two yielding metal cylinders plus cutling of Ilanges by
the, stabilization frame fins, which are retracted to the landing position after
recovery parachute deploynment. Four flotation booms augment buoyvan,,-y in
case of n water landing. 'Fhu sCquLncc of events (luring ejection and recovery

4 is shown in Fig. 122. The escape sequence times are summarized in Tahle
XXV. A systems schematic is shown In Fig. 123.

Table XXV, Staonley B-58 Encapsulated Seat Operatlon Sequence Times

11clow 1 5 000 Feet

4 Mnximum T ime
(Seconds)

)rvc-Ejection

Ilandl e pulled 0.0
LeAgs retract 0. 6
Doors Close 1.0

4 Capsule prcssurizes 7.0

F'jc(.t ion

Trigger pulled 0. 0
Canopy J(,ttisons 0.04 3
Catapult fires 0.30""30•. 06
U.Stbi~lization chute deploys 0.495 -- 6 17-.20
Rlocket fires 0.524 1---
PBautmry r,.,;l switch trips 0.552
Capsule full eimergence 0. 56

isu'lll l 'zatiLon

Sialdliz.ation franme thrusters fire 0. 57(6 021'' 1- ýS

Franit trips rceovery aneroid 0.582 015 0
Frame trips oxygen system 0.591 O 05
Frame completes rotation 0. 633 057
Rocket burns out 0. 924 1.55-2. 65

llecover,'

Recovery' chute deploys 3.232 .5-1,0
Recovery chute lines stretch 4. 232 -
Recovery chute disreefs 6. 832 -5-k20

Recovery chute anchor releases 10.232 ._-. |
Capsule repositions 11.232

4 Stabilization frame repositions 11.532
Flotation booms project 12.632

1
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Figure 122. Stanley 8.S8 Encapsulated Seat - Ejection and Recovey Sequence
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Aecelerations of the capsule reach a maximuni of approximately 29 g
in a transverse direction and aplproxlmiatelý 25 g in a Interal direction at
700 KEAS. Tiho nominal spinal accelerations inimposed on a 50th percentile
man by the catapult are approxiniatcitey 13 g, which will vary depending ulxn
temperature, hatch tolerance, and weight of the man,

The capsule escape trn' ectory relantve to the g-round (luring a low-speed
Lest at Edwards Air Force Base is shown in Fig. 12.1. The capsule escape
trajeetories relative to the aircraft during tests at Edwards Air Force Base and
Hurricane Mesa . Utaih, for low, intermedlate, and high speeds are shown in
Figs. 125, 126, and 127,

Table XXVI gives the scat weight breakdown,

Table XXVI. Stanley B-58 Encapsulatod Seat Weight Breakdown

Weight
Item (Pounds.

"Ba re " seat 150.5
Structural less chute and stick boxca 81.8
System plumbing 6.0
Seat, actuator and inertia reel 30.0
Wiring 6,5
Miscellaneous paint, glue and filler 5.0)
Disconnect 3.2
Catapult 18.0 5

Door installation and curtain 16. 5
Door installation 63.0
Curtain installation 3.5

Survival gear and attachments 52.6
Prejeiction system 14.4

PrecJection plumbing and ballistics 7.9
Leg retraction 6.5 S

Recovery parachute and box 45.3
Recovery parachute and bag 30. 0
Recovery parachute box 15,3

Recovery system 51.1
Impact attenuators 8.0
Plumbing and ballistics 14,9
Manual override controls and gas generator 11.3
Miscellaneous 16,0

Stabilization system (frame and parachute) 48.1
Flotation system (booms and inflation system) 10.3
Oxygen, pressurization and relief valve 13.1
Rocket 40.7
Canopy actuator, stick, stick box and manual overrides 13.6

Canopy actuatov 5.5
Stick 3.2
Stick box structure 3.3
Manual overrides 1.6

Crewman (less personal equipment) 200.0
Total 706.2
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0 STABILIZATION PARACHUTE DEPLOYED * IMPACT
v MAIN PARACHUTE DEPLOYED

Figure 124,. Stanly 8.58 Encapsulated Seat - Captule Escape Trajectory Retetive
to Ground. Election No. I at 106 KEAS - EAFS Test B.58 No. 2

d. STANLEY TWO-PLACE ENCAPSULATED SEAT I *
The Stanley two-place encapsulated seat is a further development of

the B-58 capsule for strike/Intercept aircraft application. Wind tunnel tests
were conducted at the University of Colorado and the U.S. Air Force Academy
subsonic wind tunnels. The tests at the Univers'ity of Colorado were made
primarily to investigate the yawing and pitching moment characteristics of the
capsule body. A configuration study was conducted at the Air Force Academy
facility where all six aerodynamic forces and moments were measured. S

This escape capsule may be briefly described as-the minimum sized
modular escape system that will encapsulate two people plus a center console
and a boom stabilized vehicle that is boosted by both catapult and rocket.
Provisions are made for safe escape for two crewmen at speeds between zero
and 300 KEAS at ground level and up to Mach 1.25 at near ground level. Escape
is also provided up to Mach 3.0 at altitudes between 42, 000 feet and 80,000
feet. The escape system design capability is shown in Fig. 128. The instal-
lation envelope of the two-place et.capsulated seat is shown in Fig. 129 and the
interior arrangement is shown in Fig. 130.

Pre-ejection functiorgs are electrically Initiated by pulling the ejection
handle. This actuates the torso-retracting, leg-positioning, and door-closing
systems. The crewmen are driven back against the seats with their heads in
the headrests. Trhir legs are ralied, and their feet are drawn back into the
capsule. The capsule doors are then closed to provide a pressurized compart-
ment equivalent to an altitude of 37,500 feet. At this point, the crewman may
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choose to abandon the flrernft or, if the capsule was closed for emergency

pressurization only, the airplane can btc flown to a lower altitude, the capsule
can be reopened, and the flight can continue. Should a subsequent emergency
arise, the capsule can' be reclosed, reprelisurizcd, and ejeoted from the air- S
craft.

When ejection Is necessary, It is initiated by rotating the ejection
T-handle 90 degrees in either direction and thcn pul!ing. The firzit actio)n
llntiates removal of the canopy. A brlliatlrý time delay is built Into the catapult
to permit canop3 removal prior to capsule ejection. In case of malfunction of
the canopy actuator, the puwer of the eatapult can be used to remove the canovy. •

The sequence ',f events during eje.,tion, stabilization, recovery, and
landing are shown in Fig. 131. The operation sequence times are summarized
In Table XXVI1. A schematic diagram of the escape system is shown in Fig,
132.

The capsule attitude for ground landing Is wiLh the occupar..'s back at
about 30 degrees to the !'orizonta! (head up). Landing shock is absorbed by the
stabilization booms in bending and shearing of metal in the landing geor
support struts. The landing skid allows the capsule to skid in any direction
during a crosswind landing. Water landing Is the same as ground landing
except the shock attenuation system does nut operate dlie to the low forces in-
volved. The capsule will float by itself. Water-filled stabilization booms will
provide flotation stability for the capsule in its normal backdowr. flotation
attitude. A flotation system consisting of four flotation bags is provided as a
backup to ensure flotation capabilities of the cipsule itself,

Accelerations along the capsule X and Z axes and angle of attack
computed for the first 0.6 second after separation of the capsule from the air-
craft are shown in Figs. 133 and 134.

Trajectory and velocIty curves for the two-place encapsulated seat
during a zero-zero ejection are shown in Fig. 135. Computed trajectories of
the capsule relative to the aircraft under various conditions of speed and
altitude pre shown in Fig. 13d.
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Figure 131. Stanley Twa-Ploce Encapsulated Seat -
Ejection, Stabilixotion, Reco'very, and Landing
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Table XXVlI, Stonle), Two-Place Encopsulated Seat Operotioft Sequence Times

Below 15, 000 Feet S
Above 200 Knots

Mnximum Time
l " (SecondsJ_-

Pro-Ejection

Handle pulled 0.0Leg3 retract 0.6Doors Close 1.0
Capsule pressurizes 7.0

Ejection

Trigger pilled 0.00 .
Canopy Jettisons 0.04
Catapult fires 0.36lRocket fires 0.48
Capsu'e full emergency 0.49
Stab Boom deployment & lUrnding skid 0.50Rocket burnout 

0.90
Ejection

Recovery chute deploys 2.50Recovery chute line stretch 3.30
Recovery chute disreefs 6.1
Recovery chute anchor releases 8.5
Capsule reposition 10.0

BWlow 200 Knots

Recovery

Recovery chute deploys 2.50(Disreefing in pack)
Recovery chute line stretch 3.50
Recovery chute filling 10.50
Capsule reposition 12.00

iS

iS

lS
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Table XXVIn gives the system weight breakdown.

Table XXVIII. Stanley Two-Place Ftncapsulated Seat Escape System Weight Breakdown

The following estimated weight Is based on calculations made from pre- •
limlnary design and stress data.

Item Weight (Lb)

Basic structure 201.0
Seats and foot retraction mechanisms (2) 72.0
Doors, seals, and actuation mechanism 123.0
Console and capsule disconnect 25.0
Oxygen and pressurization systems 31.0
Encapsulation 13. C
Ejection and recovery systems 30.0
Catapult and rocket 62.0
Headrest installations (2) 8.0
Stabilization booms (2) 100.0
Recovery parachutes (2) 60.0
Recovery system (less parachutes) 18.0
Water and ground landing systems 37.0
Survival gearboxes and structural attachments 13.0

Proposed specification weight 793.0

Console A/C equipment and control sticks 136.0
Survival gear 85.0

Capsule weight (empty) 1014.0

Ejection rails 50.0 5

Capsule installed weight (empty) 1054.0

50th percentile men (2) with personal gear 354.0

Total weight installed 1408.0
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3. COCKPIT POD CAPSULES

a. STANLEY CANOPY CAPSULE •

The Stan!ey canopy capsule is the result of an Air Force spoiAored
program which was initiated in 1952 to develop a generai purpose escape cap-
sule for protecting the pilot against the adverse conditions of windl)last, ex-
cessive deceleration, and low ambient pressures and temperatures during
emergency escape. The graeral-purpose concept was later changed to have
the capsule design oriented to the Convair F- 102 interceptor airplane. How- •
ever, the principal features of the universal capsule were adhered to through-
out the design work to guarantee adaptability to most modern fighters. A full-
scale working mockup of the capsule was constructed to test and demonstrate
the feasibility of the capsule and its various operating components. This pro-
gram included a weight and balance estimate, qualitative capsulrJ low-speed
aerodynamic tests, preliminary study of parachute recovery, capsule structural
design, wind tunnel tests, estimated capsule aerodynamic characteristics and
trajectory studies, and full-scale sled ejection tests. Construction of sled test
capsule models was initiated in 1957, and sled testing was started in June of
1959. Sled tests were terminated in 1960 after the loss of available capsule
models.

The Stanley canopy capsule escape system is a separating canopy
section which comprises the aircraft canopy as the mali body of the capsule.
This is accomplished by enclosing the lower surface to produce a pressure-
tight compartment. The system design performance objectives were to provide
safe escape at speeds of from 150 KEAS to 700 KEAS and to Mach 2.i, at
35,000 feet altitude. The general arrangement of the capsule with sled test
instrumentation is shown in Fig. 137, Figure 138 shows the capsule witi, hatch
closed, doors and seat retracted, and occupied.

Escape is initiated by pulling two handgrips at the forward end of the
seat pan. The crewman is then automatically restrained, the seat is bottomed,
and the crewman and seat are retracted up and aft into the canopy. The clam-
shell doors at the bottom of the capsule are retracted to their closed position
which seals the capsule. Retraction of the doors initiates the firing of four
explosive bolts, releasing the capsule from the aircraft. The RATO solid-
propellant rocket ejection unit then fires, ejecting the capsule from the aircraft.
The nominal thrust rating of the RATO unit is approximately 9200 pounds for
0.25 second. During capsule ejection, the control stick, personal leads, and
instrument leads are disconnected. As the capsule clears the aircraft, a static.
line attvched to the aircraft structure fires the drogue gun which deploys the
3.44-foot diameter guide surface-type drogue paracaute. When the capsule
has slowed down to 190 knots or less and is below 10,000 feet altitude, an auto-
rmatic release device releases a lanyard which permits the drogue parachute
to deploy the 48-foot diameter formed gore type main recovery parachute. A
manual release is provided for the pilot when it is necessary to uverride the
automatic main parachute release system.
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Wind tunnel tests of the Stanley canopy capsule were conducted under
an A,• Force contract. The su.personic tests were conducted in the wind tunnel
at the M.I.T. Naval Supersonic Laboratory. The transonic tests were run In
the 10-foot tunnel at the Wright Air Development Center. The general aero-
dynamic characteristics of the capsule model were determined in the range
from Mach 0.6 to 3.0. Stable-trim attitudes in the pitch plane %%ere located,
and tests were carried out to obtain yaw-stability data at these positions.

Six track tests of the canopy escape capsule were conducted at speeds
of 150, 300, and 400 KEAS at the Hurricane Superagnic Research Site, Utah, by
the Coleman Engineering Company, Inc., under an Air Force contract. The
purposes of these tests were to evaluate the ejection and recovery of the cap-
sule and to obtaiiu aerodynamic, structural, component functioning, and physio-
logical information. The teatz showed that unguiaed separation of the capsule
was successful, that proper functioning of the recovery system was demonstrated,
and that low-level ejection capability of the escape capsule was indicated.

4 The effect of capsule pitchup on the normal acceleration during the
300 KEAS sled test, as reported in Ref. 6, is shown in Fig. 139. This figure
gives transverse acceleration (head), normal acceleration (station 215), and
normal acceleration (CG). All three traces show the initial acceleration due
to thrust of the rocket, and a second acceleration of lesser magnitude that
corresponds to the time of maximum pitchup as can be seen by comparison

4 with Fig. 140.

Pitch, roll, and yaw characteristics recorded during the 300 KEAS
sled test are shown in Fig. 140 and illustrate the in.4tability of the capsule
shortly after ejection. The capsule was unstable even after full development of
the drogue parachute, indicating the importance of achieving flight stability
Carly in the escape sequence.

Figure 141 gives a summary of the indicated tail clearance for straight
and level flight as derived from sled test trajectory data at various speeds.
This figure indicates sufficient clearance for speeds betwein 150 and 300 KEAS.

Table XXIX gives the system weight break~down. S
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Ta.6e XXIX. Stanley Canopy Capsule Escape System Weight Breakdown

"Item Weight (Lb) •
Capsule structure 472.0

Main canopy structure 137.6
Glass 238.4
Hatch (including glass) 32.1
Bottom door (including latches) 31.4Stabilizing boom 32.5 5

Seat system 87.2
Seat assembly (including leg 25.4

recovery and controls)
Lap belt, harness and inertia 6.7

reel installation
Retraction carriage assembly 29.9

(including headrest and actuator
pin pull)

Scat retraction cylinder 14.5
Seat bottoming cylinder 4.5
Seat adjust actuator 6.4

Recovery system 68.2 8 -
Main parachute installation 51.4

(includes manual release)
Drogue parachute and installation 6.3
Drogue gun 5.1
Main parachute release device 5.4

Equipment 170.4 •
Pilot's instrument panel and 47.4

instruments
Radar scope 50.O
Instrument and radar disconnects 11.0
Control stick and disconnects 13.8Personal lead and disconnect 1.8 S
RATC ejection unit installation 34. 1

(charge expanded)
Survival kit 12.3

Crew 230,0
Installation and expenidable items 35.9

Capsule main disconnect system 15.0 S
RATO unit propellant 13.8
Seal-airplane to capsule 7.1

Total Weight 1063."
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Figure 141. Stanley Canopy Capsule - Tall Clearance Indicated by Test Trmlectoilet for Straight

and Level Flight

b. GENERAL DYNAMICS F-Ill CREW MODULE ESCAPE SYSTEM
I

The F-I1 1 ejectable crew module escape system was developed by
General Dynamics Corporation and McDonnell Aircraft Corporation. The crew.,
module forms an integrated portion of the forward fuselage during normal
flight, encompassing the pressurized cabin and forward portion of the wing
glove. The system is designed for maximum protection for both crew members
throughout the airplane performance envelope, including zero-altitude and
zero-speed ejection capability. It also provides underwater escaup, capabilities
and protects the occupants from environmental hazards on either land or water.
Freedom of movement and comfort are enhanced by eliminating a man-fitted
parachute and survival equipment. The crew module retains both crew members
in the same side-by-side position occupied during normal flight. Adequate
restraints protect the occupants in event of a crash landing. Tha crew module
features a five-poi."t hookup - two lap belt buckles, an upper torso harness
buckle, an oxygen hose, and an interphone lead. The crew module is engineered 5
around the "shirt sleeve" flying concept and contains an emergency oxygen supply
and emergency cabin pressurization supply. Full pressure sult capability also
is incorporated for use if desired. Both Air Force and Navy airplanes have
identical escape systems. A photograph of the capsule is shown in Fig. 142
and the module geometry is shown on Fig. 143. Figure 144 shows the location
of escape system components. The ejected weight of the crew module is •
approximately 3,000 pounds, comprising approximptoly 1/5 Atructure and 2/3
equipment and flight personnel.
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SELF-RIGHTING BAGS (2) "

STABILIZATION BRAXE
PARACHUTEPIC

PITCH
FLAPS(2)

AFT
FLOTATIONBAGS (2)

00 STABILIZATION GLOVE
SRECOVERY PARACHUTE

SIMPACT ATTENUATION BAGS

-AUXILIARY FLOTATION BAGS

Figutie 144, F-1 r 1 Crew Module Escape Equipment Arrangement I O

Figure 145 is a schematic diagram of the system, and Fig. 146 shows
the escape sequence. Editer crew member may initiate ejection by pulling
either of two handles located between the seats on the center console. After
actuation, all succeeding functions including the landing are automatic. Each
handle can fire an initiator that, in turn, retracts beth powered inertia-lock
reels, actuates the emnirgency oxygen apnd cabin pressturization groups, actuates
the chaff dispenser, fires explosive guillotines (severing secondary controls
and antenna leads), unlocks the mnanual recov.ry chute deployment handle
Lprovided as a backup to the automatic deployment system), and fires a 0.35-
second time delay which in turn Ignites the rocket motor. Rocket pressure
buildup fires two initiators.

The first Initiator detonates an explosive train which actiates the
emergency oxygen and pressurization groups, if not already actuated by the
ejection handle initiator or the manual backup handle; actuates the chaff dis-
penaser, if not already actuated; and ignites the crew module severance group.

The severance group shaped-charge train cuts the structure to release
the crew module from the airl)lanc. Other systems separate through dlscon- ,

nects and the crew module is free to be thrust from the fuselage by the solid
p)ropcllant rocket motor. The rocket motor is a two-mode binozzle unit.
Figure 147 shows the rocket motor thrust-time characteristics fcr the low-
and high-speed modes.

i2
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RECOVERY (;utRECOVERAY CHUTE

LwN IIRE I.H WOWS{,HhFrF DISPE NSER

RE COVMYf R._CHU T[ I CREEP M~ODUJLE

1 ACE•I f ATTENUATIO66 IEpAr CTTNUATOR
AG UPLOYS SAO ILATE

RlOCKE TMTO . . i•,

4 ± UPPER OZZEV

SCHUTE FULL
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I[ACTION HANDLE PULL --• • GR OU N [CI ONLy-) I
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Fiuure 146. F-FlC Crew Module Escpeo Sequence

S

40.00• L id- 40,000 H1I GH-SPEEnD M'O0E _...
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Figure 147. F-111 Crew Module Two-Mod/e Binoz~zle Rocket Moto~r Thrust Chorocteristic$
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Crew module stabilization is critical upon separation and while clnse
to the parent aircraft. The stabilization glove provides stability and aero-
dynamic lift. The stabilization-brake parachute provides additional stability
and deceleration. Immediately upon separation of the crew module, two spring-
loaded pitch flaps deploy on the underside of the glove to provide longitudinal
stability. At speeds above 300 knots, the upper secondary rocket nozzle is
severed. This results in lowering the thrust at the lower main nozzle and
supplying a thrust at the upper nozzle which acts on a line above the module
center of gravity. The counter moment provided by the upper nozzle prevents
excessive pitch-up at high speeds.

The second rocket-actuated initiator Ignites a shielded mild detonating
cord (SMDC) train that fires the stabilization-brake parachute catapult. The
six-foot diameter Ilemisflo-type stabilization parachute is ejected aft from a
compartment on top of the wing glove. It Is tined to deplov 0.16 second after
rocket motor ignition, so as to be fully effective at time of separation.

The rocket actuated Ini•iator also provides power, through SMDC,
to the q-actuated selector. The q-actuated selector continuously senses air-
craft speed and selects cither the low- or high-speed rocket mode, and the
proper time delay for recovery parachute deployment. For speeds above 300
knots the selector, through a SMDC train and a 0. 15 second time delay, fires
the rocket motor secondary nozzle flexible linear shapri charge (FLSC) sever-
ance riiig, thereby activating the secondary nozzle, The recovery parachute
deployment time delays as selected by the q-octuated selector are: 1.0 second
for speeds below 300 knots, 2. 0 seconds for speeds between 300 and 450 knots,
and *,4 seconds for speeds above 450 knots. These time delays assure crew
module deceleration to a safe parachute deployment speed before propagating
the detonation to the barostat delay device,

The barostat delay prevents parachute deployment above 15,000 feet.
The aneroid bellows of this device are normally locked to prevent constant
cycling nad wear. The firing of SMDC into the barostat inlet ports initiates
an explosive charge that retrL-ts the pins that normally lock the bellows. Below p
15•, 000 feet, atmospheric pressure compresses the bellows sufficiently to re-
lease the firing pins that initiate booster caps and continue the detonation
sequence that removes the recovery chute cover, and fires the recovery
parachute catapult.

The catapult foreeably deploys the 70-foot flat diameter ringsall
parachute at. a velocity sufficient to ensure proper bag strip-off. The opening
shuck is minimized by reefing the parachute to approximately twelve percent
of its full diameter. Line stretch fires the reefing line cutters to disreef the
parachute after two-seconds delay. The canopy then expands to full-
blossom. Approximately 7 oeconds after parachute catapult firing, an ex-
plosively operated pin retractor releases the repositioning bridle cable allowing
the crew module to assume the correct touchdown attitude. Pulling the para-
chute release handle actuates explosive releases at both recovery parachute
attach points. The parachute should be jettisoned to avoid dragging the crew
module in high winds and, if on water, to prevent wave action on the parachute
tlat would tend to overturn or prevent self-righting of the crew module.
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Impact attenuation bags are provided to reduce the landing shock of
the crew module during either land or watvr impact. The Impact system Is
activated by the barostat lock initiator through a .,.O-second delay. The time
delay prevents bag inflation before parachute deployment to ensure against 0
loss of the bag. After the required delay, the detonation sequence continues
through the SMDC to sever the attenuation hag •evf'rable cover and fire the
explosive valves in the pressure sources (nitrogen bottles). The impact bags
are inflated and maintained at a prsc.sure of 2 : 1/4 psig. Landing impact is
absorbed by controlled gas expulsion from the Impact attenuation bag blowout
plugs.

0
After a water landing following crew module ejection or in the event

the aircraft is ditched with the module still attached, the severance and the
primary flotation system may be activated by pulling the severance and !iotation
handle. In the event the crew is incapacitated and the aircraft should submerge
to a depth of ten to twenty feet, the automatic underwater severance initiator
will activate the system. Following either manual or automatic activation,
SMDC will transfer detonation throughout the system to actuate the severance
and emergency oxygen systems (if not already accomplished) inflate the self-
righting bags (located on the stabilization glove upper surface) and inflake the
aft flotation bags (located on the glove underside). Inflation of the self-righting
bags is sequenced so that the left bag is inflated first. The right bag is inflated
after a delay of 7.5 seconds,

Should the crew module flood, flotation is aided by auxiliary bags S
located on the forward crew module separation plane surface. Bag inflation
is achieved by pulling the auxiliary flotation handle.

A bilge pump located on the crew module floor can be connected to the
lower portion of the first station crew member's control stick. The control
stick is used as the bilge pump handle to expel water that might have leaked 14
or inflate the flotation bags; a simultaneous operation.

Egress from the crew module is accomplished by releasing the canopy
latches, using either the normal or emergency canopy release handles, and
rotating the canopy hatch up on either or both side&. A radio beacon set, two
UHF radio sets, and a Ilashing light beacon are provided to facilitate rescue.
The crew module's use as a shelter after a ground or water landing is aug-
mented by a full complement of rations, clothing, and other, survival equipmeat.

The flexible linear-shaped charge (FLSC) is used extensively in the
F-ill crew module escape concept. Its functiov is to ensure the complete
severance of crew module-to-airplane splice plates. Subsequent to ejection,
the severance of various covers In the external sl ý is also required.

FLSC is an explosive formed in an inverted WV" cross section ard
sheathed in a thin metal cover. It is made up in exact lengths for use in
severance strips, covers, and FLSC holders. A booster tip is installed on
each end. The amount of explosive per foot of FLSC has been selected to cut
Epecified thicknesses of metal. Success in cutting the metal depends on the
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proper charge and the proper gap or "stend off" between the charge and the
surface to be cut. This "stand off" is established by the design o£ the holder,
cover, or strip installations. Deviations of L0, 010 inch will not seriously
degrade cutting.

Certain access covers are severed to free the parachutes and the
various bags. These covers are installed over FLSC holders and contain bonded
silicone rubber strips that seal the opening. 3everable covers are installed
over the right self-righting bag, the impact attenuation oags, both parachutes,
and the rocket-motor compartment. Theae covers have a machined groove
under the ares to be cut. They are secured by screws or bults around their
peripheries. Cutting occurs just inboard of the line of fasteners. FLSC's are
bonded into the grooves. The ends of these charges contain booster assemblies
to ensure initiation of the FLSC by the matching booster assembly installed
under the cover. The installed FLEC is protected by a covering of metal foil
bonded to the cover over the FLSC. This covering ýs a moisture barrier and
ensures that the FLSC remains in good condition.

FLSC severance strips are installed under cover plates that lie over
the splice plates that join the crew module to the aircraft. The cover plates
are eaxtrAded aluminum and contain a gToove into which the FLSC scverance strip
is pressed when the plates are installed. The FLSC severance strips used in
this application are of light gauge sheet metal with a "V" formed into them.
The FLSC is bonded into the "V" and protected by a seal. These severance
strips are very long and formed to the contour of the module at the fuselage
splice planes. Antenna leads, secondary cntrol cables, and an oxygen line
are severed by explosive guillotine cutters, Disconnects located in the crew
module floor are used to separate the cabin air duct, defog air duct, electrical
package cooling duct, pressure suit air duct, cabin pressure regulator lines,
flight controls, and electrical wiring.

The crew module seats and restraint harness will accommodate 5
through 95 percentile personnel, The seats are light weight and constructed of
aluminum and honeycomb. The cushions are made of a plastic foam, giving
maximum support and comfort for extended flights. Cushions are of a low
rebound-type material that prevents injury to the crew by amplifying accelera-
tlons during the escape sequence. An electric actuator controls the up-and-
down movement of the seat, The fore-and-aft motion is accomplished by re-
leasing a mechanical lock and a crew member moving the scat pon in the
carriage. Etech seat has five Inches of powered vertical adjustment and five
inches of manual fore-and-aft adjustment. The headrest is spring-loaded and,

4 when mechanically released by a crew member, can be set to any desired
position and relocked. The upper torso harness is the basic cruciform design
with adcltionnl lateral restraint (horizontal chest straps). The powered Inertia-
lock reel is mounted in the headrest housing and is attached to the upper torso
restraint harness. It is explosively activated during ejection and, through the
harness take-up, places the crew. member in the most desirable position for
ejection. Figure 148 shows the general arrangement of the crew seat and

4 restraint system.
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The F-111 crew module has been subjected to extensive developnlent and 4
qualification tests. These Include six full-scale sled ejections with boller p)late
hardware, and 10 full-scale ejections with production hardwr.re. Speeds [or each
test, in the order run, are as follows: (1) 100 KEAS, (2) Static, (3) Static, (4)
300 KEAS, (5) 380 KEAS, (6) 300 KEAS, (7) 450 KEAS, (8) 450 KEAS, (9) 4150
KEAS, (10) 600 KEAS, (11) 100 KEAS, (12) Static, (13) 250 KEAS, (14) Static,
(15) 450 KEAS, and k16) 800 KEAS.

The lowest apogee was approximately 250 f-,ct. The highest apogee
was approximately 1,700 feet, The range down the track varxil from approxi-
mately 400 feet to approximately 3,700 feet. The last test (800 KEICAS) had an
apogee of 1,775 feet, recovery height of 1,400 feet, rLnge of 3,330i feet, and
a flight time of 68.1 seconds. Figure 1.49 is a photograph of the crew module
immediately following rocket ignition and severance from the parent aircraft
during a sled test.

II

Figure 149. F-711 Cr.t Module Sled Ejection Te st
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4. SEPARABLE NOSE CAPSULES

. L'rv VOUGHT AERONAUTICS INTEGRATED FLIGHT CAPSULE

The escape system is the result of an experimental design based on
the LTV Vought Aeronautics F-8A Crusader aircraft. The escape system
consists of a separable nose section which comprises the forward fuselage
seo.tion, The capsule project was a research and development program con-
ducted under a Naval Air Systems Command contract for the purpose of
designirg the system and proving the operational feasibility of its concept.
The system is designed to provide safe escape for a single crewman at the
landing conf'guration stalling speed of the airplane for a zero-altitude, zero
sink speed condition and at all altitudes within the performance capabilities
of the F-SA airplane, The escape system performance envelope shown in
Fig. .150 is compatible with the capsule design criteria and the flight envelope
of the F-8A. The general arrangement of the integrated flight capsule is
shown in Fig, 151. The mockup of the capsule as modtlled to incorporate the
"wrap around" concept is shown in Fig, 152. S

In the event of an Inflight emergency, actuation of either the manual
switch or the "dead man's" switch initiates the sequence of events necessary for
escape and recovery. Escape on the runway at the stalling speed of the airplane
is designed for manual initiation only. The semiautomatic "dead man's" mode
of escape is designed for the recovery of an Incapacitated pilot, Firs,, the fuel
supply to the engine afterburner is shut off, pilot restraint Is energized, and *
four external stabilizer fins are actuated to stabilize the capsule after separa-
tion. After a time delay of one second, the capsule is separated from the after-
body by a linear-shaped charge (Fig. 153). Simultaneous with this event, two
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Figure 150. L TY Vaught Aeronautics Capsule Escape System Performance I
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GENF RAL ARRANGEMENT-
LTV VOUGHT AERONAUTICS AES GENERAL DATA

2100 NCHE UPARE FIS
EXTENDED -- -- -- --- 1080 SQ IN,

4L .. JRETRACTED- - - - - - - 411 SQ IN,
LOWER FIN
EXTEND:D.- -- - 1)04 SQ IN.1RETRACTED- -- --------- IN.

-* ANGULAR TRAVEL OF FINS
- CHREROMl REO ATE TO EXTENDED

63-SAPD HAG AREA LOWER FIN-- ---- - --- 0 DEGREESINCHES CAPSULE WEIGHT- ---- 3,50)0 LBVOLUME
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Figure 154. L TV Vaught Aeronautics Capsule -General Atrangsoment
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Figure 1$3. LTV Vaught Aeronoutijs Integrated Flight Capsule Shaped Charge Operation
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boxst rockets are initiated to provide clearance with the afterbody at separation
and sufficient altitude during low-level escape, The boost rocket system is
shown Ln Fig. 154. The sequencing functions of the deceleration and recovery
system are shown in Fig. 155. 'rh parachute recovery system's first stage S
(deceleration parachute) consists of a single nine-foot diameter ribbon para-
chute. The second stage (recovery parachutes) is a cluster of three 40.5-foot
diameter flat circular parachutcs. Shortly after capsule separation from the
aircraft, the rescue detection and emergency communications are actuated as
shown In Fig. 156.

Fo'ur 05.7-inch inflatable bags absorb the impact energy of a capsule •
ianding. These bags are automatically inflated by high-pressure air when the
second-stage parachute is opened.

If th,; airplane should go into the water with the eapsulc attached,
a water-actuat.d switch deactivates the firing circuits to the btost rockets,
impact bogs, and the parachutes and initiates the separation sequence. The
capsule is separated by a shaped charge, the two 30-inch bags are inflated
from an air bottle, and the capsule rises to the surface. At the surface, the
emergency communications and other rescue devices become operative.

The results of computer analysis of escape from pi!ot-induced oscillation
and divergent roll maneuvers show that the capsule remains stable and that the
limits on pilot tolerance to accelerations are not exceeded throughout the escape S *
trajectories. The angle-of-attack and angle-of -sideslip curves for Mach,1.2
(sea level condition) are shown in Fig. 157.

One of the most critical escape conditions occurring within the airplane
flight etuveiope is the low-altitude, high-speed condition, Figure 158 illustrates
this condition based on the maximum sea level speed of the F-8A flight test
vehicle, p

b. LOCKHEED E-104 CAPSULE

A track test program was conducted by the Aeronautical Systems
Division, Flight Dynamics Laboratory to further investigate the feasibility of
a nose capsule crew escape system. This program was initiated due to the
favorable results obtained from the preliminary investigation and design study •
conducted by the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation on a separable nose capsule.
The capsule btudied was the nose section of the single place F-104 aircraft with
an increased hypothetical performance of 900 KEAS or Mach 4, whichever is
lower, through an altitude range from sea level to 100,000 feet. Lockheed was
requested to design and fabricate five capsules and a sled, based on the data
evolved from the study program.

The five capsules fabricated .yere based upon the external contours of
the single place F-104 aircraft. The cockpit bulkheads, windshield an4 canopy
frames, 5eat pan, and headrest were in fact takun from the F-104 assembly
line. The windshield glass was replaced by a!umninum and the plexiglass in the
canopy was replaced by fiberglass since strength rather than transparency was
required. From the rear cockpit bulkhead aft, the capsule was primarily of
steel construction in order to absorb the loads imposed in this area by the •
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stabilization wedges, rocket motor, and recovery system, The radome was
replaced by a crushable aluminum nose cope designed so that it would buckle
betwcen rings and act as a shock absorber,

The major subsystems incorporated in the nose capsule escape system
are the stabilization system, separation system, rocket motor, and the recovery
system.

The stabilization system consists of three wedge-shaped booms,
approximately useven and one half feet in length, extending from the hack of the
capsule 120 degrees apart around the periphery and 30 degrees out into the
airstream. The wedges are triangular in cross section and 12 inches wide oni
each surface. In order to provide pitch stability In the high speed range, a 1.5
square foot trimmer plate was installed on the aft end of the upper wedge.
Normally, each wedge would be contained in a recess in the fuselage and cover-
ed by a door which would be jettisoned during the first motion of the stabiliza-
tion system deployment. In order to save development time, and since the
wedges must be in the deployed position before capsule separation occurs, they
were fixed in the deployed position throughout the test program.

The separatiba system designed for use on the ejectable nose capsule
is a gas operated'system. Gas from a generator in the aircraft interior will be
piped to the cyllnder-piston assemblies at the four attachment fittings, freeing
them for separation by the action of the rocket motor. However, for the test
program the device used for capsule retention and subsequent separation from
the fuselage was an explosive nut. The capsule was attached to the sled fuselage
at four places with one inch dlarneter aircraft bolts secured by captive explosive
nuts. Each of the four explosive nuts was actuated by two pyrotechnic squibs on
parallel firing circuits, If one squib should fail to fire, the other would be
capable of effecting separation.

The XM-15 rocket motor (Frankford Arsenll), that was designed and
built for this test program, is a solid propellant motor containing 12 tubular
grains of IIEX-12 propellant 2.8G inches in diameter. The assembled motor is
12 hiches in diameter, 32 inches long (excluding the nozzle), and weighs 218
pounds. The rocket motor casings are made of stainless steel in order to per-
mIt reuse, which accounLt for the casing and nozzle weight of 133 pounds. It is
attached to the aft side of the cockpit bulkhead, on the capsule centerline, by
six bolts and two shear pins. The rocket motor is designed to deliver a peak
thrust of 45,000 pounds and a burning time of 0. 3 seconds. Firing of the rocket
motor is accomplished by two XM-21 squibs connected in parallel, either of
which is capable of actuating the rocket motor igniter. Temperature capabilities
for igntion of the rocket were only proven between 70 and 90 degrees Fahrenheit.

The capsule recovery system consists of a 71.5-foot nominal diameter
(51 foot inflated diameter) ring slot main parachute, a 5-foot diameter Fist
ribbon all speed pilot chute, and an XM-1 ejector gun. The entire assembly
weighs approximately 125 pounds. The main parachute is pressure packed in a
cloth bag and installed In a fiberglass compartmedt In the aft section of the
capsule. The compartment door has a cavity for the pilot chute. The pilot
chute Is packed in a wedge-shaped deployment bag and is attached to the main

I
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deployment)

S. Prevents detachment 5. Activated by (2) at 5. Operative 5. Operative (but Sep
a! deceleration picht 15,000 it No. 6) *4
and deployment of
recovery prchts until
the velocity is below
300 KTS TAS

6 & 1. Piovide shorter lime 6. Switch open mikes 6. Switci:Wpen makes ti. Switch closed, allows
tor improved recovery time delay No. 7, tlime delay No. 7, thme delay No. 71to
enrvelope Delow 5.000 It inoperative inoperative precede time delay

No.&5(but see 8 &9)4
7. netri~eative 7. Inooeratlve 7, Operative

49&9, Ptroide low altitude, 8 1119. Knperative 3 S . Inoperative 8 & 9. Operalilve at tuw
low speed escapa speed (below about
capability switch 200 knots) precedes
actuated in conjunction TO No. 7
with wing tilt
mochanism 4

t0. Pieyents capsule 10. Activated at initiation 10, Activated at initiation 10. Activated ot iritiation
reotrentatron and impact of recovery parachute of recovery plarachute of recovery ostachutAh
bag and flotation deployment dieploymenet deploymeart
actuation until velocity
is appronimately 40 Itt/see
Also bloci~s recovery
pirachute disconnect
circurt until pictit 'IQ"
art damped. Flotation
bag inflation actuated by

the ditching case

It. Acluales recovery picht 11. Operatlivo on impact 11. Operative on imp~act 1t. Operative on impact
disconnect at impact alter delay (10) atlitr delay (1q) after delay (10) 4

Figure 155. 1- rv Vought Aoronoui~ncs Cop auto - Sequencing Functions
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( AT SEPARATION

U HF BEACON ON 243 MCS

MODULATED CWRANG&. LINE OF SIGH1

RADAR CHAFF

RANGE: LINE OF SIGHT
SURFACE-AIR:
303*400141 MAX

G3 AFTER SEPARATION

35,000 FT T F

CO 243 MCS
\UHF BEACON-

FLASHI.0G BEACON - I FLASH PER SECOND 243 MC
MODULATEDVISIBLE UP TO 50 MILES FROM SEARCH AIRCRAFT CW OR VOICE

AUTO-ERECT ANTENNA NF SIGHT N

AFTER CAPSULE LANDING ELICOPTER
HF BEACON - 8.36 MCS CW ONLY ORSEARCH
RANGE: 1,200.2,500 MI MAX AIRCRAFT

• w,,•.. 0,000 FT

S.. .. UHF BEACON - 243 MCS •
A L MODULATED CW OR VOICE

RANGE: SURFACE-AIR 100150 MI
SURFACE-SURFACE 10-20 MI

DYE MARKER -
INFRARED DETECTION PROPERTIES RADAR SURFACE REFLECTION

Figure 156, LTV Vought A*eroautics fntegromed Flight Capsule Rescue Detection •
and Emergency Communlcations
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MACH NUMBER
10

1.20 1.18 1,16 1.14 1,12 1.10

h IC-,

C 0,4 0.6 0.8 1,0

CONDI7ION A'r SEPAPATION:
MACH , 1.2, ALTITUDE a SEA LEVEL

I ANGLE OF ATTACKz 5V
SEPARA ION ANGLE OF SIDESLIP z 8* I

10 YcATTITUDE ANGLE RELATIVE TO HORIZONTAl.: 5'
PITCH RATE* 7.45t/SEC
YAW RATEaDO, ROLL RATE-0

AX'ACCELERATION IN I ALONG-, • Z AX'Sx6.4 i

e.

ZI

o.2.4 , 0.8 1.0

Ftgue 157. LTV Vaught Aeronautics Capside DynomiL A.qrysi.4
S
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7 SEPARATION CNOITIONS I SECOND STAGE
SPEED-SEA LEVEL M."\X OPEN TO
ALTITUDE-SEA LEVEL (ZERO FEET) REEF CONDITION

600 - ANGLE OF ATTACK-ZERO DEGREES TIME'6,21
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE-ZERO DFGREES X-" .6

500 DIRECTIONS OF ACCELERATIONS FIRST STAGE RELEASE - --- ...,.. SECOND STAGE DEPLOYMENT, ",,.,4'X • TIMEX, 4.60\ SECOND STAGE
SSTERNUMWARO ,-. InME1 ".6 CISREEFEO

UJ400 ZRO.5 TIME-zS .31
4+Z '-X - Z-.0.5

HEADWARD FIRST STAOE SECOND STAGEJ
-' ________ FIRST STAGE DISREEF!NG FULL OPEN * *

300 - -- DEPLOYMENT TIME'2.43 TIME's9.83
TIME- 1.26 I-g9 3,,-1 Z=0

BURNOUT zX:-3 FIRST/STAGE CHANGETO
200 TIME 0,96 rOPEN TO REEFING BRIDLE ATTACHMENT

X:-3 TIME'!,45 INFLATEIMPACT BAGS
Z.- l X.0j TIME,1:.25

100 SEPARATON A- T10 0 N
AND BOOST TIME-' Z0

0 z " .. II .. ..
0  1,0 2,000 4,000 5,000

TIME (SECONDS) DISTANCE (FEET OVER GROUND)

Figure 158. LTV Vweght Aevorautlcs Integrated FiIgA Capsule High Speed Low Altit.,S
Escope Sequence
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4\r

parachute by a 35-foot deploymont bridle to permit deployment beyond the cap-
sule wake. The XM-1 ejector gun fir.,s a one-pound slug at a nozzle velocity of
400 fps. The ejector gun performs twG functions, it urilatches the main and
pilot parachute doors and extractq the pilot chute. The delay Initiators, dual
for rellabililty, that supply gas pressure to fire the e.jector gun are Initiated as
the capsule leaves the vled. The time delay was varied for each test so the
recovery system was never initiated until capsule velocity was below 350 knots.
The main parachute buspension lines are connected to the capsule by four steel
risers as a precaution against high temperatures and blast fromn the rocket
motor exhaust during separation, Two of the cables are attached below the
parp.chute compartment on the rear bulkhead and the other two are attached to
the underside of the upper stabilization wedge. The length of the cables is such
that the parachute opening shock pasni~s thr'vigh the capsule center of gravity.

During the test program the escape system was Initiated at a specified
track station as the rocket-propelled sled reached the test velocity. Initiation
was accomplished by simultaneously firing the two pyrotechnic squibs connected
to each oi the four explosive nuta and to the XM-15 rocket motor Igniter. Upon
capsu'e separation the two delay initiators, that actuate !he XM-1 two second
delay pilot chute ejector gu.&n, are armed by pull rods attached to the aled.
Aftur a specified delay the ejector gun fires, opens the parachute compartment
door, and deploys the pilot chute. The pilot chute Inflrtes and extracts the
main parachute bag. After tha.aian parachute lincer are fully stretched, the
bag is pulled off and canopy Inflation begins. For the tests, reefing lines were
uned In the main parachute, disrecfing was accomplished with reeflng lHae
cutters utiliziag a 1.7-second delay cartridge.

Figure 159 shows the test configuration lnc!uding the nose capsule,
track sled with fuselage, and rocket pusher ele.!. The first test was a horizontal
static ejection conducted on 19 September 1962 at AFFTC, Edwards AFE,

4[ California. Subsequent testing was also conducted to demonstrate the system
at track speeds of 100, 300, 500, 700 and 900 KEAS and from a vertical static
position. The 900 KEAS test was attempted; however, structural failure allowed
the capsule and afterbody to, leave the sled priur to capsule release, and the test
equipment was destroyed. This test was later attempted on the Naval Ordnance
Test Station Track at China Lake, California, and another failure was experA-
enced. The slippers failed, resulting in the destruction of the pusher sled. 'I"he

*o escape capsule was not damaged and was used when the test was rerun at a later
date. (This tirre the lower left wedge failed during capsule separation and the
capsule was destroyed.) A summary of the F-104 capsule track lest program
is showa in Table XXX and the test trajectories are shown In Fig. 160, It was
c,xicluded that this program has demoristrated that the separable nose capsule
escape system concept is feasible and that successful escape Is poesible at high
dynamic pressures and low altitude.
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c. VERTOL H-25 SEPARABLE CAPSULE

The Vertol Division of The Boeing Company conducted a study to
determine the requirement and also the feasibility of a helicopter escape
system. The study definitely established the requirement for an eseape
system by showing that approximately 56 percent. of Navy helicopter occupan.
fatalities, during the 1952-1960 period, occurred in emergencies deinanding
inflight escape as the only means of survival. The study also indicated the
capsule concept, rather than manual bailout or ejection seats, will Ue the most
suitable escape system. A comparison of the systems showed the capsule will
offer a safer system in view of the rotor hazard, will allow a passive role for

4 the passengers, will be lighter in weight, and wilU be effective at altitudes above
100 feet at hover and/or cruising speeds.

A capsule escape system program was initiated by the blureau of
Naval Weapons to design, develop, and test demonstrate a fuselage capsule
escape system fur possible use in future helicopters. The Ull 2513
(formerly HIUP2) Twin-Rotor Navy Helicopter was chosen aa the test vehicle
due toe its recent retirement from service and its availability in the quantity
required for this program. Some of the ground firing tests and all of the
planned droning tests will result in the destruction of the test vehicle.

The escal~e system's major components are the fonrard fuselage
section, initiation and separation system, aft fuselage rocket system, and the
pnrachute system. Structural modification of the HUP2 helicopter consiste'J
of the following:

"* A bulkhead was added to enclose the capsule and to provide strong
points for the rear attachments of the parachute bridle.

"* A ipecial fitting was inserted into the front hoist fitting to provide
4 forward attachment of the parachute bridle.

"* Two canisters were fitted in the cabin area (capsule portion) to
accommodate the four ballistic parachutes.

"* Mounting brackets were fitted on both sides of the rear fuselage for
the separation rockets.

Various ballistic components and subsystems are employed to
separate the capsule from the aft fuselage, as follows;

0 Fuselage structure separation is accomplished by a continuous ring
linear-shaped charge with conical-shaped charges fitted into the four
longerons.

* The transmission midshaft cutting device consists of a linear-shaped
charge ring mounted close to the shift.
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Sstirvives iaeludlng oi h lubrieationl ine.,s, elhctric cabh., bun.dles', and
steel Uo0ttrUl clAh]S are 8.\eried by :12 Ibullisticall" I v ),.rated '.
gIl'|illoLille.,S

* The rotor shtilts are clu with a liincar-shaped charge ring enmpdloying
LAil energy tzan,•ielr slip-rihl to initlate the blade sep• pratilnl eha•rci.
Four of the f'lapi.], hinge pills L'

1e fitteLd with intvrnally 4lcatLe(
exlfloklve chargei t..,) release the bludes tvs the shaft Is ,evere(l The
third M)|ade reilalns attached and carries each rotor a%%ay front lhe
helico)pter,

* The separatiion rockets (1PI"M-L100 lb-s.c) nIo"Ilted 411) the aft fuihla ge
thrust toward the rear and downward to ilove it away front thie escape 4
capsule,

Iteuvery u' the capsule is accomplished by four ultra- fast-opening•
parachutes develp)ed by Stencel Acre Engineering Corporation. Tilhe 3l.-fot
parachutes are ballistiwaly deployed from the upper and lower portion of
the two eal)sUle-fldu:nted canisters 0. 1) second after escape system Initiation.
After tile l)arachutos are fully deployed (line stretch), the eanopies are
instantly opened by hullistlc spreader charges, a feature of the UVOP
p)arachute.

Dw:elopment testing has b)een completed on the capsule subsystems,
including drip) testing of the, 11-25 capsule to demonstrate the recovery
system. A complete syatem demonstration utilizing a tied-down helicopter,
as shown in Fig. 161, was also accomplished. Figure 162 shows the separatior SI
system and aft rocket initiation, Firing the linear-shaped charges severs the
rotors and blades, and separates the capsule from the aft fuselage as shown in
Fig, 163. After rocket burnout the parachute deployment mortars are fired.
Figure 164 shows thO parachute bags emerging from the capsule canisters. The
parachutes are ballistically sproad upon reaching full deployment, as shown in
Fig. 165. For the test, the two lower portions of the canisters were fitted with
(tumnmies to simulate the mass and react the explosive deployment charge. 4

Further testing of the system is tentatively planned for 1960. The
tests will consist of full-scale capsule drops from a C-130 to demonstrate the
recovery system and also d(roning tests of the complete system. It is antici-
pated Phat the dlvolopment of the Stencel automatically-reefed parachute will
be completed and incorporated into the capsule system for these tests.

d. BOEING ADO-12 SEPARABLE NOSE CAPSULE

The ADO-1 separable nose capsule escape system was designed to
provide safe escape during flight conditions from zero-speed to Mach I. 2 at
zero-altitude and up to Mach 3.0 at 70,000 feet. Figure 166 shows a block
diagram of the sequence of events, and Fig. 167 is a pictorial representation of
this sequence. If escape is initiated above 15,000 feet, a Ihroswitch prevents
recovery parachute deployment until the capsule descends to 15,000 feet.
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A INITIATION
!S

{SI • BAROSWITCH

OROGUE BOOMS HOOST R•OCK'ET PREVENT',S RECOVERY
DEPLOYED IGNITION PARACHUTE DEPLOY

MENT ABOVE15,000 FEET
DROGUE CHUTES
DEPLOYED - SEPARATION
REEFED

2 SECOND
TRME DELAY

DROGUE4 SECOND
CHUTES TIME DELAY

DISREEFED RECOVERY PARACHUTE
L EJECTED - PILOT

CHUTE DEPLOYED

RECOVERY PARACHUTELINE STRETCH

RECOVERY PARACHUTE
REEFED

ý SECOND
TIME DELAY

RECOVERY PARACHUTE
DISREEFED

2 SECOND
TIME DELAY

CAPSULE
REPOSITIONED

Figure 166. Boeing ADO-12 Sparable Nose Capsule Escape Sysfem
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The following is it de'vr(iptlion of tfhe system andI scquence of operation
for escape below 15,000 feet:

0 Telescoping propellant actuated dIrogue parachute boonas are extended
outward arnd aft from eithenr side of the capsule.

0 A s:x-foot diameter conical ,ibbon stabilization/dccleration parachute
is deployed, reefxi to four ieet, from each drogue boom. These reefed
drogues provide necessary capsule statility.

a A 08,000-p)OUnd thrust, 0.6-second burning time solid propellant Ixoost
rocket is ig•ited. The rocket thrust is directed forward and upward
through the capsule center of gravity.

* Linear-shaped charge severs the airplane structure, wire bundles,
cables, ducts, etc., separating the nose capsule from the airplane
afterbody.

* After a two-seccnd time delay from capsule separation, the stabiiizPtion
and deceleration drogues arc dlsreeled to their full six-foot diameter.
These dlereefed parachutes provide rapid decelel'ation of the ca;rsule to
safe deployment speeds for the main recovery parachute.

0 After a four-second time delay from separation, a 74.2-root diameter
ringsall main recovery parachute is mortar ejected and deployed by
pilot chute.

* The main recovery parachute inflates to a reefed dWameter of 5. 5 feet.
After a time delay of three seconds.from parachute line stretch, the
main recovery iparachute is disre..,fed.

Two seconds after main parachute disreef, the capsule is reoriented
to a near horizontal attitude for landing.

0 After water landing, flotation cells are automatically deployed and
inflated.

The major subsystems Incorporated in the separable nose capsule are:
separation system, boost rocket system, stabilization/deceleration system,

01 recovery system, and landing and flotation system. The following is a functional 0
description of the subsystems and the general arrangement of the escape system
components, as showrn in Fig. 168.

'ne nose capsule is separated from the airplane along a diagonal line
aft of the rear cockpit pressure bulkhead, as shown in Fig. 168. Separation is
accomplished after the boost rocket has built up to a maximum thrust to assure
forward motion of the capsule when escape is initlati.d during high-speed, high-
drag conditions. The time requized for the rocket to reach maximum thrust is
approximately 0.05 seconds. Gais pressure from the rocket enters two separa-
tion marifolds and ignites mild detonating cords that lead to a series of linear-
shaped charge segments. Detonation of the linear-shaped charge regments
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6evers the airplane fuselage skin, longcrons, wire~ bundles5, air' conditionilng
duets , and control cables that. pass through thle separation plane. The rocket
thrust Inmmediately j)ushcs the escape enpside away from the airplane.

'rho boost system consists of a sol id propel I:ut rioket n-,otor of'
6i8,000 p~ounds average thrust and a burn timec of OA f second. The rocket
thrusts iorwaril and upward throkigh the capsule center of gravity at an
angle, of .34 (iegl'c'cs to the capsule horlizontalI ax is. ']hle rockit t.: size d to
provide suffiientt horizonltal th iuA to separate thie nose capsuile frorn the
airplane Ltfterbody at the mnaximium dynamnic pressure conditionl of SOO knots
EAS. The vertical thrust compionent ts based on trajectory height recquirc-
ments for ground leve) recover), at. all speeds from zero to Much 1.2 at sea
level. The angle of thrust and total thrust was cs Wblim'hed by the resultantf
of vertical and horizontal thrust vectors.

Capsule stabilization and deceleration functions are Integrated hito
a single system. Cjartridlge actuated booms are deplloyed u ' ward and aft

4 ~from either side of the ca;,sulc prior to separation, as shown In Fig. 1168.
Initial vertical and lateral stabilization Is accomplished by deploying a
reefed conical ribbon parachute from the end of carh boom at the time of
separation. Disreefing of the parachutes provides necessa~ry capsule decelera-
tion prior to the deploynient and filling of' the recovery parachute. Trhe conical

* ribbon parachutes of (lhe oize and loading capacities requ~red have thle advantage
of a low supersonoc drag coefficient (0.31) and a larger subsonic drag coeffi-
cient (0. 40).

Since the stabilizing forces must be apiflied to the capsule during
separation, the boost rocket woust provide sufficient thrust to overcomle the
additional drag of thle reefed parachutes. YFigure 169 shows the effect on
rocket thrust and weight rcquirenicnis of various reefed parachute sizes.
It may be noted that the boost rocket %%eight must be Increased by 74 lyjunds

4 in order to accommodate the minimium effective drag area required for
W- biliz.ation. This additional ioL~ket weight Is Justified because the combined

weight of the stab ilIiza tlon/dclcelcrh tion and boost system, as designed, Is
substantially less than If aerodynamic surface stabi1lization and separate
deceleration systemns are usedi.

Hapid deceleration of the escape capsule fromn high escape speeds
to Fatc miain recovery parachute opening speeds Is requilred( for effective
low level/dive cscape~.. However, deceleration rates must be compromised
hy human tolerance, pructicul structural and weight considerations, and
time sequencing that is compatible with zero-speod, zero-altitude escape.
To provide the required deceleration, the stabilization/deceleration parachutes
are dHi reefed froin the four-foot diameiter to U full diamletor ofo six feet,
To establishi the op:Imuni disreefing thime, performance coniputa lolls were
made at the crit-lcal rcovery coudicion of 800 KEAS at 10, 000-feet.
Figure 170 shows the effect of various disroefing times on the decrease of
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dynamic pressure (q) as the capsule is decelerated to the main recovery pi'ra-
chute safe opening speed (equivllent to a q of 300 psf), The two-second reefing
time was selected be(uuse it provides tile least time dclvy required to reach
recovery parachute opcnlnlg spe(ed, while maintaining tile disrreeing decelerattion
peak within reasonable limits (11 . Ug). The one-second disreeflng was not used S
becaure the capsule deceleration upon disreefing would peak. to I ..3g. This
would rcquire a greater parachute strength than is comnlpatible with the reel'd
strength rLequircments and would have resulted in a higher parachute weight than
the selected system.

The recovery system consists of a single 7.1.2-foot diameter riiigsall
parachute. This l)artichute opens consilerably faster than large solid cloth
canopies and can compete with smaller canopies such as would be required In
an equivalent cluster. Further, the single fast opening parachute can satisfy
the performance requirements with less weight and lower design loads.

For escapes below 15,000-foot altitude (bnroswitch prevents recovery
parachute deployment at higher altitude), the recovery parachute ptlck Is for-
cibly ejected four seconds after separation of the capsule from the aircraft.
Since parachute deployment to line stretch requires approximately one second,
a total of live seconds elapses prior to line stretch, This allows the capsule to
reach the apogee of Its trajectory, and to decelerate to the saffe parachute
opening speed, when escape is Initiated at the critical condition of 800 KEAS at
15,000 feet,

The recovery parachute is reefed to 7.5 percent of the full diameter S
for three seconds from canopy line stretch. Upon disreefing, the recovery
parachute completes inflation and retards the capsule velocity to n 30-foot per
second sea level rate of descent. After a two-ascond timc delaly from recovery
parachute disreef, the capsule is automatically reoriented to a near horizontal
attitude. This landing attitude eliminates tumbling during landing on rough
terrain and ground wind conditions. Cockpit volume provides sufficient dis- p
placement for capsule flottion. However, tinlatable flotation cells are used
to provide 'td(xitiate free-board and stability.

A 7090 IBM computer program, "Cockpit Capsule Escape System
Dynamie Analysis -Six Degrees of Freedom," was utilized to analyze tile
capsule flight characteristics aLfter escape initiation. However, due to tile
limited amount of nose capsule wind tunnel data available, the computer pro- S
gram calculations were restricted to the pitch plane and a three degrees of
freed d)i performnance analysis,

Results of the analyses are summarized in Figs. 171, 172, and 17:1
showing the approl)riate capsule trajectories and subsystem se(uencc of opera-
tion for silrnulated runway escapes, spinal and transverse accelcrations for
maxilmum speed at thl, critical altitudes anti the effects of the sub:iystems opera- S
tion timing sequence, and capsule angle of attack from capsule separation
through recovery.

Table X.XlI gives the weight breakdown of the calpsule.
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Table XXXI. ADO- 12 Weight Breakdown

Volume Weight
Controls and Initiation System (Cu In) I Lb_

Primary firing controLq -- 6.5
Alternate separation controls -- 2.0
Pressure actuated initititor -. 2.0

10.5

Separation System S

Separation system initiation manifolds . 1.2
Linear-shapeci chlrge 12.5 113.7

Boost Rocket

Rocket motor 5702 2A4.0
Support structure -- 25.0

289.0

Stabilization/Deceleration Parachute.

sotem and Controls

Booms 3020 136.6
Parachutes 2000 20.0

156.6

Recovery System and Controls

Recovery parachute 5500 125.0 O
Aneroid controls 2.0
Bridle 7.0
Chute disconnect .5
Repositioning controls and bridle 9.7
Support structure 33.0

177.2

Flotation System

Cool gas generators 20.5
Cells and iiowage provisions 30.5

51.0,

Emergency Presstrizatiovi System 5

2,000 psi flask, regulator, lines
and attachments 24.0

24.0

Survival Equipment 85.0

Total weight 807.0
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e. BOEING SUPERSONIC SEPAICABLE NOSE CAPSULE

The 1.oeing separable nose capsule escape. system is the result of a S
design study. It compriss the forward fuselage section of a supersonic airplane
and is an Integral Ipdrt ol tie basic airframe. The system provides safe escape
for a sitle-by-side, two--man crew during flight conditions from zero speed to
Much 1.2 at zero altitude; up to Mach 2 . 5 at 600,000 feet. Underwater escape Is
also provided. The escape' system performance envelope is shown in Fig. 174,.
the general arrangement In Fig. 175, and a side profile of tile capsule In Pig. 170'.

In the event of an Inilight emergency, actuation of either crew member's
plrirmuTy firing control initiates a completely automatic escape sequence which
ignites the boost rocket. Gas pressure from the boost rocket initiates the sep-
aration, deceleration, and recovery systems. The nose capsule Is separated
by linear-sbaped charge installations adjacent to, or around, aircraft structure,
skin, formers, control cables, %vire bundles, lines, and all other components
passing through the parting plane. Concurrent with escape initiation, the bal-
listie Inertia reels, emergency radio beacon, pressurization, and emergency
oxygen sy',tvms are actrvated. The rocket motor boosts the nose capsule up-
ward and away from the fuselage. As the nose capsule separates from the
fuselage, two four-foot diameter fist ribbon stabilizing parachutes are deployed.
One.-quarter second after initiation, a 10-foot diameter fist ribbon deceleration
parachute is forcibly deployed directly aft to sufficiently reduce the speed oc
the nose capsule permitting safe deployment of the recovery parachutes. Fol- •
lowing descent to 15,000 feet, ?r In four seconds after Initiation if below 15,000
feet, the deceleration parachute is jettisoned urd two 63-foot (dialneter modified
ring sail recovery parachutes arc forcibly deployed. These parachutes a'e
deployed in a reefed condition to further reduce the speed of the nose capsule
and to ensure orderly Inflation. After two more seconds, the reefing lines are
cut and the recovery parachutes Inflate to their full diameter. Full inflation
occurs eight and one-luarter seconds after initiation. Two seccAds after the
recovery parachutes inflate, dhe nose capsule is repositioned tc a nose-up sus-
pension condition. Following descent, the recovery parachutes are manually
diseontected to prevent dragging of the nose capaisle, A system schematic Is
shown in Fig. 177.

80 -S

CONDITIONS: STRAIGHT AND LEVEL FLIGHT

60 -__

e40

03.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
MACH NUMBER

Figfue 174. Boeing Supersonic Separable Nose Capsule - Performance Envelopen
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SEPARABL.E NOSE SEPARATION PLANE

F'4gupe 176. Boeing Supersonic Separable Nos* Capsule R i'ght Side Pro file

lIfthe aircraft Is submergedl In wnter, the nose capsule is automatically
separated from the aircraft. A wfltel-pressture sensor set at 12 psi (20 foot
depth) actuates a 1ballistic Initiator to start the alutomnatic sequence. Thc boost
rocket Is by3passed and only) the 'sepa ratio0n, flotation, and rescue aidis subsys- 4
tenis .are actuated, Flotation cells Inflate to stabilize the nose Section and
expe'dite ascenit to the Surface.

A tinie history of the escapev sejuctnce accelerations through recovery
parachulte IInflation shows dihni to be within the sIx--cified limits of human tol-
vrance as illown in Fig. 17-s. Onl ground lanin(fg , the nese capsulv struceture
lihsorhls eniergy bCrsig. ThiS IreStl~ts in all avvrage g-loadlng on the crew- 4
mfenl ol I. 5g for 0.07 sevond. When landing In water, the nose capsule penetra"tes
lW ak depth of approxi matcly five feet wid I inmediately rises and adopts a flotation
attitudIe. 1Maxillui loads oil the crewmeun during water entry are approximately

Table \XXII -,hows the l1oevlag SUjxT.'rsonle separable nose escape sys-

2.14
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SECONDSG LOADING 800 KIAS

Figw. 170. Boeing $upt~cn,.¢c Swaojo hi. Nose CuInsdj. -Accole,aq
0 . Versus Time

Table XXXII. Boin Supersonic $Sparable Nos. EScape SyStenm Weig#,t Bxeckdown

•."\djustai le seat, inc~ufJ~ng inertia reels and r'sLl'ajnt har'ness 10Surv~vr. and rescue equipnent, Including i, attcrv¢, radio,beacon light, :uod Lhn~ff ttlapensor 

U

Controls and{ ni tiati on syst~em 
135

4SeipaIratlUli 
S .V S trnl 

20

Boost 
TockIt 

20lBoost ocket supp~ort structure 
253

Flotation -.yste1 

25

Reccover. system and controls 
250

R ecovery sy st e m attach fi tting z 
5

E in c t'e n c y p ~ r cs su riz a t lo n .sy s t e m 
2

4C re w (le ss p eQrson al equ ip n w ent) 
'10Cr'ew oxygen pr'ovision~s 

20
Pers onal eq~tUi nlme't 

20J
Total1,0
Y a w t i m e h i s t o r i e s f u r • . l ev e l e s c a p e e o n d ti to n ~ s o r , o m pj, t s v ln g • . ecritical speed r ,ang ' ar•e shown In 1'Jg. 179. The angI e-o f-a ttac k c ~i'vcs to;..

ar20ous spEe(Is arc shown in Fig. 180.
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Figure 179. Basin# Supersonic Separahle Nose Capsule - Voo, 'simo Hisfti.'ex foe
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4+ 1

Trajectory analysis of the separable' nose capsule during the eficape
periodI shows that successful recovery wvill be made at all speeds from zero to
B00 KIAS as shown in rig. 18L Adequate clearance of the separable nose cap-
sule from the aircraft Is attained at all airplane speods. The tralectory of the
separablc nose capsule ovcr the airplane for the b00 KIAS condition Is shown

4 in Fig. 182.
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Figure 182, Boeing Supersonic Separable Nose Capsule - Trajectory with Respect
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5. MISCELLANEOUS ESCAPE DEVICES

ia. STANLEY YANXEE ESCAPE SYSTEM

The Yankee escape jystem was conceivcd, designed, and tested by the
Stanley Aviation Corporation. Three coafigurrtlons (.am be provided to meet
specific applications. The basic system, for escape ab)ve 200 feet altitude and
at speeds to at least 350 knots, consists of a tractor extraction rocket and a
standard personnel parachute. A zero-zero system fir extending escape capa-
bflftý to zero speed and zero-alti',de consists of the batic system plus a rocket
extracted-ba Hlistically operated parachute (BE1101) in lieu of the standard para-
chute, a drogue parachute ior directional stability, and a l'olding beat whose back

4 remains with the man. A high-speed system, for escape capabilities equal to
those of ejection seats (430 knots), consists of the zero-zero system plus a
powered Inertia reel and a limb restraint garment.

When ejection is necessary, actuation of the ejection control jettisons
the canop.y and InIt.ates launching of the spin -stabilized extraction rocket with
integral launcher. Upon reaching riser line stretch, the extraction rocket is

4 ignited ani the crewman is ejected from the airplane to a height sufficient for
safe recovery. The folding seat provides the knee and toe clearance required
to remove the crewman inan erect posture through a small escape opening.
An integral sensor separates the rocket from the crewman just prior to rocket
burnout. A droguc parachute positions the crewman facing the relative wind
for optimum recovery parachute deployment. A small tractor rocket extracts p 0
the REBOP paracbute near apogee at low altitude, or by aneroid control during
descent through 1,.000 feet at high altitude. The drogue parachute Is a pilot
parachute for &he REBOP if it Is deployed manually. Following extraction, the
parachute is forcibly spread ballistically. The ejection and recovery sequence
is shown in Fig. 183.

6. ESCAPE AND SURVIVAL SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

a. CAPSULE SEPARATION SYSTEMS

The successful development of the linear-shaped charge as the primary
separation system for capsular escape vehicles is providing a method for solving
the problem of Increasing complexity of escape from supersonic aircraft. This
concept offers a rellabh, lightweight system for separating the inhabited section
from the rest of the airplane by directive explosive cutting.

A survey of information and organizations regarding linear-shaped
charges was conducted to obtain design data pertinent to linear-shaped charge
separation systems In figure military aircraft, and to determine the advantages,
penalties, and problems associated with the application of the linear-shaped
charge (LSC) concept.

During the survey, published literature and Industrial and govern-
mental knowledge was collected and studied. It was found that Important ad-
vances have been made in the field of high-temperature explosive materials.
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One example s , .1 x)ulPont dl'vclopmcnt (if' n hi l-temperature explosive, Tacot,
whili, hass i wi King tlmix,ruturtL up to 610l'F and it mnelling point of 710O°F, The
latest hat, re.. ,st:rnt (,l)IotIlvvs smil In linear-shaped charges are listed inTable

=XIII. with available information on maximumi working temperatures and melt-
ing Ix)ol.s. PETN and IiDX are presently the most commonly used LSC explosive *ip
materials.

'1iie most p,imular sheath materials for ISC are lead aind aluminum
shaiped i lt(I it V-type cor•iguration. Optimum standoff hias been determined by
vendor temts to be approxiniwtcl, two t to-i 11C sheath groove del)th. Core
sizingt is most reliably determined b, tct'ual testing of the part to be cut. How-
ever, a optimum standoff, core sizitij:, can be estimated by the following for- S
mula: W = Kt 2 (lle )0 .i5 where W = cart weight gr./ft, t = thickness of material
cut mils, 11 = 1ýrinell hardness, e = density g/cc, and K = constant reflecting
efficiency of charge design and materials against the particular target. Dtiring
tests, the maximum thickness of 2024T-4 aluminum plate severed was 0. 500
inch, using a 250 grain/foot RDX explosive linear-shaped charge. The same
charge severed a 0.250 plate of 30.1 stuInless steel. Thicker plates could be
cut using la•tgr charges. Linear-shaped charges must be initiated by an ex-
plosive shock. This shock is usually produced by initiators that are actuated
by percussion techniques or electrical stimulus. The linear-shaped charge is
detonated at a tultermined distance from the target and 1)roduces a sharply dte-
fined cutting nvtion. (The shock wave is focused and reaches niaximum velo.-ity
before striking the target,) Figure 184 shows a typical linear-shaped charge
set up with respect to the target. **

Results of the survey indicated that the use of linear-shaped charges
for capsule separation from supersonic aircraft will provide a reliahle, light-
weight, precisely controlled system capable of instantaneous higb-power cutting
action. The development of Tacot high-temperature explosive strongly supports
the feasibility of the shaped charge system in high-performance aireraft.
InformatLion was lacking for sizing the LSC for cutting such items as wire
burdles, control cables, hydraulic tubes, and structural angle supports. Also,
it was concluded that further investigation should be made of explosive material
breakdown due to environmeital conditions.

Table XXXIII. Capsule Separation Systems - He•t Resistant Explosives

Maximum Working Melting S
Exl2loive Temperature Teriature

PETN 1600F 285°F
RDX 280° F 400'r
HMX 54liol°r
DATB
TACOT 1100F 710"F S
EL 511
DIPAM
HNS

2

2,52

D

:4 0 0 0 0 0 6 * .
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b. LEDC ENERGY TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

The low-energy detonating cord (LEDC) is a joint development of the
Ensign Bickford Compnny and DuPont. It consists of a propellant train of PETN
or RDX contained in n lead tube 0.040 inch In diameter. A PETN charge of one
grain per foot provides reliable transmission and a detonation velocity of 24,000
feet per second.

Overbralded or sheathed LEDC and parts required for the adaptotion of
LEDC, as an improved energy transmission system for emergency crew escape
systems, were developed by the Frankford Arsenal for the Air Force Flight
Dyanamics Laboratory. The sheathed LEDC is used as a replacement for gas
conduit lines for the initiation of various propellant actuated devices and linear-
shaped charge capsule separation systems. LEDC systems have the advantages
of reduced size and weight, higher operating speeds, and elimination of line
boosters and restrictions on length of line between components. They are
totally independent because they need no power supply, and are sale to hancle
because they require a speolfic means of initiation.

Figure 186 is a cross section of the overbraided, totally confined •
LEDC. It consists of a propellant train of 0.015-inch diameter PETN contained
in a lead tube of 0.040 inch diameter. This lead tube is covered with rayon
yarn, and held in place with a 0.170-inch diameter polyethylene sleeve which
acts as a damping medium to the detonation. The fiberglass overbraiding is for
added strength and is in a jacket of extruded polyethylene having an OD of 0.25
inch. In addition to resisting rupture, the cord has the adtantages of being
highly flexible, can be readily coiled in a 1-1/2 inch radius, is resistant to * *
reasonable abrasion, and is light in weight (0.0267 pound per foot).

Figure 186 shows the XM58 mechanical initiator that is normally used
to initiate, an LEDC system by mechanical actuation from the cockpit or control
point. A force of 25 to 30 pounds is required to withdraw the initiator pin which
results in the firing of the unit. Figure 187 shows the XM59 gas initiator, This
unit is used in applications where gas pressure Is used to initiate LEDC sys- P
temrs. XM6e, 67, 68, and 69 initiators (Fig. 188) are units that are actuated by
LEDC, and contain small cartridges that produce gas pressure to actuate the
firing pin of any propellant actuation device (PAD). These units are provided
as straight fittings, similar to a standard union or couple, or as 90-degree
elbow fittings. They are available with either MS or pipe threaded ports, thereby
making them compatible with existing PAD.

Various types of fittings are available for intercootnecting LEDC systems.
Figure 189 shows a cross fitting and Fig. 190 shuws a T-fitting, 90-degree bulk-
head, and union bulkhead fittings.

Figure 191 shows a check valve that allows a detonation wave, traveling
in one direction in a LEDC line, to pass through the valve and continue through
the system. However, a detonation wave traveling In the opposite direction will
be stopped by the valve.
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Figure W84. Capsule Separation Systems - Typical Linear Shaped Charge Setup
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ACTUAL SIZE !

WEIGHT- 0,070 LB
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END PER ---- LEDC -7
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Figure III. FrankforL Arsenal LEDC Initiators
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ACTUAL SIZE LS
WEIGHT . 0.121 LB TEE FITTIPIG

-I. K MAXIMUM BULKHEAD
TH ICKN ES.-. 1/8 INCH
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II
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Figuio 190. F,.nkford AsonoIl LEDC Fitting
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c. PROPELLANT-ACTUATED DEVICES

Artuator, Center Beam Relernse, Canopy,
Talley Industries, P/N 30189

Used on the F-ill to release the canopy from the airplane. It pulls
kganist a 1uOO pound load for 0.3 inch, and then strokes out to 0.8 inch while
the load reduces to almost zero. The unit a' Is 2.15 inches by 4.37 inches
by 4.67 incheus extended, or 3.88 inches retx.Atod. See Fig. 192. Unit weight
is 0.3 pound.

Actuator, Seat Adiustment, •
Talley Industries, P/N 30147-3

Used in conjunction with Talley rocket-catapult, P/N 10, 100-1, to
raise and lower the rocket-catapult with seat on the F-106, airplane.

This electromechanical unit maintains proper relationship between
rocket motor thrust line and CG of man and seat to prevent tumbling. Rated •
operating load to 500 pounds. Maximum operating load is 700 pounds. Elec-
triual stroke is 4.26 inches nominal. The stroke velocity at rated load In 1.4
to 3.0 feet/minute. The unit size is approximately 5 by 5 by 12. 58 Inches
extended, or 8.12 inches retracted. See Fig. 193. Unit weight ia 7 pounds
maxImUM.

Actuator. "B" Seat Foot Pan •
Rocket Power, Inc., P/N 1964-11

Ballistically retracts the foot cables and positions the feet and legs
for safe ejection in the "B" sent. Unit has two spring-operatzd cables (one at
each end of unit) which attach to the crewman's heels with slight tension main-
tained for normal flight operations. Unit contains a dual function rotary actuator.
The unit size Is 4.75 inches diameter by 17.70 inches. See Fig. 194.

Actuator, Rotary (Man-Seat Separator
T lley Industries, P/N 1000

Thedmit i. applicable to the B-47, B--62, B-58, B-06, F-100, F-101,
P-102, F-1.04, F-105, T-33, T-37. T-38, and CL--141 5

In operation, upon lap belt opening, the lap belt initiator fires the
rotary actuator cartridge to retract the actuator webbing an average of lb inches.
The webbing, which extends down between the seat and man's back pack, under
survival kit, to attachment on the fiont lip of the seat, Is then pulled taut to
separate the crewman from the seat.
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The unit Is capable of separating a mass varying in weight from 100
to 400 pounds, from an immovable sea. In 0. 50 second maximum. Rate of
onset, acceleration, etc. are shown in the plots below.

200

IJI

010 t I0 Is

,4'"--400•I • LU MASS, 70' V

4 °, 4ldU! IC L AS.70

o 5 go t

RETRACTION 'ISTANCE
(INCHES)

The unit's size is 2.26 Inches diameter by 3,134 Inches long. See
Fig. 195. UnIt weight In 3. 5 pounds maximum.

Ballistic Rotary Actuator (Man-Seat Sepaator),
Rocket Power, n. PIN1925

The unit Is used on T-33, F-84, F-100, F-101, F-102, F-104, and
F-105. It a•earates man from seat during the emergency ejection sequence.
Retraction length 1a 15 Inches. Retraction force Is 1700 pounds. Retraction
acceleration Is 7g nuainumu against a 100-poubd load. Retraction timel
0.45 second maximum. U size Is 2.25 inches by 8.25 Inches. See Fig. 196.
Unit weight Is 2.5 pounds (approximately). 0

Bre.awac Dolts (Propel lt-Powered).
Isk-t Power, Inc., PiN's 1546 and 1548

Four of these bolts attach the Convair "B" seat to the cradle frame.
When InitIated at Instant of seat-man launch, the bolts oreaL away simultaneously
to release meat from airplane. 9

The small charge of propellant In the bolt cavity, when Ignited, de-
velops Internal pressure sufficient to causo the bolt bo* to fail at the break-
away section without fragmentation.
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Ultimnate tenslon is 22,000 pounds. Tension failure is at 25,000 poinds.
Separation time after Initiation Is 0.002 second. Unit 1546-13 Is 1.4 by 2.75
by 3.35 Inches and weighs I pound. See Fig. 197. Unit 1548-13 Is 1.48 by 2.75
by 4.54 inches and weighs 1.4 pounds. See Fig. 198.

Ballistic-Inertia Harness lReel.
Rocket Power, Inc.. P/N 1293

I
This unit Is used on the A-5 (A3J). It combines the normal inertial

reel functions and emergency ejection positioning of the seat occupant. Per-
formance data are as follows:

4 Strap extension, 18 inches.
"* Retraction time, 0.3 second nominal.
"* Rctraction velocity, 12 fps maximum.
"• Rate ol acceleration change, 250 g/second.
"• Stall force, 800 pounds.

Unit fs shown in Fig. 19Pn. Weight is 5.75 pounds (total system weight
Ia 7.6 pounds).

Gas Generator*• bt~~diustres P/N 14C0-14

The gas generator Is used on the B-58 encapsulated seat to actuate the
toroo-retracting inertia reel and the leg-povitioning mechanism, and to pres-
surize the door-closlng thruster. The unit has a 20 cubic Inch capacity with
an output of 1000 pal in 0. , second. Its size Is 2.00 by 6.22 by 14.20 inches.
Unit weight is 2.75 pounds (see Fig. 200).

Gas Generator
hrd Arsenal XM14

The XM14 gas generator was developed by Frankford Arsenal for the
same use aa the Tallcy Industries P/N 1450-14 gas generator. The unit provides
a source of pneumatic power for operating preejectJon leg positioning, torso
positioning, and capsule door closure for the B-58 encapsulated ejection seat.
A dual power sour'ce' is provided that permito enclosure of the crew member In
an emergency. If the emergency passea and the capsule doors are reopened,the second charge may be fired to operate the system It necessary. A high

temperature resistant propellant and Igniter are used to meet extended storage
life and operat(ng requirements at 2000F. Figure 201 shows the pressure versus
time operating characteristics for a test firing into a 21 cubic inch volume test
fixture.

Tailey les, PIN 2600-17

The gas generator is used In the recovery system of the B-58 eneap-

sulated seat. It contains an aneroid that permits capsule free fall to 15,000
feet. Wisen 15,000 feet Is reached, the gas generator is activated and the
parachute is deployed, The gas generator Is activated immcdiately if ejection
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Flyuto 199. 8alltufic Inorfi8 Harneis ReeI - Rocket Powe,, Inc, P/N 1293

_ _

F~..r 200. Gas Geniera tor - laIley Industries P/N 1450.14
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is below 15,000 feet. The unit size Is 2.15 inches maximum by 4.26 inches
maximum by 3. 082 lcn'es ino.'1inum. Sec Vig. 202. Unit weight is 4.75 pounds.

4200' F

PROPELLANT: HTN
150 WEIGHT: 29,1 GRNMS

U, PRIMER: 51M
IGNITER: 2D, I GRAM

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

TIME (SECONDS)

Figure 201. XMI4 Gas Generator Pre.sure-TIme for 21 Cu In.Voi * * 4

Barostat Lock Wtiator
Talley Industries, P'N 90166

This is an aneroid-controlled unit used on the F-ill to actuate at *
15,000 feet or below. If ejection is accomplished at an altitude over 15,000 feet,
the initiator will not actuate. When the pilot descends to 15,000 feet, the initiator
actuates and initiates SMDC (ShSolded Mild Detonating Cord). The SUDC accom-
pushes a number of ejection functions, one of which is deploying the chute. The
unit size i. 2.22 by 3.54 by 4.75 inches. See Fig. 203. Unit weight Is 1.55
poeids. *
Rocket Catapult,
RocetT V/ 1720-10-

The unit Is used on the North American B-70 to launch emergency
escape capsule from aircraft. Thrust data is as follows:

* Catapult and cartridge, 12,400 pounds. S
"* Impulse, 3100 pound-seconds.
"* Time, 0.30 second.

Acceloration data is 16g, 160g/second. The unit is 4 inches by 5 feet,
.5 inches (approximately). See Fig. 204. Unit weight is 50 pounds (approxi-
matoly). *)
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Figure 203. Borostai Lock Initiator Tazlley Industries P/N 90166
6 . - .. . . S " • • " " i. . . r , ,
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Figure 204. Rocket Catapult - Rocket Power, Inc. P/N 1720,10
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Rocket Catapult,
Tallyc Industries, P/N 10,100 .t)

Tne wilt Is applicable to the F-102, F-104, F-10S, and X-15. it is
physically interchangeable with the XMIO, but li designed to give the crewman
suffictent attitude to ailow a zero-zero ejection.

Total impulse of rocket and catapult is 2700 pound-secondn. Burn time
of motor is 0.5 second. Maximum acceleration is 15g. Maximum rate of onset
Is 160g/second. Altitudes as high as 480 feet have been reached with a 400
pound ejected mass. The unit is :3.25 inches diameter by 45.00 incnes. See
Fig. 205, Unit weight is 32 pounds (approximately),

i,
Rocket Catapult,
T eIndusiiiithries, P/N 2400

The unit is used on the F-86, F-100, T-33, and CL-141. Performance
data are as follows:

0 Catapult thrust, 4,700 pounds (-651F), 5,250 pounds (+700F), 6,000 pounds I
(+2009F).

* Rocket thrust, 5,500 pounds (--65F), 6,000 pounds (+70'F), 6,400 pounds
(+2000F).

* Rocket burn time (average), 0.25 second.
* Acceleration, 14.,g (-059F), l6.Og (+70"F), 18.0g (+2000F).
a Rate of acceleratJon, 150g/second (-65'F), 170g/iecond (+701F), 200

g/second (+2000F).
a Velocity at separatiom (average), 50 feet/second.
0 Total impulse (average), 1, 550 pound/seconds.

Performance figures are based on q specific seat using a 45-degree
rocket nozzle angle and with a 375 pound seat-man mass. Unit size is 2,5 by 4
by 39 inches. See Fig. 206. Unit weight Is 20 pounds.
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Figure 205. Rocket Catapult - Talley lndustries P/N 10,100O0
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Rocket-Catapuit,
Te ntriesP/N 10006

The unit Is applicable to the AS(A3J), T2(T2J), OV1OA, and LW2 seat.
Performance characteristics are the same as for Talley P/N 2400, but the
catapult, instead of being carried piggy-back, is now in line with the rocket
motor. Unit size is 3 inches diameter by 43.5 inches. See Fig. 207. Unit
weight varies from 21,25 pounds to 23.5 pounds.

Rocket Catapult
Rocket Powcr, Incg. P/N 1057

The unit is government standard LAU 28/A and is applicable to the
F-102 and F-106. Performance data are ps follows:

* Impulse, catapult - 500 pound seconds, rocket -1,100 pound seconds.
* Maximum thrust, catapult -5,000 pounds, rocket motor -3,600 pounds.
* Maximum acceleration, 15.2g.
* Maximum onset rate, 122g/second.
* Burning time, catapult-O0.169 second, rocket motor - 0.274 second.

The unit size Is 3.5 by 50 inches, and It weighs 35 pounds. D
Rocket-Catapult,
Rocket Power, Inc., P/N 1192

The unit Is a replacement for NAMC, Type II, and used on the T-2
(W2J). Performance data are as fol]ws:

* Impulse, catapult - 500 pound seconds, rocket -900 pound seconds.
* Maximum thrust, catapult -5,500 pounds, rocket motor- 4,700 pounds.
* Maximum acceleration, 15.5g.
0 Maximum onset rate, 151g/second.
* Burning time, catapult - 0. 147 second, rocket motor - 0. 212 second.

Unit size is 4 by 43 inches, and it weighs 30 pounds.
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Figure 206. Rocket Colop.u4 - Talley In•lustries P/M 2400 i *
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FIgure 207. Rocket Catapult - Talley Indusftres P/N 10,006
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Rocket Catapult,
Rocket PorIc., P/ N 1289

The unit is a replacement for NAMC, Type If, and is used on the A-5
(A3J). Performance data are as follows:

* impulse, catapult - 500 pound seconds, rocket - 900 pound seconds. 9
* Maximum thrust, catapult- 5,000 pounds, rocket motor- 4,400 pounds.
* Maximum acceleration, 14.2g.
* Maximum onset rate, 163g/sceond.
* Burning time, catapalt- 0.165 second, rocket motor -- 0.201 second.

Unit size is 4 by 43 Inches. See Fig. 208. Unit weight Is 30 pounds.

Rocket.-CataLp. ul tt

Roket -Power ,_., PIN 1407

The unit Is applicable to the X-15. Performance data are as follows:

* Impo.ise, catapult -700 pound seconds, rocket - 1,050 pound seconds.
* Maximum thrust, catapult -7,500 pounds, rocket moto)r -4,400 pounds.

* Maxiumm acceleration, 16.0g.
* Maximum onset rate, 1 88g/second.
* Burning time, catapult--0.140 second, rocket motor--0.243 second.

Unit size is 3.5 by 30.312 inches. See Fig. 209. Unit weight is.'
36 pounds. 4
Rmokt-Catapult
Rocket Powe, .nc_, PýN 2L2,4

The unit is a replacement for the M5 catapult and Is applicable to the
F-84, M-2, X22A, CT114, OVIA, MOD Pack U. and LL simulator. Per-
forniance data are as follows: 4

* Impulse, catapult-- 555 pound seconds, rocket - 1,210 pound seconds.
* Maximum thrust, catapult - 4,700 pounds, rocket motor - 4,600 pounds.
* Maximum acceleration, 16.0g.
* Maximum onset rate, 160g/second.
9 Burning time, catapult - 0. 155 second, rocket motor--0.272 second.

d Unit size Is 2.44 by 41.50 inches. See Fig. 210. Unit weight Is 1.8.5
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Figure 209. Rocket Catopult - Rocket Puwsr, Inc. P/M 1287
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Figure 209. Roce/tt Catapult - Rocket Powet, inc. P/NI 7407
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Rocket Power, c., P/N 2174

The unit io a replacemcnt for the M10, MS, M9, Repac I, and M3
caZapult arnd is applicable to the F-106, F-104, A7A, SC-142, TA 4E, CL-84,
XV4A, and CO1N (G.C. Charger). Performance data are as follows:

"* Impulse, catapult -6C pound seconds, rocket -2,000 pound seconds.
"* Maximum thrust, catapult - 5,800 pounds, rocket motor -4,500 pounds.
* Maximum acceleration, 14.3g.
* Maximumn onset rate, 177g/second.
* Burning time, catapult - 0.155 second, rocket motor -0.46 5 second.

Unit size Is 3.3 by 44 Inches. See Fig. 211. Unit weight 1. 28 pounds.

Rocket-Catapult
Rlocket PowerInc., P'/N 2184

The unit is a replacement for the M3 catapult and is applicable to the
F-100 and T-33. Performance data are as follows;

o h.Alse, catapult - 545 pound seconds, rocket - 1,250 pound seconds.
* Maximum thrust, catapult -4,500 pounds, rocket motor -4,600 pounds.
9 Maximum acceleration, 17g.
* Maximum onset rate, 170g/second.
0 Burning time, catapult-0.151 second, rocket mntor 0.302 second.

Unit size is 2.56 by 39 inches. See Fig. 212. Unit weight is 23
x)ounds.

itocket-catLvht
lIocket Power, In_.•P/N 2104

The unit is used on the Gemini. Performance data is as follows:

"* Impulse, catapult- 700 pound seconds, rocket-,I 900"pound seconds.
"* Mximum thrust, catapult -7,500 pounds, rocket motor- 8,200 pounds.
"* M.a;imum acceleration, 19.7g.
"* Maximum onset rate, 318g/second.
"* Burning time, catapult -0.134 second, rocket motor-0.273 second.

Unit size is 3.02 by 40 inches. See Fig. 213. Unit weight is 28.5 pounds.
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Figure 210, Rocket Catapult - Rocket Power, Inc, P/N 21:4

Figure 27, Rcket Catapult - Rocket Power, Inc. P/N 2174

* 4

Figure 272. Rocket Catapult - Rocket Powelr, Inc.. P/N 2184
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Rocket-Cataj~ult
Thiok-of(rienh-cel Corporation

Printipal characteristics and nominal ballistic performiance at 60'F.
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'Ilho following graph shows the pressure and thust versus time uharac-
teristics for the TE-M-324 engine.,
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loost locket, (~)
Tall 1 7ey Industries, P/N 501-36

The Rocket was proposed for the Boeing ADO-12 airplane design .•'

separable nose capsule. Performance characteristics at +59"F are as follows:

* Average thrust, 68,000 pounds.
* Burn time, 0.6 second.
* Total impulse, 40,800 pound/seconds.

Dimensions are shown below. Total unit weight is 264 pound".

IAM f

4.00 3"l
MAX

W0.00 __

Escape lIlocket ,

Rocket Power, Inc., P/N 1078

The rooket is used for launching Convair "B" seat ;'rom airplane. It
consists of twin RP1 P1 Li rocket motors manifolded together to provide maxi-
mum stability at launch with twin nozzles canted to thrust through CG of seat-
man mass. • *

Performance data are: total impulse (sea level), 2,300 pound seconds-
thrust time, 0.78 second.
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Unit size it 4 by 10 by 18 inches (approximately). See Fig 214. Unit
weight is 35 pounds (approximately).

Rocket Motor (Back Mourt),
Ta-ey/ Industries, PIN 50100

Proposed for the MNrtin-Baker seat, this unit has a design thrust of
5,500 pounds at 709F with a burn time of 0.25 second minimum at 70"F, Its •
size Is 2 by 3.75 by 21 inches. Estimated weight is 8 pounds.

Rocket Motor (Pan Mount).
Talley IndAstrics 2. PiN_50101

Proposed for the Martin-Bakcs seat, has same performance au Tallcy
P/N 50100. Unit size is 3.1 by 12.38 by 15.5 Inches. Estimated weight is 0
17.115 pounds.

Boom Stabilizer
Rocket Power, T.c., P/Nts 1618 and 1019

Stabilizers are t ied to stablizo the Convair "13' seat following ejection.
Extension time is 75 milliseconds. UnitW are 2 feet, 4 inches loug before ex- t
tension. See Fig. 215. Units are 10 feet, 4 inches long after ewutension. See
Fig. 216. Unit weight is 16.5 pounds each (approximately).

Stabilization stem,
Talley Industris PN 90140

System was proposed for the Boeing ADO-12 airplane desigu separable S
nose capsule. System consists of two ballistically deployed booms with a 4-foot
diameter first ribbo'i parachute attached to and deployed from each boom. The
drag force on each parachiute is 13,800 pounds maximum.

The boom and parachute stowage envelepe Is 8 inches diameter by 30
Inchee. Boom stroke Is 60 inches. Parachute stowage volume ie 650 cubic
inches. The estimated systemn wcight is 100 pounds. S

Vertical Thruster (Propellant Powered),
RVcket Power, IncM..P/N 1610

The unit is a three-section telescopink tube thruster used to elevate the
Convair "B" seat mid man unit up and out of the cockpit for initial ejection.
Stroke is hydraulically buffered for stroke contrul within human tolerance. The
stroke is 28 inches (approximately). Unit will lift a 500 pound mass against a
maximum 23,000 pound aerodynamic force In system.

The Installed length of the thruster is 20 Inches (approxnimately). See
Fig. 217. Unit weight is 17 pounds.
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Figure 215. Boom Stabilizer (Retracted) - Rocket Power, Inc. PAN~ 18 ?a

Figure 216. Boom Staioix~er (Extended) - Rocket Powevr, Inc, P10116;8

I IV
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Figurs 217. Vertical Thrusteor (PrOP. O'Int Powered) -Rocket Power, INc. P/H 1610
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Rotational Thruste (_Pro iellnt. Powered).
Rocket Power, Inc., PI 1612

Two of these hydraulically buffered thrusters are used to rotate the
Convair "B" seat and man combination to a supine position as it emerges from
the cockpit in readiness for launching. The stroke is 12 inches (approximately);
operating time, 1.4 seconds; thrust, 510 pounds; acceleration, 3g; velocity, 11
feet/second maximum. The installed length of the thruster is 22 Inches (approxi-
mately). See Fig. 218. Unit weight Is 0 povnds.

Representativc Frarkford Arsenal Catapults

The catapult is a tw.3 or three tube teleecoping device, containing an
explosive component, desigued for upward or downward ejection of crewmen and
their seat from disabled aircraft. The following table presents principal charac-
teristics of typical Frankford Arsenal Catapults.

Frankford Arsenal Desigmation MAI M4AI M5AI

0 Ntimber rof tubes ' 3 3 34

0 Iength (inches) 51 31 39
* Diameter (inches) 3 2.6 2.3
* Stroke (inches) 88 45 66
e Weight (pounds) 24.9 6.7 8.2
o P'ropelled weight (pounds) 350 325 300 **
• Direction Up Down Up
* Temperature limits (CF) -65 to +160

* Maximum acceleration at 70F (g) 20 12,5 20
* Minimum velocity at 701F (fps) 77 38 60
0 Maximum onset rate at 70OF (g/sec) 180 100 170
"* Firing method Gas Gas Gas
" Cartridge M. 36 M37 M28A1
9 Stroke time at 70'F (seconds) .24 .24 .22

Representative Frankford Arsenal Rocket-Catapults

The rocket-catapult h1 a two tube telescoping catapult device with an
Integral rocket motor, to provide sustained thrust, designed for "off-the-deck"
aa well as high-speed ejection capability. The following table presents the
principal characteristics for some Frankford Arsenal Rocket-Catapults.

frankford Arsenal Designation M8 M.9 MI0

* Length (inches) 46.3 41.9 44.1 S
, Diameter (inches) 2.8D 2.89 2.89
4 Weight (pounds) 27 24 20
* Propelled weight (pounds) 350 350 400
* Temperature limits (OF) -65 to +160

2S8 S
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Catapult (booster section) Ms M9 M10

* Stroke (inches) 40 35.75 34
* Maximum acceleration at 70"F (g) 20 20 20 *
* Velocity at 70"F (fps) 40 40 40
* Maximum onset rate at 70'F (g/sec) 300 300 350
* Stroke time at 70F (seconds) 0.175 0.160 0.155
* Firing method Gas Gas Gas

Rocket (sustain setion)

M Maximum action time at 70"F (seconds) 0.4 0.35 0,4
• Impulse resultant at 70F pounds-seconds 1,200 1,100 1,100
a Maximum pressure (psi) 4,600 4,600 4,600
* Maximum ignition delay at 70F (second) 0.012 0,012 0.012
* Nozzle angle (degrees) 37,5 47.5 36.4

Figure 219 shows a cross-section and envelope drawing oi the M10
rocket-catapult and Fig. 220 shows its operating characteristics. This unit Is
used on the F-104 aircraft to provide "off-t ..e-dock" and high speed ejection
capability.

Frankford Arsenal Rocket-Catapult XM30

The XM30 rocket-catapult was developed by Frankford Arsenal as a *
direct retrofit for M10 catapults, but with rocket impulse increased to 2,300
pounds-seconds and with storage life and operational capabilities at 200 0 F. A
novel feature of the design is a swivel, adjustable angle, nozzle which permits
the catapult launching tube to be stored inside the rocket and functionally pass
through the rocket nozzle. Immediately after exit of the launch tube through
the nozzle, gas pressure, acting on a sleeve, causes the nozzle to rotate to
a predetermined fixed angle. This design permits a 50 percent increase in
propellant weight without an increase In installation diameter. Figure 221
shows a cross-section of the unit. Inst.41lation dimensions are the same as for
the M10 rocket-catapilt. Design data are:

* Catapult stroke 34.0 inches
* Nozzle angle 34" to 38" adjustable
* Rocket motor outside diameter 3.12 inches
* Overall length 41.5 inches
* Total impulse 2,500 pounds-second&
* Performance range -65'F through +2001F
* Weight 35.5 pounds

Representative Frankford Arsenal Thrusters

A thruster is a component of an aircraft escape system that Is used to
accomplish a certain task before implementing the final phases of the escape
procedure. The basic parts of a thruster consist of a gas operated firing
mechanism, cartridge, chamber, and piston. Each thruster Is provided with
an initial lock mechanism that is released when the cartridge functions.
Thrusters have been developed with piston strokes between 1-1/2 and 13 inches. p
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Figure 219. Fankford Arsenal M1O Rocket - Catapult
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Figure 220. Frankford Arsenal M1O Rocket - Catapult Operating Choracteristics
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Buffer or damper rnechandanis are used with thrusters to restrict velocity and
acebluration of the propelled load. Following are some typical examplec of the
Franklord Arsenal thrusters:

I
Frankford Arsenal Designation M3A3 M17 Mi.8 M2oA1 I

* Length (inches) 9 25.37 21.69 12.6 •
* Diameter (inches) 1.07 1.82 1.82 1.,
* Peak thrust at 70OF (pounds) 1,660 1,660 1,080 at 160'V 5,880
* Completed stroke (inches) 1,5 13.25 9.5 5.0
• Weight (pounds) 1 13 12 3.6
* Propelled mass (pounds) 550 350 350 50
* Firi ng method Gas Gas Gas Gas
• Temperature limits ('F) -65 to .160--- .. 2 00 5
SSLirokce tinm (secuondoi) 0.09 0.5 0.245 0. i046

R Restraining force (pounds) 0 525 525 3,000

MN3A3 used to release contro! column storage spring and operate seat
actuator disconnct.

MR7 and hl1 8 used to position seat prior to ejection. 1 •

1M201A1 used to Jettison the canopy.

Representative Frankford Arsenal Canopy Removers

The canopy remover is a two- or three-tubc telescoping device con-
taIning an explosive component, and designed to jettison the canopy from high
speed aircraft before ejection of the crewman. rollowing are some examples
of typical Frankford Arsenal removers:

Frankford Arsenal Designamion M2A..I MvLA1 M4

* Number of tubes 2 2 3 4

* Le:gtl- ýIichi.s) 31 31 14.67
* Diameter (inches) 2.19 2.19 1.93
• Stroke (in•;hes) 26 26 19

W Weight (pounds) 4.4 4.4 3.8
• Propelled weight (pounds) 300 300 300
* Temperature limits CF) -65 to +1(60
* Minimum velocity at 70OF (fps) 20.5 20.5 20.0
* Minimum thrust at 70"F (pounds) 2,600 2,600 2,800
* Stroke time at 70°F (seconAs) 0.15 0.15 0.114
* Cartridge M31A1 M31A1 M2N1A2
* Firing method Mech. Gas Gas

Repiresentative Frankford Arsenal Eleetro-Mechanical-Ballirtic Removers

Electromechanical-I-allistit removers are desirned to raise and lower
aircraft canopies under normal enditions during ground operation, and to
jettison the eanopy before ejection during an emergency. The following table
gives the principal characteristics of the M8 and h19 Frankford Arsenal
removers, desigied for use on the F-106A and F-10613 aircraft.
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Frankford Arscrm l Desilation M8 M9

* Number of tubcs 2 a
• Length (inches) 20.25 27
* Diameter (inches) 3.07 3.07 S
* Weight including motor (powida) 23 35
* Temperature limits ('F) -65 to +200

Ballistic Performance

* Peak thrust (pounds) 6,000 6,750
* Stroke length (Liches) 12 24.5 *
* Stroke time (seconds) 0.13 0.16
* Propelled mass (pound.-) 350 286
a Maximum terminal velocity (fps) 25 44.4

Electromechanical Performance

* Stroke length (inches) 9.38 45.6
SStroke time (seconds) 9 17

* Propelled mass (pounds) 350 286
* Electric current (amps) 9 17
* Electric voltage (volts) 28 28

Representative Fraikford Arsenal Initiators * *
Initiators are used to provide actuating energy for the operation of

firing mechanisms of other propellant actuated devices of aircrew escape sys-
toes. They are cylindrical devices consisting of a chamber with a pressure
outlet port, firing mechanism, and cartridge. They are available with either
mechanical or gas proesure actuation and tirie delays from 0.0 to 5.0 seconds.
Also, they will deliver pressures up to 3,000 psi at the end of a 30-foot length of
MS28741-4 hose, and will have various mounting provisions. The principal
characteristics of some of the Frankford Arsenal initiators are as follows:

Frankford Arsenal M14
Designatiorn M3AI M4 M6A2 M6A1 (Miniature)

* Lengtit (inches) 4.34 5.03 4.51 5.21 5.28
D Diameter (inches) 1.38 1.38 1,38 1,35 0.876

* Actuation method Mech Mech Gas Gas Mech
* Minimum actuation force

(pound or psi) 40 40 750 750 40
* Temperature limits ('F) -65 to +160 -65 to +160F
* Assembled wveight (pounds) 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.39
0 Delay time (seconds) 0 2 0 2 3

Figures 222 and 223 uhow cross-section and envelope drnwings and
;pical performance for M5A2 and M14 initiators.
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Figure 222. Frankford Arsenal Initiator MSA2
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Inertia llarness' Reel with Power Retraction.
Pacific Scientific Co,. PIN 0103111-21,

Unit is applicable to the B-58 encapsulated seat, The inertia reel is
normally installed behind the seat occupant. M~al straps pase forward over the
seat occupantll shoulders and connect with his restraint harness. The inertia
reel allows freedom of movement (luring normal operating conditions. The reel S
locks automatically when accelerations on the shoulder straps are in excess of
3g. A manual lock is also provided. Power retraction by a remote pressure
sourc& is initiated just prior to scat or capsule ejection. The occupant is re-
trneted and restrained against the scat back and the reel is locked. The reel
may be returned to normal operation after pressure has been released. Per-
formance data are as follows:

S
Normal OQcration

"* Strap extension 21 inches
"* Strap tension 1 to 5 pounds
"* Automatic lock setting 2 to 3g
"* Ultimate load 3,300 pounds
"* Temperature range -650 to +IS0°F

Power Retraction Operation

"* Operating pressure 1,000 psi :'15 percent
"* Strap retraction 18 inches
"• Retraction force 92 pounds
"* Retraction tine 0.3 to 0.6 second
"* Reel-in velocity 12 feet/second maximum * *
"* Peak accelcration 500g/Bcoond maximum
"* Retraction stall force 100 pounds i0 pounds per strap

at extended position
Just under 50 pounds per strap
in the retracted position

A sketch of the unit showing its overall size in inches is shown.
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d. PARACHUTE SYSTEMS

(1) Stencel Ultra Precision Parachute

The Ultra Precision Parachute (UPP) wan developed by the Stencel
Aero Engineering Corporation. Asheville, N.C. The UPPP system incorporates
internal ballistic energy sources for canopy deployment and spreading.

Under a U.S. Navy contract, a UPP for ejection seat recovery sys-
ten" was developed incorporating the 28-foot flat solid personnel recovery canopy.
The results of static and flight tceting of this parachute, identified as the 1.9-I
Ballistic Parachute, are presented in Fig. 224. This figure also presents analyt-
ically determined opening times and inflation times for the same canopy with con-
ventional deployment. In teots performed at zero air speed, the drop load was
released to free fall at the same instant the LS-1 parachute was initiated. The
canopy was fully inflated in less than two seconds. In flight tests, a stable 235
pound load was dropped from the test aircraft and the LS-I parachute was pro-
jected at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the airstream. The opening time
of the UPP parachute Is almost constant throughout %ýie range of zero to 260 knots
LAS as shown in Fig. 224. Although only two tests were performed at 260 knots,
the desired upward trend of the curve appeared to be valid.

The UPP incol .)brates any standard canopy, although most work has
bee,% with flat solid ,ctnnnpics to which two ballistically powered guns are added.
The first gun projects the pack to full line stretch. Line stretch is utili'zed to fire
the second gun which spreads the canopy out of the pack. Any relati•re motion of
the canopy to the airstream then produces rapid inflation of the canopy. The two
guns are identifir-I as the projection gun and the spreading g-.,n, respectively.
The LS-1 parachute shown in Fig. 225 is no larger than the parachute with conven-
tional performance which it replaces. If required, the bulk of the UPP can be
further reduced by special packing techniques, since the UPP with internal energy
sources is readily adatptnlle to pressure or vacuum packing.

The perf'ormance characteristics of a given parachute can be con-
trolled to a large degree by means of the amount of eneriW released in either one
or both of the guns. Other controlling factors include the angle of pack projection
with respect to the alrstre.im, and timing the firing of the spreading gun. As a
renult, the performance charactteristics of a parachute can usually bW tailored to
any specific system requirements.

The force timc history of the LS-1 parachute when operated at air
speeds above 170 knots has been successfully controlled. The results of a test in
which the LS-l parachute was operated at an air speed of 200 knots are shown in
Fig. 226. The results of a test in which the LS-1 parachute was operated at an air
speed of 150 knots arc ;hown in Fig. 227. The peak deceleration force reduced
slightly from thv value at 200 knots air speed whereas the mean deceleration force
was approciabl3 reduced.

T installed weight of the LS-1 parachute is 19.6 pounds. The pro-
jected weight.. 8.0 pounds.
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CANOPY: 28-FOOT FLAT CIRCULAR
OPENING RECOVERED WEIGHT: 200-235 POUNDS
TIME
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Figure 224. Stencaf Ultra Precision Parachute Operotionot Charactersticst

Test Data and Conventional Parachute Performance Data
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(2) Weber Aircraft Corporation Ballistic P'arachute, System

The g-un dIeployed personnel parachute is different from other para-
chutes in that the gun is within the pack. The gun fires a slug that dleploys tile pi lot
chute and the main canopy. The deployment gun is located in thle upper right hand
corner of thle parachute pack and Is aiincxi up and outboard at a 45 degree angle.
There is a nylon strap nittached to the slug with a screw and spacer. Trhe strap is
routed beneath the top protector flap to the nianual override mechanism. The firing
cable to the duploy ment gun comes out of the parachute on thle lower loft hand side
of the parachute p~aLk. The end of the cable has a special protective device and
cover to prevent inadvertent actuation of thle firing cable. Thle parachitceLan be
deployedI in the norm-al manner with the manual pull on the 1-handle. pulling Lhe
T-handlc will not fire the dcploymenit gun. Pulling the special end fitting on the
firing cable after the special housing on the end of the outer housing is retracted
will fire the deployment gun.

TEST NO R1.1 I JUNE IAl

VAIN CHUTE ?I FT CIRCUiLAR FLAT
LOAD 11EIGIAT 211 POUNlDS
RELEASE AIRSPEED UX AlAS

'II

iti

0.1 U. 0 A 0.1 0.4 03 .4 LD I 1 . .3 1.4 1.5 A. 1. 14
TIME .31CONDVI

- II

Fig(w) 227. StAncer LSt1 Ballistic Parachute Deeleration versus Time

4 Sht nitl ancnp.Tedllyetgni oae nteuprrgthn

0 06 01 0 S 16 1 0

Threi nlon 2tra. atached to- Blitic Paacuwte aDscelrewatin spaersu Time srp

route beneth te topprotctor lap o hmnuloerdmeaisT fig



e. LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

(1) High Altitude Full Pressure Suits

4 With the advent of military requirements for high altitude flying,
a variety of high altitude pressure suits have been developed to allow crew
members to sure" ie in atmospheres that would not normallv support life. At
altitudes above 35, 000 feet, oxygen must be delivered to the lungs under
pressure; however, by the time an altitude of 45, 000 feet is reached this
pressure will attain an equivalent value of about 12 inches of water, rendering
breathing difficult if no compensatory pressure is applied to the external trunk

4 of the body (Ref. 7). Above 63, 000 feet another barrier is encountered. The
atmospheric pressure drops to a point where boiling of the blood would occur t
unless counter pressure is applied, Full pressure suits developed by bnth
Air Force and Navy have prevented these problems.

Air Force Full Preasure Suit A/P22S-2 - description of this
suit was gathered from Refs. 8, 9, 10, and 11. The Air Force A/P22S-2 full
pressure suit ib designed to maintain an internal pressure of 3.96± 0.2 psia
(equivalent to ambient pressure at 35, 000 feet) at altitudes up to 100,000 feet,
while del.vering oxygen to the wearer and rendering pressure breathing un-
necessary.

The suit hiolmet, Model HGK-13/P22S-2, weighs 5-1/2 pounds
and consists of three lwsic components: 1) a hard plastic outer shell providing
protection and pressure retention, 2) an internal rubber bladder providing * •
counter pressure, 3) a transparent facepiece. Helmet diameter ib approximately
14 inches. Oxygen flow into the face area Is regulated by a positive pressure
demand type regulator designed to operate in the pressure range of 50 to 90 psia,
while pressure within the oral-nasal cavity of the helmet is maintained within
the range of 0.0 to 1. 5 inches of water throughout the flow range of 0 to 100
LPM. A neoprmne-foam rubber face seal is positioned on the inner support
frame of the helmet, sealing the face area o.f from other suit cavities. A spring S
loaded exhalation valve, mounted on the face scal, routes exhalation gases into
the suit. Standard equipment includes foam-rubber earphone cups and adjusta-
ble microphone. In many models the communications cable supplying these
two components has been integrated with, the oxygen line. A plexiglass front
piece is hinged on each side and can be opened to a position on top of the shell
or closed over the face. A sun-glare visor is located at the same position and
may be superimposed over the clear plate. The ring bearing disconnect, S
located at the base of the helmet shell, is used for attachment of the helmet to
the suit.

The coveralls, Model CSK-6/P22S-2, weigh 11 pounds and consist
of four distictle protective layers: 1) a polyurethane coated nylon cloth outer
layer, 2) a dacron lirn-net restraint layer with a single wall distensible bladder
of neoprene-coated nylon underneath, 3) a ventilation layer attached to,
4) the innermost layer which contains channels for air distribution to the ex-
tremities and upper torso. The suit has been designed to accommodate a full
standing position, a feature lacking in many of the earlier models.
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Glovea (weight, 1 pound) connect to the suit at the wrists by dis-
connect rings or zipper, and consist of a leather and nylon outer shell with a
single-wall distensible bladder flocked on the inside. Flocked neoprene pressure
socks are cemented to the suit legs. Conventional flight boots are worn over these.

Three, and sometimes four, life lines P.re attached to the suit.
The ventilation air inlet hose is attached to the left front of the suit while the
suit pressure controller is mounted on the right front. The controller
functions as a pressure sensing and flow control device which senses pressure
changes within the cockOt and restricts ventilating air accordingly, opening
to allow gas loss when an internal pressure of 5 psi is reached. The con-
troller can also sense loss of suit ventilating air and direct either aircraft or
emergency system oxygen through the suit for pressurization. (See Fig. 228.)

Navy Pull Pressure Suit Mark IV -description of this suit has
been gathfered from Ref. 12, 13, and 14. Although research is currently being
conducted with regard to development of an improved full pressure suit, the
Mark IV is considered adequate as a pressure/oxygen system for current naval S
aircraft. The suit is designed to maintain an internal pressure of 3.35 ± 0.2 psia
at altitudes up to 100, 000 feet when cabin pressure is lost above 35, 000 feet,
while supplying oxygen to the crew member.

Helmet Model GF 70, or GR 90, weighs 5 pounds and contains
systeras and components nearly identital to those found in the Air Force
HGK 13/P22S-2 model. The helmet is secured to the suit through a ball bearing * •
neck ring, which permits the wearer to rotate the helmet, providing about
241) degrees of visibility from side to side.

The coveralls weigh 11 pounds and consist of two disc. 'etc layers:
1) a reinforced rubber inner bladder, and 2) a nylon outer fabric. A series of
straps run across the shoulders and chest, reducing ballooning. As on the Air
Force coverall, a set of lacings run up the back of legs, arms, and torso
providing adjustment capability. The suit pressure controller, whose function
is identical to that on the A/P22S-2 suit, is located in the seat pack. Ducts
supplying ventilation air to the suit are attached to the inner bladder, distri-
buting air to the wrists, ankles, groin, and torso area.

Gloves (weight, 8 oz.) are constructed of suit material with soft
leather sewn over the palms and fingers. A wire is imbedded in ,he palm and
secured to the back of the gloves to prevent ballooning and to increase dexterity.
Leather boots fit over the rubber feet of 'Zhe suit.

Both suita are pressurized automatically by meens of the suit
pressure controller and the helmet mounted brmathing regulator wheneve r the
cabin altitude reaches 35,000 feet (Fig. 229). The helmet breathing pretisure *

regulator monitors suit pressure and is pre-set to deliver oxygen to the helmet
face area, at a pressure slightly greater than that of the suit, in order to pre-
clude entry of suit gas into the oral-nasal area,

The complete suit weighs between 17 and 25 pounds depending upon
lengrth and tkyp of hoses used. boots and gloves worn, etc. An experienced pilot
should be able to don either suit in about 10 minutes. This includes putting on the
long underwear which is always worn beneath the suit.
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Suit pressure/temperature air system gasses emanate from two
sources: 1) the air conditioning system which usually consists of a heat
exchanger and an expansion turbine, with shutoff and pressure regulating mixinin
valves, providing refrigerated air which is mixed with 2) bleed air from either
or both engines. Gases from this system are fed into the pressure suit at a
Vtmperature selected by the wearer. Should this pressurization system fai!, •
the pressure control valve would automatically close, preventing loss of gas from
the suit; repressurization would be instituted through the oxygen system (Ref. 9).

Both Air Force and Navy full pressure stilts have been worn by
over 150 individuals in simulator tests and evaluation flights. The following
tests and results were recorded for the two suits (Refs. 9, 15, and 16).

Altitude Chamber Tests - individuals were exposed to simulated
altitudes ranging from 7, 000 to 100, 000 feet for time intervals om 5 minutes to
2 hours. Explosive decompression was simulated from 25, 000 to 65,000 feet
in about 1 second. The suits adequately maintained the pressures required by
the wearer for survival. Although the decornression effects were unpleasant,
no extreme discomfort was noted.

Low Speed Parachute Jump Tests - these tests have been conducted
utilizing 10 and 2i seconds of free fall from 16, 000 and 10, 000 feet respectively
before chute deployment. The suits proved to be satisfactory.

Windblast Tests - the suits were subjected to high speed windblast
cled tests ranging from Mach 0.68 to 1.08, Hlgh speed ejection tests have also
been conducted where ejection was accomplished from an F-106 aircraft at • 0
22, 000 to 23,000 feet and air speeds of 730 knots (Mach 1. 58), The suits with-
stood these windblast subjections in a satisfactory manner.

Thermal Evaluation - pilots wearing a full pressure suit have
experienced temperatures of -253F with windblasts up to 30 mph without
adverse effects, while test subjects wearing full pressure suits were able to
withstand a 30-minute stay in water of 33"F coupled with a period of 75 minutes
on.a rubber raft where air temperature was 10. to 21°F. Subjects indicated a
possible tolerance of 5 to 6 hours under these conditions while wearing a suit.
It war noted that the suits floated quite well with air trapped inside and were
watertight; however, regular flotation equipment was required.

"The extreme importance of obtaining a proper fitting suit was
emphasized since air and water leakage occur when the suits fail to fit well.
Extra equipment suggested for exposure protection included:

* 2 suits of long underwear
* 2 pair wool socks
* 1 pair mukluk boots
* 1 combisult
• 1 pair thermal rubber boots
* 1 pair exposure mittens
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lanlwance of pilot task performance while wearing :t full pressure S
suit has, in some instances, been slight while in other situations the per-
formance decretent has bven quite large, Gross tasks such as knob turning .r.
and lever pushing are affected very !ittle by the unpressurized suit, while
pressurization introduces a degree of cumbersomeness and a fatigue factor which
are significant in pilot performance, Subjects who ware asked to perform taWsks
of finer resolution with thOL Purdue Peg Board while wearing a pressure suit
showed a decrement In dexterity of 35 to 65 percent depending on whether the a
suit had been inflated, (Ref. 17).

Pilots at Selfridge Air Force Base, Michigan, reported that
restricted mobilitv while wearing the pressurized suit made it difficult to
actuate fuel switc-hes, armament recycle buttons, M-A-1 power switch, and
manually Lune the UIlF radio,

Target acquisition through an optical sight is veiy difficult when a
suit is worn, face plate glare and interference make it difficult to get a full
field of view. Glare has been found to be a real problem when flying on top of
an undereast when the sun Is forward at the 3 or 9 o'clock position, while scope
interpretation is difficult to impossible when flying into the sun (Ref. 18).

In one test, pilots wearing the suit found that glare from the helmet
visor was a contributing factor In lowering pilot efficiency, In this insttaice it
was listed as the direct cause of fi missed Intercepts out of 205 that were attempted.

During formation flying, most pilots complained about the restricted
mobility that prevented the flight leader from seeing his wing manz the inability
to quickly trim the aircraft because of the gloves, and the always Present fatigue •
factor, Periods of high humidity caused a fog prrblem with the face plate.

Examination of sweut patterns of pilots wearing the suits for 3-hour
periods or longer has shown that ventilating air within the suit is generally not
adequate to meet the heat removal demands of the wearer. With extended use,
the suits soon become filthy and odorous. To date, no competent cleancng pro-
cedure has been devised to overcome this problem.

Weather flying or night flying in the suit has created no problems,
and no physical, psychological, or mental problems have been found in connection
with the suits.

One of the main problems with the suits seems to be the longitudinal
stretching which occurs with pressurization. The helmet is pushed off the top of
the suit ar.d the gloves have a tendency to elongate one to several inches past the
finger tips, decreasing manual dexterity and increasing fatigue.

In tests conducted by the 94th squadron, Air Defense Command,
Sellridge Air Force Base, during which 135 sorties were flown .n the A/P22S-2
pressure suit, the following conclusions were made: S

0 The suit is too uncomfortable to permit continuous wear during alert, or
for periods in ý!xccss of 6 hours,
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* Pilots do not want to wear the suit for anything other than sustained flight
above 50,000 feet.,

* A five-minute scramble is almost an impossibility.

* The pilots ability to react to a berious emergency would be degraded by the
suit,

* The suit should not be used In combat.

* Trahidnin flights In the suit should be continued on a limited basis.

(2) Antiexposure Clothing

Aircrew antiexposuro clothing plays an important role in the success
or failure of many missions, as well as providing an element of survival for the
crew following ejection. Light to medium weight garments are presently available
which ore fully effective within established temperature limits. Pilot acceptance
of these suits has beon good, whereas the heavier suits have not been well re-
ceived due to ventilation requirements, the comfort factor, degradation of mobil-
ity, etc.

The development of arctic survival clothing has been hampered to
some extent due to a lack of adequate insulation material. Several models
affording protection from arctic environments are now availnble; however, these
have not proven to be entirely adequate since the Air Force Life Support Systems
Program Office continues to show an interest in the development of an antiexpo;- 9
sure garment capable of providing protection at -65'F which would also be fire-
proof, waterproof, and lightweight.

The following antiexposure garments are considered representative
of those found in Air Force and Navy stores. For a more complete compilation
see Refs. 19 and 20.

Lightweight Antiexposure Clothing -Air Force Flying Coverall,
CWU-1/P (Ref. 22). This lined, one-piece suit provides lightweight protection
for flying personnel operating in the temperature range of 35F to 85'V. The
outer shell Is nylon twill while the Inner lining is rayon laced wool-backed cloth.
A nylon hood retracts within !he fabric collar when not in use. Suit closure Is
effected with a zipper extending from the crotch to the neck. Suit weight Is less
than 4 pounds, making; it simple to don and providing ease of movement.

Navy Winter Flying Suit (Ref. 20) - The two picce suit (Jacket and
trousers) is made in three layers of fabric: 1) an outer shell of water resistant
nylon, 2) middle insulating layer, 3) Inner lining. The suit comes equipped
with a detachable fur-lined hood. Suit weight is less than 5 pounds.

Regulation flight boots and gloves are worn with both the S
above suits.
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Heavy Duty Antlexposure Clothing

Air Force Heavy Duty Suit (Ref. 21). This antiexposure assembly
consists of four discrete layers: 1) long underwear, 2) ventilating garment,
3) inner garmcnt, 4) outer garment. The MA-3 is a one piece garment without *
sleeves and with open legs, made of 2 layers of flexible vinyl, the surface of
which is cross-corrugated into a fine waffle-weave pattern which facilitates
ventilating airflow between layers and along the outer surfaces. Air is blown
between the 2 vinyl layers, through the air inlet hose at the front, and reacheu
the body through numerouls specially arranged small holes in the inner layer.
In flighing, the garment may be vent.lated with air from the system within the
aircrait or from a small lightweight blower (.1 in. x 8-1/2 it. , weighing 3-3/4
lb) that can supply air for two suits. l1uring standby, the garment may be
ventilated with the small blower, or with a large blower which can supply air
to 12 garments. The Inner garment (CWU-2/P), worn over the ventilating
garment, is primarily an insulation garment for the outer coverall. It may also
be used as a separate f13 ing coverall in the temperature range of 14'F to 40"F,
It is fabricated from 2 layers of wool-backed-nylon with porrils for the hoses
of the ventilating and nnti-g garments located in the front. A separate hood of S
single-ply wool-backed-nylon accompanies this suit along with leather combat
boots. The outer garment (CWU-3/P), consists of the CWU-3/P coveralls,
permanently attached FWU-2/1' overshdes, a separable protective hood, and
neoprene-coatedt, water-repellent fabric mittens.

The antlexposure overshoe is designed to fit over the standard,
ankle-high service shoe, or the 10-inch leather aircrew flight boot.

Air Force/Navy-fl-IA Quick Donning Antlexposure Coverall
(Ref. 1D). This suit was designed to protect personnel from Immersion in
water as wsll as arctic snow conditions. In addition, the juit provides the
wearer with buoyancy to keep afloat until a life raft can be reached. The R-1A
Is a one-piece coverall constructed of rubberized nylon. An attached hood is
optional. The suit completely encases the users body with the exception of the S
face and hands, and may be donned in 30 to 40 seconds over regular flight
clothing by an experienced airman.

Navy Antiexpostae Suit MX-4 (Ref. 20). This watertight suit
provides warmth under extremely cold conditions and buoyancy in ease of emer-
gency bailout or crash landing at sea. The suit consists of: 1) an insulation
liner which consists of the two-piece navy winter flying suit described tander
lightweight antiexposure clothing, and 2) a waterproof outer garnient. Rub-
ber wrist and neck seals are part of the suit, comb:ned with the attached MK-4
boot.

The suit and liner have given protection from exposure for two
hours In water at 28°F and in subzero weather on land for several hours. •
There is, however, no ventilation capability within the suit, and its bulk
(approximately 15 pounds) makes It less desirable than the 1MK-5 suit.
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Navy Antlexposure Suit, MK-5. The two-piece garment consists 4)
of 1) an inner suit consisting of a one-piece nylon twill coverall with built-in
ventilating capability furnished through ducts woven into the fabric, and 2) an
outer layer, very similar to that of the MK-4; however, improved wrist and
neck seals a•nin• with improved mobility make the suit more desirable. Total
weight of Ihe MK-5 is approximately 10 pounds. Hose attachments for the anti-g
and ventilaLing garments are located Waist high on the loft front of the suit.

Down-Filled Arctic Exposure Clothing (Ref. 22). A down-filled,
nylon covered, winter survival ensemble has been developed by the Gerry
Mountain Sperts Company and is currently undergoing evaluation tests kt WPAFB.
It consists of the following items: S

* Walk Around Sleeper -- semimobile sleeping bag which is designed for

walking and working as well as sleeping. Weight,3-1/2 pounds.

a Mittens -- weight, 6 ounces.

* Overboots -used for both lower leg and foot protection, not for walking. S
Weight, 1 pound.

a Wind Pants -- extra leg protection. Weight, 4 ounces.

The above ensemble weiglhs 5-1/4 pounds, and hand stuffs into 900
cubic inches or vacuum packs into 350 cubic inches. In lieu of the walkaround
sleeper, the following items may be uised:

"* Combination Coat -used as a short coat which snaps around the upper part
of the legs indii idually, or forms top half of sleeping bag. Weight, 3 pounds.

"* Waist Sack -half length sleeping bag for use with the comrbi-coat. Weight,

1-1/4 pounds.

"* Wind Parka--for use with the combi-suit. Weight, 8 ounces.

These garments, when worn together, have been found to be adequate
in cold chamber tests of -40 degrees and to provide a body CLO value of 6.25.
The suitst limitations are:

"• Some manual control is necessary to maintain down distribution while ihc 5
garments are being worn.

"* When sleeping directly on snow, the insuLation of a parachute or other
material must be used underneath the wearer. a1-,

"* The nylon covering of the garment will melt at 482"F, care must be taken I

around open fires.

l
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(3) Locator Beacons and Transceivers

At present there exists an inadequacy In emergency locator de-
vices. Some of the problems involved are lack of depiciidability, unsrltisfactory
modes of actuation, lack of standikrdirzation nf exist(ng models, and non-avail-
ability. In addition to this, the Air Fovee has expressed a desire for udevelop-
ment of a discrete radio signal system, because those in use at the present
time may he monitored by enemy its well as friendly fdrces.

The follorwing locator devices are pro-gently tieing employed by the
military and are considered to be representative of equipment available to Air
Force and Navy aviators,

Air Force Radio Devices

ANIURC-10, a waterproof solid state transceiver operating
in the frequency band of 240-260 me . May generate a sweep audio tone
beacon mode, which can be locked in for unattended operation, or provide
a CW signal for location by homing devices. The transceiver is equipped with
a telescoping antenna, measures 6-3/4 by 1 -1/ ! by 3 Inches, weighs less than
27 ounces, and can be operated in one hand. The dry battery Is carried in a
separate metal holder, similar in size to the transceiver, and weighs 363
ountces. It Is connected to the transce~v'r by 2-1/2 feet of cable. The tvans-
ceiver will operate on a 50 petrcent transmi-t-receive duty. cycle for 70 hours. *
The set will operate within the tomperature. range of -55' Lo +rW5C. Its signal
is reliable to an altitude of 20. 000 feet, ai'# has a range of 100-150 miles.

RT-285A/URC-Ii.. A waterjct --,i battery operated transceiver
with transistorized audio systern and telsrwculig antenna. The transceiver
provides for the transmission Lv1d reception Af CW, modulated CW, and volco
aignaliq on a frequency of 243. 0 mc.,, permittwg location bX homing devices
at a range of approximately 100 miles and an altitude of 10. 000 feet. Voice
communication is possible witela a range of 05 milps. The battery has an
operational life of 24 hours (50 percent transmission), weight of tia complete
sot Is 3-1/2 pounds. When usod Wn an ejection capsule, the operational life
and utility of the URC- 11 radio may be greatly enhanced with the Installation
of &a autorna'.ic, externally mounted antenna. Four BA-1315 batteries Installed
within the capsule provide radio transmission life of over 500 hours. Modification 4
of the radio also allows standard headphones to plug Into the act, providing voice
recep,'ion from the moment of ejertion. The radio, In operational condition.
may be removed from the capsule by unlocking a hand operated snap (Ref. 221.

AN/URT-21 (Ref, 24). This milriature transmissaion boncon is nor-
nially housed in an openi end p. icket in the parachute; however, it may be carried
in the ahirt or pants pocket since complete set size Is only 5-1 /2 x 3-1/2 4
x 1-1/2 inches with a weight of 18 ounces. Opening of the paiachute activates
the chute mounted set; the antenna is incorporated within ome of the0 parachute
risers. The set will transmit a constant beacon on a frequency of 2413 mc. for
24 hours at an 8lO-mile range to aircraft at 10, 000 feet altitudo,. This beacon
is currently being used by the Tactical Air Force, A lighter Knodel (URT-27),
with the same range, has been proposed hy the Air Force and Miould be in4
production by 1966.
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Navy Radio Devices

AN/PRC-49 (Ref, 25). A two-way voice radio beacon with an op-
erational life of 24 hnurs on the 243 me. guard channel. Total weight, including
battery. is 3 pounds, with the battery in a separate package. Range varies with •
antenna configuration, but is from 20 to 60 miles within line of sight distance.
Thit set can be stowed on the airman or in the sur% val k.it. The newer PRC-R1I
radio which is nearly identical to the PRC-49, except that it can transceive with
the Air Force URT-27, is being procured by the Navy.

AN/URC-39 (Ref. 25). Personal two-way voice radio plus beacon
which operates on 243 me. Operational life is 24 hours with a range of 20-60 S
miles to aircraft at 10,000 feet altitudce Weight is approximately 2 pounds.

AN/CRT-3, Gibson Girl (Ref. 25). A life raft radio beacon weigh-
ing approximately 40 pounds with a seLf-contained, Wand-operated generator.
The unit requIres a 300-foot long, balloon-raised antenna for operation. Range
can be up to 1600 miles depending on atmospheric conditions, frequency, etc.
A program has been initiated for the development of a lighter, smaller, battery-
powered high-performance replacement for the AN/CRT-3.

Additional Aids

Chaffing System (Ref. 26). The B58-A aircraft ejection capsule
is equipped with a chaffing system which dispenses shredded tinfoil strips into
the atmosphere, aiding radar signal reflection and affording a means of capsule
location. Av the capsule is ejected, an aneroid unit senses the pressure change
and automatically opens the compartment containing the chaff. The slipstream
then dispenses the chaff during capsule descent.

Radar Reflectors (Ref. 27). Tho most commonly used is the
corner, or "target," reflector which is an umbrella-like antenna made of 8
triangidar planes of metal mesh that intersect at right anglea. Effective p
ranpo of the reflector is 2 to 18 miles.

MX-13 MOD 0 Distress Signal (Ref. 28). The distress signal Is
a pyrotechnic torch that burns for approximately 18 seconds. Signals are
located on both ends of the cylindrical container, with orange smoke for day
and red glow for night.

Pencil Flare M-131 (Ref. 29). These are small, pencil-sized
flares which may be carried on the aviators person, and used principally for
signal during parachute descent.

Dye Marker (Ref. 27). Dye marker packets are worn, attached'to
life vests, and carried In life rofts. Under good conditions the dye is exhausted
in 20-30 2alnutes and ceases to he a good target after 1 hour. It is visible '

at an approximate distance of 1o miles at 3,000 feet.
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Signal Mirror (Rec(, 27). fhand wiirror xhich cin usually be1 seen
at a distane three to five times greater than the distance iit which a liIfe raft
can be, sightedI at sea. On a clear day, the mirror will reflect the iequiva lent
of 8 million candlepower. Flashes from a mirror have bee.n seen from a (]is-

4 ~tance of i40 miles.

Whistle (le[. 27). rhis signallintr d(lice can Ile heard up to a
distance of 1,0P(0 yardi.,

38 Caliburle ol'r with rraicev' Bullets (Reft. 28).

(4) Suev~ivatl E~iuiiiraientt mid Conta iners

*Fhe increased vange~ of todaYls high -lirtoenlianlce aivrcrfut has
changed the concept of survivavl kit configuiiations, packaging, and compamennft
itemns. The inudividual kit must now providv the (kM% net aivure w miniembe with
a capability to Supplement 1 tving ofl anyv envinmiennct; v. g. , arctic, tundra',
jungle, or de(iesct VegionS, as well as the sea. Theve arc several types of
SUrvival k its Used t iy both Alle For-ce and NavN , These kits are packed toe
either individual or ai reve L'use, In the(. containeV Most Wditliet the alvecraft
and area ovcr- whivii the flight will take place: homweer, mlost kits p~resently airc
packed for global so cv ival. Trhe following are e'vamiles of Survival equipmlent
containers and survival equipment now in use, (This informantion was obtained
from Rfles. 19 and :10).

4 Survival Equipment Contalne rVS

MD-1 Container. Global kit container used 1wima rily in ejection
seats of various t 'ypes of fighter and lsjnmIev ai rcraft. Consists of an outer
expandable fabric container a ml a waterproof inner contal 1%? e. Container si ze
May be adjusted With n d rawstri ng jsxsttioned a roundI the boittom edge of the
container.

NI L-2 Container. Globil kit container usedl In 11-52 and 13-18 air-
craft consists of it fiberglaiss or reinforced~ plastic container with an inner
wnterproof container.

Coflttaiiers Applicahlk to F-101, F-i102, F-104, F-103, and F-106S
Ai reralt. ThuV e aIe riid SUr~vival k~it containers which ;ire si ad la in config-
Uration to the M L-2 container, theI hasi c di Iterelcev leilig thait these kitS Contain
an integrated '.,me rgene ,v ox,-vn system containing a II0 minute supply of ox~ gcn
for 1weathing and main11taining a1 IWeSSLTL' suit.

Conitainet' for Rotational U pwared Ejection Seat. Container usedI
in the F"- l0iA mcd F-10I (i a I craft. Kit consists of two 1etachable Iloergiass

* ~packs which attaich to the N ick. of Ohw seat.

F-411l-1 Container This container is part, of the Mlaietin- fAlake'
ejection seat installation in (lhe F-4 set jes, all -Se l'.i~c aivecaft. Container Is
za tigici, mohlded, two-pa tt assellIbi' which isý Carr'.-d ill the, so'nt panl and is at-
tached to the integrated hll 1eit aissembly.
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ML-3 Contd',nur. A long-range, nonejectlon Idt, normally stowed

in a place readily accessible to the crewmember, may be attached to either back-
or cheat-style parachute accessory V-rings before bailout. The kit may be worn
as a rucksack after landing.

Other Survival Items. The following lists itemize mandatorv,
recommended, and optional items for inclusion in survival equipment:

SURVIVAL EQUr.MENT

MANDATORY

Quantit Item Use Weight (Cu In)

1 Mirror MK3, BuAer Spec Signal, 6 oz 4
23M5 Operational

3 Signal, Smoke and lilurnina- Hand-held, 4 oz 10
tion, Marine Mk13, Mod 0 daytime, night-
(SAC--Optional if Radio Is time
Used) flare

2 Signal, M131, Illumination Signal

1 Whistle, Police, Plastic Signal 2 oz 2
(SAC--Optional)

1 Radio Set, AN/URC-11 SIgna I lb 110
or

1 Radio Set, AN/URC-10 Signal 1 lb 110

1 Battery, Type BA131l5/UJ with Radio

I Battery, Type BA1387/URC- with Radio
10

1 Cable Assy (Comes w/ with Radio
Radio)

3 Box, Match, Waterproof For Stowing 2 oz 6
60B33693 Matches

I Life Raft, MB-i Flotation 7 lb 4 oz

100 Matches, Sti'ke-Any- Store in
(Approx) where Kitchen Waterproof

Match Box

I ./ Radlao hicte: (SAC Only) Radiation

1 Manual, Survival Instruction 3 oz
Manual

11l,
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SURVNVAL FQUIPMENT C(Cont)

MANDATORY

Quantit Item Use Weight n_ il

1 Water, Drinking, Canned
ISAC)

RECOMMENDED ITEMS

1 pr Socks, Wool, Cushion Sole All Climatic 2 oz N/A
Ranges

I pr Socks, l(f Do, lwn All Climatic 8 oz 25
Insulated Ranges

I pr $ocks, Wool, Winter All Climatic 3 oz N/A
Ranges

I pr Goggles, Sun, Type I or 11 Against Sun and 3 oz
Snow Blindness

I Lipstick, Anti-Chap, Type 1, Aectic I oz I
Type I, 11 Use; Typ• 2,

Tropic Use

I Repair Kit, Life Raft 4 oz 24

2 Ration, RS-1 Food WItlon 1 lb 8 oz 85 a

3 tubes Sodium Chloride Tanlets Heat Fatigue 1 lb 5 oz 1.5

I Spoin, Spec MIL-F-284 I oz 1

100 Cartridge, Ball, Cal. 22, M-4 and M-6
Hornet Survival

WeVapons

I Packet Sea Marker Signal 9

I Shark Deterrent 9
S

1 Kit, FiLjhing, Survival Foraging 5 oz 7
E(uuipment

1 Net, Gill, Nylon Fishing 2 o:' N/A

I Oiler, Carbine, Cal. :30. Survival 3 oz
M-1 W\alx)?"s 5
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SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT (Cont)

RECOMMENDED ITEMS •

Quantit Rtom Us e Weight nIu n

I Rifle, Survival, M-I, Foraging 3 lb 10 oi . 90
22 Hlornet

20 ft Wire, Comm. Brass For Making 2 o7 N/A U
Snares

1 Candle, Long-DBuning, Emergency N/A N/A
MIL-C-25539

1 box, Heat Tabs, J. W. Speaker, Hieat, Co,',king N/A N/A
24 ea, P/N 1118

1 First Aid Kit, Survival, First Aid 6 oz 12
Individual

1 Bag, Sleeping, MC-1, Dwvg All Climatic 350

4 Nc, 59D3988 *
1 Saw, Hand, Finger Grip, Cutting Metals,

MIL-C-380, Type MB-2 Wood, Plastic,
Glass in Any
Direction

4 1 Knife, Pocket, Spec ' Combination, 4 oz 1.69 S
MIlI-J-818 Screwdriver,

Opener, 4
Blades

I Stone, Sharpening, 2 oz 2.65
Type VIII

1 Compass, Pocket, 1 oz I
MIL-C-6235

I Compass LUnsatic Reading 4 oz 4
Azimnuths

1 Bag, Storage, Drinking Storing 3 oz 0
Water, Size B, MIL-li- Drinking
8571 Water

I Canteen, Plastic 2 oz
(3 Pints)

1 Bag, Storage, Drinking Storing 3 oz
Water, Size A, MIL-B-8571 Drinking Water

117
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SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT (Cont

RECOMMENDED ITEMS

•.nt, RItem Use Weight (Cu in)

Kit, Desalting, MK-2, Drinking Water :t lb 6 oz 36 b
MIL-C-5531 from Salt

Water

1 Magazine, 22 Hornet M,1, Weapon 4 oz 6

1 Radiac Meter, Minirad Detecting 8 oz 15
Gamma
Radiation

1 Hood, Winter MI1,-H.-25764

1 Pocket Flare Kit Signal

OPTIONAL ITEMS V

I pr Drawers, Wool, MIL-D- Cold Climate 12 oz 49
2224

1 Jacket, 100. Down In- Cold Climate 2 lb 150
sulated * *

1 pr Gloves, Inserts Cold Weather 2 oz 6
When Finger
Dexterity
Required

1 Trousers, 10(0r Down Cold Climate 2 lb 125
Insulated

I pr Mittens, Aircrew Cold Temp- 1 lb 14
crate Climate

I pr Mittens, Inserts Liner for N-2 1 lb 20

I pr Gloves, Cloth, Work, Hot Climite 5 oz 10
MIL-G-2874, Type I

1 lint, Reversible, Sun Hot Climate 8 oz 16

1 pr Moccasin, Survival, Cold Climate I lb 20
Type II

1 Poncho, Lightweight Cold Climate 2 lb 8 oz 50

I Undershirt, Winter Cold Climate 8 oz 103
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SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT (Cont)

OPTIONAL ITEMS
Quantit Itemn Use Weight Cu In)

1 Insect Repellent Insect 4 oz 6.7
Repellent

1 Hat and Mosquito Net Insect 3 oz
Protection

1 Ointment, Sun Sunburn 3 oz 5.5 •
2 Food Packet, Type SA Food for 1 1 lb 3 oz 49

Man, 1 Day,
Cold Climate

1 Food Packet, Type ST Food for 1 I lb 3 oz 49
Man, 3 Days, •Tropics

I Rifle, Shotgun, MG, In Place of 3 lb 10 oz 90
22 Hornet, 410 Gage M-4 Rifle

I Box Shell, 410 Gage, 3 in For M-6 1 b.Case Weapon • •
2 Starter, Fire, Type M2, Starting

Spec MIL-S-13175 Fires

1 Snake Bite Kit, Suction Snake Bites 5 oz 13

1 Razor, Safety, Travel Kit
57C3785

1 Soap, Toilet, Floating Personal 2 oz 1

1 File, Flat, 6 In., Type 3 3 oz .6
1 Knife, Hunting, w/Sheath 5 oz 27

1 Survival Tool Kit Type Comb. Tool
SRU-18/P Dwg. 6204406

I Plotter, Type B-2 Measuring 8 oz 12
Angles,Distance

1 Hand Axe, 16 in Handle 1 lb 4 o2z 40
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(5) Automotic Life Raft (Wultcv-Kiddo Co. Ltd.)

In the past, many injuries hfive been sustained by flying person-
nel, either due to combat or through ejection from high-speed aircraft, making
it difficult or impossiblc to carry out the manual operations necessary to in-
flate the conventional type of emergency life raft. An automatic, single-seat
life raft is now available which eliminates the previous necessity of manual opera-

tion. The only conscious activity required in the autonmatlc system is "hat the

pilot successfully ejects himself from the aircraft (Ref. 31).

The dinghy is basically the standard, IWat-shaped, pneumatic,
one-man raft, but hfis a small diameter, high-pressure tube attached to the
periphery of the main buoyancy tube which spreads the raft beneath the subject,
ready for inflation, after a predetermined interval.

On separation from the ejection scat, the pilot's life jacket is
inflated and the raft deployment tube operating head is primed, both actions
being performed by a static line. Upon entering the water the pilot gains im-
mediate support from his life jacket. Following a period of 10 to 15 seconds
the deployment tube inflates, spreading the dinghy under him. At this stgc.
the operating head of the main tube is primed. After a further interval of 10 to
15 seconds, the main buoyancy tube inflates and the subject is fully supported
by the dinghy. Automatic inflation of the raft is accomplished through soluble
plugs which are shielded from the water until the inflation mechanisms are

primed in proper sequence. See Fig. 230 for an Inflation sequence following • •

water touchdown.

In the case of aircraft ditching and abandonment, the only de-
iarture from the fully automatic mode is manual operation of the inflation
mechanism of the life jacket. Undorwater escape is feasible with this system.
While submerged, the pilot ejects from the aircraft in the normal manner.
Separation of the pilot from the seat is assisted by inflatable bags which are 5
situated In the scat; these bags automatically inflate during the initial stages of
ejection. The life jacket and life raft then automatically inflate in their normal
sequence.
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SECTION III

ESCAPE SYSTEM EVALUATION

Comparisons were made of the design factors involving escape capability,
subsystems, weight, and deve loprient /production status fr~r like escape system

concepts inveatigated during this phase of the program. A comparison of these
facmors is shown in Table XXXIV for ejection seats, Table XXXV for encapsulated
ejection seats, and Table XXXVI for escape capsules.
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ESCAPE CREWMAN CATAPULT STABILIZATION
CAPABILITY RESTRAinr DEVICES

n MEMO=

SL to 55, 000 Torso positioning Solid propellant Stalbilization drag
ft at mwx speed and restraint; rocket engine, body 9
of 800 knots; foot retraction; Frankford Ar-

GOODYEAR 55, 000 ft to arm guarding snal P/N XM-7
ENCAPSIULATED 100,000 ft at

SEAT Mach 4. 0;
150 knots under
landing or take-
off conditions

SL to altitudes Torso positioning Rocket catapult, Stabilization

NORTH exceeding 100, and restraint; Rocket Power booms with boom

AMERICAN 000 ft from 90 foot positioning; Inc. P/N 1720-10 tip deployed

R-70 XNCAP- KEAS to super- forearm support- parachutes

SULATED SEAT sonic speeds up ing
to Mach 3. 1

I

SL up to 600 Torso positioning Rocket catapult, Stabtliz~tton
knots and to and restraint by Thiokol P/N frame and

STANLEY Mach 2.2 up to inertia reel, A273-1006-1 stabilization
B-5AT8 EAT- 80,000 ft; Pac. -Scd P/N parachute

SULATED SEAT ground level 010 3114-2; leg
between 100 and retraction and
285 knots positioning S

0 to 300 KEAS Torso positioning A separate Stabilization
at ground level and restraint; leg catapult and booms

STANLEY and up to Mach and foot retraction roc qt 6
TWO-PLACE 1. 25 at near and restraint;

ENCAPSULATL2D GL up to arm and knee
SEAT Mach 3. 0 between guarding

42,000 ft and
80,000 ft

. , . . .. .

p 0 • 0 S S t 0



DESIGN FACT01.9

CIJ1WMA N CATAPULT STABILIATION IECOVERY IMPACT 8,

.:S'rTHMNTr DEVTCI S DEVICES ATTENUATION I \1

retso positioning Solid propellant Stabilization drag One 35-foot di,- Buffer bag Two C

mid restraint; rocket engine, boiy meter extended triggn
ct ret,'aetion; FrrFnkford Ar- skirt parachute tic fir

krni guarding senal P/N XM-7 pre-

systen
lia nual

ofsec S
I)'allist

recovi

torso positioning Rocket catapult, Stabilization One 34,5-foot Inflatable Two ej
md restraint; Rocket Power booms with boom- diameter solid bladder plus tri-,geo •
bot positioning; Inc. P/N 1720-10 tip deployed extencded skirt stabilization mtiiua
,orearni support- parachutes canopy hoonis of rec
.ng chute

"Twvo e
Torso po;Jitioning Rocket catspult, Stabilization One 41-foot Two y!Alding trigge
and restraint by Thiokol P/N frarnc and diameter ring- metal cylinders dual ci
inertia reel, A273-10013-1 stabilization sail parachute plus cutting of firing;
Pa01 -S1-. I;/N parachute flanges by the 111anlua
010 31.1.1-2; leg stabilization jettiso
retraction and frame fins nianud
positioning parc't

ride h;

rorso poiitioning A separate Stabilization Two 41-foot Stabilization Manuo
ind restraint; leg cnutapult and booms diameter ring- booms in jettiso 4
nd foot retraction rocket sail parachutes bending and manua
ind restraint; in shearing of paracl
,rM and knee metal In ment
uarding landing gear

support struts
D

132p
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Table XXXV. Enccr quIated Ejection Seats Comparison

GIOUNI) DI !) V E LOP N N I': N'rT/
IMPACT SYSi CIM SUNVI.. L TNSTA LIEUP N PRODUCTION

rTENUjAT1ON INTTL'STION EQUIIC NT WFI(;lT
Two ej uction

Buffer hag triggers; Space provide(d 6?,. 4 pounds Prelinina.ry dlesign

secondary ballis- for 110 cu in including 200- and dynamic model S
tic firing of of survival gear pound man and wind tunnel
pre-ejection model tes Ls
system;
manual initiation
of secondary
ballistic firing of
recovery syitem _

Survival cqulp-
mert stowed in

inflatable Two ejection two containers 964 pounds Development and
bladder plus triggers; heside crew- Including 200- qualification tst
Stabilization msiual initiation man's head and pound man program accom-
booms of recoviry para- in an underseat plished; produced 5

chute deployment compartment; for XB70 airplancs.
emergency
radio beacon;
chaff dispenser

"T\vo ejection *

Wo yielding triggers; 56-3/4 pounds 706.2 pounds Developed.
etal cylinders dual catapult of survival including 200 qualified, and
us cutting uf firing; equipment pound man produced far
anges by the man'ual canopy with capsule; the B-58 alrplnnes
abilization Jettisoning; chaff dispenser;
arne fins manual recovery radio trarsceiver

parachute over- S
rid,., handle

tablh'.,ation Manual canopy Automatic "May- 1408 pounds Wind tunnel tests
Dores in Jettisoning; day" signal over including two conducted; design
anJing and manual recovery airplane radio; 177-pound 50th is a further S
shearing of parachute deploy- chaff dispenser. percentile men development of

ietal in ment Suitable st-'vival B-58 encapsulated
uiding gear gear for test seat
ipport struts aircraft
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4

4

uII,,ANCEI - V()tcGHIT LOCKIFEEl) .4104 V ERTO 1, If -25

CA • IS ILE CA PS II LE CA PSI' [I*;

Zv*o alt landing still Sled tests Nr-o11 Fa-,ibilityv ,tudv lot

,Q',,P1': CA PAlI•T i~rry Mepe(i to Mach1 t4 -Ind static to 700 KEAS hover or cruising
to Ma O 4.,0 at .5 ,1000 slped abiJ,'.'e 100 ft
ft alt

CREW RESTI.AINT Not specified Not specified Not specified

2 sol Id motors, total Solid motor, thrust

w) tsr ROCKP;m thrust 30,000 li) total 45,600 l hbur None
impulse 211,000 1i) per time 0.5 sec squib
Sec, cliect'icllly stn|rted started

Gas-uperated Shaped charges for

piston assemblies rotors, :It'ifts, and

SPI'.TITN lineav-shapml which free uttach- fuselage; k:i ii sti c
chavg's ment fittings guillotines rov lines,

cables, and wires

Four ex'ternal Three wedge-
stabilizing tins are shaped haorns 7-1/2

Sl',\ I 1,I;.\AT TON actuated at SlXttra- ft lonp, triongulav Not specified
tion cross-sect lion

(;11()1 Ni) TM P.*WFl Iout :t,'. 7-i'i, dill
ND Ir.'N I'.I (N inf3-t1i.Q hags Not speili'led Not -peeifiedl

A I*TE N" *XI*'If) N i -i1a . ]o t bags

tI.' ( I'. I' two : -in. flotah ,on Not slpeieil'ed Not specified

t,1-[t cil:i rilwq •"lll I l)Mn ap rachute lout ul tr flitYLIuSt-

dec'vl p rdnchutc (1st 7 1. 5-[t din ring, opening 3.7;- I). ca-

ItI':C wVI"Y I\IL\CIIUTErl: si.t.g) Cluster of throe slot l:rachute clutes
.1)0. 5-ft dlia ilat ci culo r
in mvachutcs (2nd .,tU ge)

N O. ( )lt I* E\ii MI,: MIII:ItS 1 1 2

Rescue dietection
SIiIVIV\.\ I. I',UI'MI'NT an' emergency Not specified Not sperilivd

comuni(cations

WEIGHT ; , 500 l1) 2 11)2,700 1i) (Include,,s
l,2, 4u0 1 2 pIassengcvxs)

l)I.:VI.:MI.)PMENT Developled bor Truck te.t on Gr'ound fcnsbiutyv
FSU-1 capsule F-101 cipsule test conducted

.k
L d S SS S
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""'We XXXVI. Escape Copsule Comparison

IHTOL 11-25 BOVING SUi)ERSONIC BOEING ADO-=2 I CONVAIR F-I Il COCKPIT
%MULE CAPSULE CAPSULE POD CAPSULEL
)llity study for Zero-zero to Mach 1. 2 at Zero-zero to Mach 1 .2 Zero-zero to max
or cruksing sea level and to Mach 2. 5 at sea level and Mach 3.0 vehicle capability
above 100 ft 30, 000 to (60, 000 ft at 70,000 ft

"Basic harness with
acified Restraint harness Not specified lateral chest straps -

pmvered inertia reel
Solid motor, thrust Solid motor, thrust Two-inode binozzle,

None 65.310 lb for 0.6 see 68,000 lb for 0. 6 sea approx 2 6,000 lb
for 0.8-sec basic single

._nozzle thrust
charges for Pocket exhaust gas pres- Li•ear-shaped chargem Shielded mild deto-shafts, and sure initiates linear-shaped nating cord, flexible
Ce ballistic charges. linear ahaped charge,nes for lines, baliotile guillotines,

and wires and disconnects

One 6-ft dia conical Wing glov'e, pitch flaps, and
ocified Two 4-ft din first ribbon stab parachute onc 6-foot diameter hemisflo

stabilizing parachutes deployed from each of parachute
4 telescoping drogue
booms

SCrushing of structure forward
of pilots compartment Not specified Impact .ags

?cified Two stab & 1 righting cell +2 fwd Flotation sys similar lotation bags
and I rear flotation cell total
vol -6 71.4 1t3 to Boeing supersonic -

i tra-fast- Two (;3-ft din modified 74. 2-ft dia ringsail One 70-foot diameter
:):35-ft pLrs- ring sail parachutes plus parachute ringsail parachute

12-ft fist ribbon decel
parachute

2 2 2 2
Emergency transceiver and Survival equipment, 2 Suivival equipment9 I i(l flashing beacon light location aids within and location aids

- ---.-d _ c a ps u le - w ith in c a p s u le

ngors) 5,000 lb 4,000 lh 3,000 lb

feasibility -relim design, model wind tunnel Preliminary design Operaticr.al
ducted & model flotation sys tests
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